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1.1 Functions Outline

The AFC1200 ISA Fastening System is a culmination of over twenty years of electric
fastening expertise integrated with the latest electronic technology. The basic elements of this
System are:

P A brushless DC permanent magnet motor

P A combination Axis Controller / Servo Amplifier

P An IBM-compatible 486 DX4 Central Processing Unit (CPU)

wCompact Design
As the result of miniaturization technology, the compact Axis Controller Unit maintains
a width of 100 mm in spite of the built-in power source and Servo Amplifier.  The back
panel method of mounting provides easy access through the front of the enclosure to
all System connections, controls, and indicators.

wProgram Capabilities
The System software allows the use of all FEC INC. fastening strategies and
techniques, which can be tailored by the end user to adapt to a variety of fastening
applications.  Some of the most popular features include: 

torque control torque rate monitoring
angle control help mode
adaptive yield control sequence presetting mode 
Speed Control

wOperational Interface 
The ISA Main Controller Unit incorporates the user interface as an integral part of the
total System configuration.  Pulldown menus display on the System monitor for
user-friendly nutrunner sequence programming.  Eight different groups of preset data
may also be entered using the keypad provided as a System component.  Preset data
and nutrunner sequences are preserved in non-volatile EEPROM.

wCommunication Interface
External communication is available through the following means:

Standard Discrete I/O Centronics Parallel Port
(1) Output RS232C Port RS422 Port (Option)
(1) Input RS232C Port

wMotor
A DC permanent magnet motor provides improved fastening control.  The sealed
design of the motor provides greater protection from contamination without
generating any excess heat. 

wPreamplifier
Quality control of the tool torque transducer is accomplished electrically (digitally)
through the EEPROM in the preamplifier.  During factory setup of the torque
transducer, the unit is Dead Weight and Dynamically tested against Standards that
are certified and traceable to the National Institute of Standards and Technology.  The
resultant data is then programmed into the preamplifier.  The AFC1200 System
compares the programmed data with the actual measured data from the transducer,
and then compensates for minor discrepancies.  If the variance exceeds the limits
specified in Sections 9.4.1 and 9.4.2, an Abnormal output will be generated and the
fastening process will be interrupted.
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wSelf-Check Function
The AFC1200 System is designed to perform several self-checks.  Each time the
System is powered on, it completes a Power On Self-Test (POST) to verify the
compatibility and connection of all equipment.  Refer to Chapter 9 Troubleshooting for
details of all System self-checks.

wServo Amplifier (Servo Drive)
Reduced equipment size with improved drive circuit strength is the result of
incorporating Isolated Gate Bipolar Transistor (IGBT) technology into the System.
Axis Controller Units are available in several models, and the Servo Amplifier housed
in each Axis Unit determines the model type.  The Servo Amplifier also dictates the
nutrunner (tool) models that can be supported by the Axis Unit.  The AFC1100 and
AFC1200 Systems incorporate the same Servo Amplifier and nutrunner components.

wAbnormal Condition Display
The System will output an ABNORMAL signal when it detects there is a problem
(Zero Check out of limits, incorrect component connection, etc.) within the System
itself.  Dependent upon the type of Abnormal, the output may display as a code on an
Axis Unit, and/or as text on the System monitor.  If the [HLP] key on the keypad is
depressed during an Abnormal output, the monitor will display additional information
for use in correcting the Abnormal condition.  Refer to Chapter 9 Troubleshooting for
more details.
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1.2 System requirements
To ensure the most effective and extended use of all equipment, adhere to the following
specifications:

wTool Installation
Tools generate a great amount of torque during operation, and the reaction force is
applied to the mounting area of the tool.  Therefore, tools must be installed in the
proper positions and with adequate bolts. Use the specified bolts to prevent the tool
from loosening due to vibration.  The tool assembly contains precision parts and
electronic components, and must not be subject to excessive shocks or stresses.

The torque transducer is a type of strain gage and, although it has been designed to
withstand sudden shock, repeated shock (over time) could damage the transducer.
Cylinder cushions or shock absorbers should be used to decelerate the powerhead
return and prevent excessive (hard stop) vibration, particularly in short cycle time
applications operating at high speeds.

wFastening Operation
Avoid fastening beyond the full scale torque.  Do not use a duty cycle (the ratio of the
tool rotating time to the machine cycle time) higher than 50%, even when the torque
is below the full scale value.

wCable Wiring

P Use the specified cables for all System connections.

P Circuit breakers or fuses are required.  

P Avoid using a high voltage circuit as a frame ground (FG).  Also, the frame ground
should be separate from the power ground.

P When multiple Axis Contollers are used, ensure that each Unit is connected to its
matching numbered tool, and that all connectors are locked.

P PLC I/O cables must not exceed 50 feet in length, and must be run separate from
any high voltage power sources or cabling.

w Installation Environment (ISA Main Controller and Axis Controller Units)

P Controllers must be set in a NEMA 12 enclosure. 
Do not use at the following locations.  (If these conditions cannot be avoided,
contact FEC INC.)
P Areas under direct sunlight.

P Areas where the environmental temperature is out the  32° F - 122° F range.

P Areas where the relative humidity is out of the 20-90% range.

P Areas where the temperature changes quickly, which may cause moisture.

P Areas where conductive powder, oil mist, saline, or organic solvents exist.

P Areas that have corrosive or combustible gases.

P Areas that have strong electric or magnetic fields.

P Areas where a strong vibration or shock could be transmitted directly to a tool or
Controller Unit.

P Controller Units must be located a minimum of 600 mm from sources of high
transient voltage such as transformers, AC inverters, AC contactors, and motor
starters.  If this cannot be avoided, then the Units must be properly shielded.
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wStatic Electricity
AFC1200 System construction incorporates many electronic Surface Mounted
Devices (SMD).  It is advisable to strictly adhere to practices for safe electrostatic
discharge in order to prevent damage to the System.

wCleaning
Do not use any organic solvents, such as thinner, to clean a Controller Unit or a tool.
The solvent could melt the surface paint, or penetrate inside and cause damage.  A
cloth dampened with alcohol or warm water should be used to lightly wipe the
components.

wHandling and Shipping
It is critical that AFC1200 System components are properly handled and shipped in
order to maintain the System's integrity.  Adhere to the following requirements for
shipping and  handling:
P All AFC1200 components must be removed from the enclosure(s) prior to shipping.

P AFC1200 System components must be individually packaged in an approved
anti-static container or wrap to prevent damage from electrostatic discharge.

P Tool assemblies must be removed from the powerhead during shipment to prevent
damage to the transducer assembly.

P Enclosures must be protected with shrink wrap.

P Enclosures and System components should be shipped on an air ride trailer
whenever possible. 

P Adhere to Section 2.1 Main Specifications for environmental requirements.   
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2.1 System Specifications

wPower Supply Voltage  

P 200~230 VAC ±10%, 3-Phase, 50/60 Hz 

w Installation Requirement

P NEMA 12 enclosure

wRange of Operation

P Duty cycle within 50% (reference Section 2.2 Duty Cycle Calculation)

P Additional specifications will be provided for nutrunners greater than 50 kgm.

wOperating Conditions  (may be met by incorporating an Air Handling Unit into System) 

P Temperature: 0° ~ 50°C  (32° ~ 122°F)

P Humidity: 20% ~ 90%,  no moisture

wStorage Conditions

P Temperature: -5° ~ 55°C  (23° ~ 131°F)

P Humidity: Below 90%, no moisture

wShipping Conditions

P Temperature: -5° ~ 55°C  (23° ~ 131°F)

P Humidity: Below 90%, no moisture

P Each item (component or assembly) must be sealed in bubble wrap.

P All metal parts (except for the electric motor, encoder, and connectors) must be
greased or oiled to prevent rust.
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2.2  Duty Cycle Calculation

The rated duty cycle for the AFC1200 System is calculated as follows:

Total Cycle Time (Tool Rotation + Tool Waiting)
 X  100  =  Duty Cycle Percentage  (%)

Tool Rotation Time

Example: Tool Rotation Time =    3 Seconds    x 100 = 25% Duty Cycle Percentage  
Total Cycle Time = 12 Seconds

Duty cycle ratings vary between tools.  As a general rule, however, it should not exceed 50%.
Refer to the specifications for each tool.  If the cycle time is less than 12 seconds, contact
FEC INC. for confirmation.
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2.3 ISA Main Controller Unit Specifications

wCPU: 80486-DX4 32-Bit Microprocessor
(486DX4,  100 MHz,  IBM-Compatible)

wKEYBOARD: Pendant Type, 20 Keys

wMONITOR: Standard:  VGA  Interface 
Optional:   Liquid Crystal Display (LCD)

wDATA Communication: RS232C Output CH1 RS232C Input CH2  
RS422 Port (Option) Centronics

Parallel Port

wPRINTER: DOT matrix COLOR GRAPHIC
EPSON FX TYPE HP PAINTJET
EPSON VP TYPE

wFLOPPY DISK Drive: FDD 3.5" 1.44MB 

wHARD DISK DRIVE: IDE Interface  (size varies dependent upon availability)

wPower Source: 200~230 VAC ±10%, 50/60 Hz 

wPower Consumption: 140 Watts

w Input Current: below 0.7A

w In-Rush Current: below 50A

wFastening Control Methods: Torque method
Angle method
Adaptive Yield method

wTorque rate calculation: point-to-point method,  Maximum 3 areas
integrated method,  Maximum 3 Areas

wFastening sequence Steps: Maximum 32 steps

wFastening preset: Maximum 8 types

wFastening sequence: Maximum 8 selectionS

wspindle Quantity: Maximum 24 spindles per ISA Main Controller

wgroup Synchronization: Maximum 24 groups

wpowerhead synchronization: Maximum 4 heads

NOTE: Several ISA Main Controller Units may be linked together to provide a fastening capacity of 
more than 24 spindles.
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2.4 Axis Controller Unit Specifications

200~230 VAC,  3-Phase,  50/60 HzAXIS UNIT INPUT POWER
100A70A70A50A50A50AAXIS UNIT IN-RUSH CURRENT
4A2A2A1A.625A .625A AXIS UNIT PEAK CURRENT

400W200W200W100W70W60WTOOL MOTOR  RATING

MFA040
HA1NS

BXE020-
A912

MFA020
HA2NSA

MFA010
HA2NSA

BNE006-
A117

MFA006
HA2NSA

TOOL MOTOR MODEL
NUMBER

M4W3M3M2W1M1TOOL MOTOR TYPE
AXIS-210AXIS-205AXIS-203AXIS UNIT TYPE

Example: Tool (nutrunner) model  DFT-401M2-S  has an M2 motor type, and must be used 
with a Type 203 Axis Unit.

NOTE:  The M1 and W1 motors are functionally identical units, and can be interchanged
without any special considerations.  The same is true of the M3 and W3 motors.

CAUTION:  If the equipment is powered on and off repeatedly, the circuit breakers might 
trip due to the in-rush current.
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2.5 Nutrunner (Tool) Specifications

wFastening accuracy (Torque): From 1/4 ~ full scale torque:  6

 (less than 10%)

wTorque sample rate: Full Scale Torque x 1/1000

wTorque display resolution: 4.5 digit display with floating decimal point

wFastening accuracy (Angle): Within +1 degree

wAngle sample rate: Below 0.036 degree (dependent upon gear ratio)

wAngle display resolution: 0.1 degree

wAccuracy of Torque Transducer: (Full Scale)  +1% 

wLinearity of torque transducer: ± 0.5%

NOTE: The tool lists located throughout this manual identify the specifications for the standard tools
used with the AFC1200 System.  If additional information is required on special tool 
assemblies, contact FEC INC.

2.5.1 Nutrunner Specification Table 

325039.6 :134628.84004.039.2AXIS-203DFT-401M1-S/O
550019.8 :117314.42002.019.6AXIS-203DFT-201M1-S/O
550019.8 :1867.21001.09.8AXIS-203DFT-101M1-S1/O1

MINMAXINLBFTLBKGCMKGMNM

SPEEDGEAR
RATIO

FULL SCALE TORQUESERVO
TYPE

TOOL TYPE
               TOOL SPECIFICATIONS
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211066.6 :14,335360.05,00050.0490.0AXIS-210DFT-502M4-S/O
215064.8 :12,601216.03,00030.0294.0AXIS-205DFT-302M3-S/O
322045.0 :11,734144.02,00020.0196.0AXIS-205DFT-202M3-S/O
431531.5:11,300108.01,50015.0147.0AXIS-205DFT-152M3-S/O
439525.2 :11,12794.01,30013.0127.4AXIS-205DFT-132M3-S/O
550019.8 :169357.68008.078.4AXIS-205DFT-801M3-S/O
879012.6:152043.36006.058.8AXIS-205DFT-601M3-S/O
550019.8 :134628.84004.039.2AXIS-203DFT-401M2-S/O

CONVERSION GUIDE:    1 KGM  =  100 KGCM  =   9.8 NM  =  7.2 FTLB  =  86.7 INLB
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2.5.2 Nutrunner Decimal Point Display Table 

1314301021DFT-502M4-S/O
1314301021DFT-302M3-S/O
2324301021DFT-202M3-S/O
2324312132DFT-152M3-S/O
2324312132DFT-132M3-S/O
2324312132DFT-801M3-S/O
3334312132DFT-601M3-S/O
3334312132DFT-401M2-S/O
3334312132DFT-401M1-S/O
3334312132DFT-201M1-S/O
3334323243DFT-101M1-S1/O1

INLBFTLBKGCMKGMNMINLBFTLBKGCMKGMNM

TORQUE RATE
DECIMAL POINT DISPLAY 

TORQUE
DECIMAL POINT DISPLAY 

TOOL TYPE
POSITIONS FOR DECIMAL POINT DISPLAY 

Example:   DFT-201M1-S  Torque Display = 19.00 NM                (2 Positions)
Torque Rate Display = 1.999 NM/Degree    (3 Positions)
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FIG. 3-1  AFC1200 System Block Diagram

3.1.1 System Block Diagram Description

wThe System construction provides control for up to 24 spindles through the use of a single
ISA Main Controller Unit.   

wCommunication between the ISA Main Controller Unit and up to 24 Axis Controller Units is
accomplished via a communication bus ribbon cable (MA/AA cable).

wTool assemblies connect to their respective Axis Controller Units via a set of three homerun
cables:  Motor, Encoder, and Sensor / Preamp (Transducer) cables.

wA color VGA CRT (or optional LCD) and keypad provide the interface required to monitor
and adjust System operations.  

3.1 System Block Diagram

Chapter 3:  System Description
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wDiscrete 24 VDC true low I/O on both the ISA Main Controller Unit and the Axis Controller
Unit provide direct communication with the PLC, as well as individual spindle control via the
Axis Controller Unit discrete I/O.

wCommunication with additional devices is accomplished via:     (1) RS232C input port,        
(1) RS232C output port,  (1) RS422 port (option), and (1) Centronics parallel port.
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3.2 Component Description

3.2.1 KEYPAD (K/B)
The keypad provided for the AFC1200 System is used for data entry as related to System setup and
operation.  The cable length is restricted to 1.5 meters.   

FIG. 3-2-1  Keypad  (Dimensions in mm)

Cursor up, down, left, and right keys.↑ ↓ ← →

Numeric data entry keys.0-9 and "."

Used to preset numeric values to a negative (-) value.  This key is also used to select
and deselect items from the presetting screens.

±

Data confirmation / Enter key. ↵

Used to select the screen for presetting.  Place the ISA Main Controller Unit in the
Program mode prior to depressing SEL, or the error message "RUN MODE" will
appear.  The cursor will shift from the Menu Bar to the first position for presetting
when the SEL key is depressed.  When all values have been preset, depress the SEL
key again.  The System will request confirmation of any data change prior to returning
the cursor to the Menu Bar.

SEL
Used to delete data from preset data screens when no value is required.DEL

Depressing the HLP key will initiate the display of a context-sensitive help screen for
the current display screen.  Depressing this key during an Abnormal condition will
cause an Abnormal description/recovery procedure to appear.  Return to the active
system screen by depressing the HLP key again.  The SEL key may be used to
switch between the Help and Abnormal screens.    

HLP
FUNCTION DESCRIPTION                       KEY

KEYPAD CONTROLS
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3.2.2 Monitor (VGA CRT)
FEC INC. provides a color VGA monitor (CRT) as part of the System standard configuration.
The monitor serves to display System conditions, fastening presets, fastening results, torque
signature, etc.   Although the exact model type may vary, each monitor supplied will be of high
quality and will typically have the following features:

1)  Synchronization: Automatic 
2)  Power supply: 110 VAC 
3)  Screen saver: 3-Stage

An LCD may be used in place of a VGA monitor.   A VGA-compatible LCD may be connected
directly to the VGA output of the AFC1200 ISA Main Controller Unit.
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3.2.3 ISA Main Controller Unit
The ISA Main Unit controls communication between the Axis Units and the user interface. 
Reference Figure 3-1 for a visual overview of the ISA Main Unit's interrelation with other
System components.

FIG. 3-2-3  ISA Main Controller Unit

The following table describes the various components and features of the AFC1200 ISA Main
Controller Unit, shown above.
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(NOT USED)24

(NOT USED)23

DSUB 15-pin female VGA CRT (monitor) connector.  May be used to
connect an optional LCD Display.

CRT22

DSUB 9-pin male input connector.RS232C  CH221

MINI DIN 6-pin keyboard/keypad connector.K / B20

Backup battery for System clock.(INSIDE  -  NOT VISIBLE)19

(NOT USED)18

200~230 VAC, 50/60 Hz, single phase input power connector.AC-POWER    AC200~230V17

DSUB 9-pin male output connector.RS232C  CH116

DSUB 25-pin female Centronics parallel printer connection.PRINTER15

Interface connector for System input/output control lines.   (Refer to Chapter
4 for details)

PLC214

Interface connector for System input/output control lines.   (Refer to Chapter
4 for details)

PLC113

Hard disk drive, IDE interface.(INSIDE  -   NOT VISIBLE)12

Manual pushbutton for Calibration (Cal) Check.(MANUAL) CAL11

Manual pushbutton to reverse tool rotation.(MANUAL) REV10

Manual pushbutton for fastening start.(MANUAL) START9

Manual pushbutton for System reset and Zero Check.(MANUAL) RESET8

Operation mode selector (key) switch.  RUN mode allows equipment to
operate, and PROGRAM is the data entry (presetting) mode.

RUN / PROGRAM7

Rotary switch for selecting which items are to be displayed on the Axis Unit
at DSP1 and DSP2.  (Refer to the Axis Unit Display Table in Section 3.2.4)

AXIS-DSP6

Display LED (orange) that indicates when either a Cal Check or a Zero
Check is being performed.

CHECK 5

Display LED (orange) that indicates when the fastening cycle is in process.BUSY 4

Display light (red) that indicates when an unacceptable fastening, Zero
Check, or Cal Check is complete.

REJECT3

Display light (green) that indicates when an acceptable fastening, Zero
Check, or Cal Check is complete.

ACCEPT2

Floppy disk drive:  3.5"  1.44MB  Notebook computer styleFDD1

DESCRIPTION  (REFERENCE FIGURE 3-2-3)ITEM AS MARKED ON UNIT

AFC1200 ISA MAIN CONTROLLER UNIT  -  CONTROLS AND INDICATORS
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Connector for communication bus ribbon cable to Axis Unit.MULTI26

DSUB 9-pin female communication connector.  (Option)RS42225

DESCRIPTION  (REFERENCE FIGURE 3-2-3)ITEM AS MARKED ON UNIT
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3.2.4 AXIS CONTROLler UNIT (Servo Amplifier)

FIG. 3-2-4   Axis Controller Unit

The following table describes the components and features of the Axis Controller Unit, shown
above.  The Servo Amplifier is located inside the Axis Unit.

Displays two-digit Parameter number and, as needed, will override
Parameter output to display an Abnormal code.  Refer to Chapter 9 for
Abnormal display code descriptions.

PARM/ABN16

Two-digit capability, Spindle number display.  Determined by the dip
switch setting (reference Section 4.9.1).

SPDL15

Type of information displayed is dependent upon the selector switch
setting on the ISA Main Controller Unit.  Refer to the Axis Unit Display
Table on Page 3-11.

DSP 214

Type of information displayed is dependent upon the selector switch
setting on the ISA Main Controller Unit.  Refer to the Axis Unit Display
Table on Page 3-11.

DSP 113

Axis Unit input / output control lines (PLC) connector.  Refer to Chapter 4
for detailed signal descriptions.

AXIS-I/O12

Connector for the nutrunner (tool) motor (M).MOTOR11

Connector for the nutrunner (tool) encoder (ENC).ENCODER10

Connector for the tool torque transducer/preamplifier (PA).SENSOR9

Axis Unit enable / disable switch.NORMAL / IN BYPASS8

Display LED (red) that indicates when the Axis Unit is in the Bypass
mode.  Spindle will not operate in this mode.

BYPASS 7

Display LED (red) that indicates some component of the spindle (Axis
Unit, nutrunner, etc.) is in an Abnormal state, and the fastening cycle has
been interrupted.  A failed Cal Check or Zero Check will display as an
ABNORMAL.

ABNORMAL6

Display LED (green) that indicates the spindle has completed an
acceptable fastening, Zero Check, or Cal Check.

ACCEPT 5

Display LED (orange) that indicates when the fastening cycle is
performing a Reverse operation.

REV4

Display LED (orange) that indicates when the fastening cycle is
performing the Final Steps.

FNL 3

Display LED (orange) that indicates when the fastening cycle is
performing the 1st Step.

1ST 2

Display LED (orange) that indicates when the System is performing a Cal
Check or Zero Check.

CHECK1

DESCRIPTION (REFERENCE FIGURE 3-2-4)           ITEM AS MARKED ON UNIT

AXIS UNIT CONTROLS AND INDICATORS
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200~230 VAC, 50/60 Hz, 3-phase input power connector.AC-POWER  18

Six (6) dual-color LED indicators. Refer to Axis Unit Reject Display Table
on Page 3-11.

REJECT 17
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The information displayed in DSP 1 and DSP 2 on the Axis Unit is determined by the ISA
Main Controller Unit's AXIS-DSP switch setting.  The two display outputs for each switch
setting are shown below.

PEAK CURRENTCYCLE TIME8
FINAL TORQUEOFFSET TORQUE7

ELONGATION ANGLEELONGATION TORQUE6
2ND, 3RD, FINAL STEP TI1ST STEP TIME5

3RD TORQUE RATE LO3RD TORQUE RATE HIGH4
2ND TORQUE RATE LO2ND TORQUE RATE HIGH3
1ST TORQUE RATE LOW1ST TORQUE RATE HIGH2

FINAL ANGLEPEAK TORQUE1

DSP 2 OUTPUT
(AXIS UNIT)

DSP 1 OUTPUT
(AXIS UNIT)

 DSP SWITCH
(MAIN UNIT)

AXIS UNIT DISPLAY TABLE  (FASTENING RESULTS)

Fastening rejects are indicated by dual-color LED's on the affected spindle's Axis Unit, as
shown in the table below.

1ST  STEP TIME OV2ND, 3RD, FINAL STEP
TIME OVER

TIME
LOW REJECTHIGH REJECT3RD  RATE
LOW REJECTHIGH REJECT2ND  RATE
LOW REJECTHIGH REJECT1ST RATE
LOW REJECTHIGH REJECTANGLE
LOW REJECTHIGH REJECTTORQUE

L.E.D. LIT TO ORANL.E.D. LIT TO RED REJECT TYPE
AXIS UNIT REJECT DISPLAY TABLE
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3.2.5 Nutrunner (Tool)

FIG. 3-2-5  Nutrunner (Tool)

wENCODER

P Environmentally isolated angle encoder.

P Provides feedback to Servo Amplifier. 

P Provides angle monitoring capability to fastening operation.

wMOTOR

P Totally enclosed DC permanent magnet motor.

P Refer to Chapter 2 for various motor sizes.  

wTRANSMISSION

P Planetary gear transmission.

P Available in straight and offset models.

P Refer to Section 2.5.1 for standard tools and gear ratios. 

wTRANSDUCER

P Highly accurate strain gauge transducer.

P Durable, compact design minimizes space requirements.

wPREAMP (Transducer)

P Intelligent transducer design accomplished through the use of EEPROM.

P EEPROM data is used to verify integrity of fastening operations.

P Remote mounting of the transducer's preamplifier minimizes space requirements.  

Chapter 3:  System Description
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3.2.6 PRBU-DFT Unit (Preamplifier Cable Extender)

P This unit can extend the preamplifier cable of the DFT tool up to 100 feet.

P The maximum length of the preamplifier cable without this unit is 50 feet.

P The PRBU-DFT Unit does not require an external power supply.

P Figure 3-2-6 below illustrates the Unit dimensions (in millimeters), and the
recommended positioning of the Unit within the system.

FIG. 3-2-6  PRBU-DFT Preamplifier Cable Extender

(BLANK PAGE)
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4.1 Design and Build Procedure

Review Chapters 1 and 2 prior to designing a System.  If the requirements and specifications in
these two (2) Chapters are not addressed, there is a chance of degraded System performance.

WARNING:
FOLLOW LOCKOUT/TAGOUT AND OTHER SAFETY PRECAUTIONS WHEN
CONNECTING AND DISCONNECTING CABLING, WIRING, AND EQUIPMENT.

2.1Select an Air Handling Unit applicable to the
environmental conditions (A/C, Heat Exch, etc.)

Select an Air Handling Unit (as
required)

5

             4.5
4.6

Circuit protection for the Axis Units should be
separate from the Main Unit.

Select the circuit protectors4

2.4
2.5.1

Tool motors require specific Servo Amplifiers /
Axis Units.  Ensure that each Axis / tool pairing
is compatible.

Select correct Axis Unit(s) for
the tool(s) selected 

3

4.4
4.4.3

The spindle arrangement and tool mounting
plate design must meet several specifications.

Design the tool mounting plate/
powerhead/spindle assemblies

 2   

 2.5.1

4.4.1
4.4.2

Required torque range should fall between 50%
and 75% of the tool's capability (full scale
torque).  Ensure fastening bolt pattern and tool
mounting patterns are compatible.

Select correct tool size and
configuration

1

Reference
Section

 Comments  Description Step
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5.2Confirm normal operation by completing the

required inspections and tests.
Verify normal function16 

Chapter 6
Chapter 7

Input the preset data for torque, angle, speed,
time, etc.

Input preset data15

5.1VERIFY WIRING AND ALL POWER SUPPLY
VOLTAGES BEFORE POWERING UP.

Power up the equipment14

Appendix A
3.2

Connect (3) cables (preamplifier, encoder and
motor) between each paired Axis Unit/tool.

Connect homerun cables13

4.6
4.7
4.8

ENSURE PROPER VOLTAGE (including the 24
VDC and 0 VDC Commons) PRIOR TO
CONNECTING.

Connect cables (power and
PLC) to Axis Unit, ISA Main
Unit,  and PLC

12

4.2
4.3
4.9

Refer to recommended layout for Unit
dimensions and required mounting clearances.
Connect the communication bus ribbon cables.

Mount the ISA Main Unit and
Axis Units in the enclosure

11
4.9Set the dip switches prior to mounting the Unit.Set Axis Unit dip switches10

4.6
4.7
4.8

Connect all PLC wiring to allow for future
System modifications.  VERIFY VOLTAGE,
including the PLC (24 VDC & 0 VDC)
Commons, prior to connecting power cables.

Wire PLC and power
connections in enclosure

9

4.2
4.3

Enclosure must be sized to accommodate
components mounted with proper clearances.

Select Nema 12 enclosure8

4.7
4.8

A PLC logic program can be written using signal
descriptions and timing charts provided.

PLC logic design (or review)7

4.7
4.8

PLC must directly connect to the AFC1200
System (24 VDC true low). 

Select an adequate PLC6
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4.2 System Component Dimensions

The specifications for all of the FEC INC. standard AFC1200 System equipment are outlined in this
Chapter to aid in determining enclosure requirements.  The dimensions for the System monitor (CRT)
are based upon a current standard which is subject to variation with advancements in technology.

4.2.1 Monitor (VGA CRT)

FIG. 4-2-1  Approximate Dimensions of Monitor (VGA CRT)

The System specifications require a CRT that uses a standard VGA interface.  The dimensions
of the current model can be obtained by contacting FEC INC.

An optional VGA-compatible LCD may be connected in place of the Monitor.
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4.2.2 ISA Main Controller Unit

FIG. 4-2-2   ISA Main Controller Unit Dimensions

When mounted, the ISA Main Unit requires minimum clearances of 50 mm surrounding the Unit, and
100 mm at the front of the Unit.  These clearances are required for cable connections and heat
dissipation.

4.2.3 Axis Controller Unit

FIG. 4-2-3   Axis Controller Unit Dimensions

When mounted, each Axis Unit requires a minimum clearance of 100 mm above, below, and in front
of the Unit for cable connections.  A minimum clearance of 25 mm is required between each Unit for
heat dissipation.
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4.3 Component Arrangement

FIG. 4-3  Arrangement of System Components (Inside the Enclosure)

System components may be mounted in any desired configuration as long as the minimum clearance
requirements are not neglected.  Communication bus ribbon cables can have a maximum length of 48
inches.

The ISA Main and Axis Unit mounting brackets are designed with slotted holes which require 8-32
screws for back panel mounting.  These brackets may be reconfigured, if needed, for swing door
mounting. 

When installing duct above or below the Units, allow adequate space for convenient removal and
installation of the Units without removal of the mounting screws.  
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4.4 Nutrunner (Tool) Dimensions
Tool dimensions and mounting specifications are critical in determining the design of the powerhead
that will house the tool assemblies.  Caution must be taken to ensure that the tool assemblies do not
come in contact with any other assembly. Failure to provide adequate clearance may result in
inaccuracies in the monitoring capability of the system or possibly damage to the tool assembly.
Torque capabilities of each tool assembly are specified to aid in determining tool requirements.

4.4.1 Straight Tool

FIG. 4-4-1  Straight Tool

Numbers shown in brackets are in inches.  All others shown in millimeters as the standard.
 

626.5153062553105056561511050502M4-S
525.513255202.522840430.5470.515030302M3-S
425.510204202.521040412.5452.522020202M3-S
425.510204202.516840370.5410.531515152M3-S
425.510204202.518940391.5431.539513132M3-S
424.58164202.518040382.5422.55008801M3-S
424.58164202.514540347.5387.57906601M3-S
424.58164147.518040327.5367.55004401M2-S
323.55124140159302993292504401M1-S
323.55124140159302993295002201M1-S
323.55124140159302993295001101M1-S1

JIHGFEDCBASPEED
(rpm)

TORQUE
(kgm)

DFT-
TYPE

13155611080M1090110807325.4 (1.00)32502M4-S
10125410276M887102767319.0 (.748)25302M3-S
68478062M86880625415.8 (.622)20202M3-S
68478462M66884625415.8 (.622)20152M3-S

5.56478060M66880605415.8 (.622)20132M3-S
56438060M66274545112.7 (.500)16801M3-S
56438060M66274545112.7 (.500)16601M3-S

3.26438060M66274545112.7 (.500)16401M2-S
35365540M4465540389.5 (.374)12401M1-S
35365540M4465540389.5 (.374)12201M1-S

1.95365540M4465540389.5 (.374)12101M1-S1

WEIGHT
(kg)

TSRQTAPPONMLKDFT-
TYPE
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4.4.2 Offset Tool

FIG. 4-4-2  Offset Tool

32526.5153062555025075780711050502M4-O
25425.513255202.538540587.562715030302M3-O
20385.510205202.534540547.5587.522020202M3-O
20385.510205202.530340505.5545.531515152M3-O
20345.510205202.530940511.5551.540013132M3-O
16304.58165202.526940471.5511.55008801M3-O

601M3-O
16304.58165147269404164565004401M2-O
12223.55125140258303984282504401M1-O
12223.55125140236303764065002201M1-O
12223.55125140236303764065001101M1-O1

KJIHGFEDCBASPEED
(rpm)

TORQUE
(kgm)

DFT-
TYPE

2426098.318138.430M10607235122807325.4502M4-O
1421782.71212127M10505530100767319302M3-O
919468109922M845552085625415.8202M3-O

8.819468109922M845552085625415.8152M3-O
817962.61092.619M645551880605415.8132M3-O
814257886.717M640421870545112.7801M3-O

601M3-O
5.514257886.717M640421870545112.7401M2-O
315038.8755.812M43024164540389.5401M1-O
312835.8755.812M43024164540389.5201M1-O
312835.8755.812M43024164540389.5101M1-O1

WEIGHT
(kg)

WVUTSTAPRQPONMLDFT-
TYPE

4.4.3 Mounting Plate Design Requirements
The plate to which the tools are mounted must meet the following specifications:
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P Plate must be blanchard ground (to ensure sides are adequately flat and parallel)
to a thickness of 15.88 mm (.625 inch) 

 .05 mm (.002 inch).

P Both sides of all bores must be chamfered 1.6 mm (.063 inch) x 45 degrees.

P Tools must be mounted 1.6 mm (.063 inch) apart, at a minimum
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4.5 Wiring Diagrams

WARNING:
Follow Lockout/Tagout and other safety precautions when connecting and/or
disconnecting cabling, wiring, and equipment.

FIG. 4-5  Wiring Diagram

A basic layout of System component interconnection is presented in Figure 4-5.  Detailed
reference drawings can be found throughout this Chapter, and also in Appendix A.

The layout includes a Programmable Logic Controller (PLC) which is not supplied with the
System, but which is required for automatic System operation.  If a PLC is not already
available at the System installation site, one can be supplied with the System as an option.
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4.6  Power Requirements and Connections

WARNING:
Follow Lockout/Tagout and other safety precautions when connecting and/or
disconnecting cabling, wiring, and equipment.

4.6.1 Monitor (VGA CRT)

110 VAC   50/60 Hz3 
110 VAC   50/60 Hz2 
FRAME GROUND1 

CAUTION:  VOLTAGE MAY  
VARY BASED ON WHICH CRT
MODEL IS USED.  REFER TO
THE OWNER'S MANUAL FOR
MONITOR SPECIFICATIONS.

DESCRIPTIONPIN NUMBER

FIG. 4-6-1 CRT Power Connector

4.6.2 ISA Main Controller Unit
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200~230 VAC + 10%   50/60Hz   Single Phase3 
200~230 VAC + 10%   50/60Hz   Single Phase2 
FRAME GROUND1 
DESCRIPTIONPIN NUMBER

FIG. 4-6-2  ISA Main Unit Power Connector

4.6.3 Axis Controller Unit

WARNING:
Follow Lockout/Tagout and other safety precautions when connecting and
disconnecting cabling, wiring, and equipment.

FRAME GROUNDD 
200~230 VAC + 10%    50/60Hz   3-PhaseC 
200~230 VAC + 10%    50/60Hz   3-PhaseB 
200~230 VAC + 10%    50/60Hz   3-PhaseA 
DESCRIPTIONPIN NUMBER

FIG. 4-6-3   Axis Unit Power Connector

NOTE: After an Axis Unit is powered down, the power must not be applied again for at least five (5)
seconds.  Repeated power up and power down may temporarily disable the Axis Unit.  If an
Axis Unit does become disabled, turn the power off for five (5) minutes before making
another attempt to power up.
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4.6.4  Calculating Circuit Protection

WARNING: Follow Lockout/Tagout and other safety precautions when connecting and/or 
disconnecting cabling, wiring, and equipment.

.8 KVA1.25 SPINDLES400DFT-502M4-S/O

.4 KVA2.5 SPINDLES200DFT-302M3-S/O

.4 KVA2.5 SPINDLES200DFT-202M3-S/O

.4 KVA2.5 SPINDLES200DFT-152M3-S/O

.4 KVA2.5 SPINDLES200DFT-132M3-S/O

.4 KVA2.5 SPINDLES200DFT-801M3-S/O

.4 KVA2.5 SPINDLES200DFT-601M3-S/O

.2 KVA5 SPINDLES100DFT-401M2-S/O

.125 KVA8 SPINDLES60DFT-401M1-S/O

.125 KVA8 SPINDLES60DFT-201M1-S/O

.125 KVA8 SPINDLES60DFT-101M1-S1/O1

KVA PER
SPINDLE

# OF SPINDLES
PER 1 KVA

MOTOR
WATTAGE

TOOL TYPE
RATED VALUES FOR CALCULATING CIRCUIT PROTECTION

The chart above shows nominal motor ratings for standard tools, along with the power
requirements (KVA) for each spindle.

Use the formula below to compute transformer secondary fuse or circuit breaker sizing:

Example:
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 *  Use a fuse or circuit breaker with a rating just above the computed required size.
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4.6.5 Power Distribution Reference Drawing

WARNING:
Follow Lockout/Tagout and other safety precautions when connecting and
disconnecting cabling, wiring, and equipment.

The following drawing is provided as a generic reference for the design and connection of
power to the AFC1200 System.  Transformer, fuse, and circuit breaker requirements must be
computed specifically for each application.

FIG. 4-6-5 Power Distribution Reference Drawing
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4.7 Wiring PLC I/O
All interface devices must accommodate active true low logic for correct operation with
AFC1200 inputs and outputs (I/O).  Outputs are rated at 12~24 VDC, 200mA.  When
activated, open collector sink outputs (normally high) pull the input device signal low 
(0 VDC).  Inputs are sourced (normally high) and activated when pulled low (0 VDC). 

CAUTION:
The PLC I/O wiring must be routed a minimum of 300 mm away from any transient high
voltage sources.  Cable length must not exceed 50 feet.

4.7.1 Description of ISA Main Controller Unit I/O

CAL

MANUAL

RESET

REV

START

3412

9

11

10

8

7

6

31

33

32

30

29

28

13

4

5

3

1

2

26

27

25

23

24

PLC1

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

PLC2

4 14

6

5
10

9

16

15

1

3

2 8

7

13

11

12

FIG. 4-7-1  ISA Main Unit PLC Connectors (PLC1 and PLC2)

CAUTION: DO NOT CONNECT A POSITIVE DC VOLTAGE SOURCE TO THE PLC1 INPUT 
COMMON OR OUTPUT COMMON, OR DAMAGE MAY RESULT.
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Reset Input (Normally Open)
When active (on), this signal will clear all fastening data, discrete
outputs, and communication buffers.  A Zero Check of all torque
transducers will be completed.  During the Zero Check, the CHECK
lamp will illuminate, the READY signal will deactivate, and the
ACCEPT or REJECT lamp will light to indicate the result of the Zero
Check.  If the System has been disabled by an Abnormal output, the
System will not return to normal operation until the Abnormal
condition has been corrected, and this signal has been input for
200~500 milliseconds.  Do not input this signal between cycles, due
to the potential for data loss.

RESET2 

Emergency Stop Input (Normally Closed)
This signal must be active (on) for Controller operation.  When this
signal is inactive (off), all Controller operation ceases, all spindles in
motion will stop, and all communication ports, inputs, and outputs will
be disabled.

STOP1 
DESCRIPTIONSIGNAL NAMEPIN #

PLC1 INPUT SIGNALS
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Not used - reserved for future implementation.SEQ SELECT 312 

Sequence Select Input (Normally Open)
These 3 inputs form a binary code which is capable of selecting up
to 8 different operation sequences.  The different sequence options
allow the System to fasten to different specifications with only one
ISA Main Controller Unit.  Refer to 4.7.2 Sequence Select Table.

SEQ SELECT 0
SEQ SELECT 1
SEQ SELECT 2

9
10
11

Cycle Count Input (Normally Open)
The System cycle counter will increment each time this signal is
input if the CYCLE COUNT UP is set to PLC SIGNAL on the
Machine Configuration screen.  The Cycle Count Input requires a
pulse of at least 50 milliseconds to increment the counter.  If the
CYCLE COUNT UP is set to AUTO, the cycle counter increments
automatically at every fastening.

CYCLE COUNT8 

Offset Check Input (Normally Open)
Used to perform the Offset (prevailing torque) Check.  The Offset
Check input requires a pulse of at least 50 milliseconds to initiate a
360-degree prevailing torque check.  The Busy signal will activate
and the Ready signal will deactivate during the Offset Check
process.  After the value has been checked and is verified to be
within limits (less than 12% of the tool's full scale torque value), the
Accept light on the Main Unit will illuminate.  If the value is outside of
the limits, the Reject light will illuminate and an Abnormal signal will
be output to the affected Axis Unit(s).  If the Fastening Sequence
OFFSET CORRECTION (OC) command is enabled, the data from
the Offset Check will be used to compensate for the prevailing
(offset) torque.  If the Fastening Sequence OFFSET CHECK (OF)
command is enabled, the Offset Check will be performed at the first
part of the fastening sequence,  regardless of the status of this input.

OFFSET CHECK7 

Self-Check (Zero and Calibration) Input (Normally Open) 
Used to perform the System's Self-Check function.  The Self-Check
input requires a pulse of at least 50 milliseconds to initiate the Zero
Check and Cal Check.  The Busy output signal will activate and the
Ready output signal will deactivate during the self-check cycle.  After
the values have been checked (for all Axis Units) and are verified to
be within limits, the Accept light on the ISA Main Unit will illuminate.
If the data is outside of limits, the Reject light on the Main Unit will
illuminate, and an Abnormal signal will be output to the affected Axis
Unit(s).  The self-check is performed automatically each time the
System is powered up.  (Refer to Section 9.4 Axis Unit Abnormal for
more information regarding System Self-Checks.)

SELF-CHECK6 
Not used - reserved for future implementation.RUN / PROGRAM5 

Start Cycle Input (Normally Open)
The Start  input automatically resets the previous cycle, clears all
data to zero, and initiates the next fastening cycle.The Start input
requires a pulse of 200~500 milliseconds if the Machine
Configuration screen is set up for AUTOMATIC Start input.  If the
Machine Configuration screen is set up for DEADMAN (hand-held
operations) input, the Start input must be maintained "on" for the
entire cycle.

START4 

Reverse Spindle Rotation Input (Normally Open)
All active spindles will rotate in an opposite direction for as long as
this signal is activated (on) and maintained.  The Reverse input
functions the same as the Reverse pushbutton on the front of the
ISA Main Controller Unit.

REVERSE3 
DESCRIPTIONSIGNAL NAMEPIN #

PLC1 INPUT SIGNALS
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Used only if JP2-1 jumper is in place on Multi2 PCB, these
Commons are for optional user-supplied +12~24 VDC power supply
for PLC input.  If internal +5 volt supply (JP2-2 jumper) is used, then
this connection is not required.  Refer to Figure 4-7-6 PLC Wiring
Sample.

IN COM
IN COM

15
16

Bank Select Output Signals (Normally Open)
These outputs echo Bank Select 0 & 1 inputs (PLC1 Pins 21 & 22).

BANK SELECT OUT 0
BANK SELECT OUT 1

13
14

Spare inputs.SPARE 1
SPARE 2
SPARE 3
SPARE 4

9
10
11
12

Bank Data Output Signals (Normally Open)
These output signals designate various fastening conditions and
results as determined by Bank Select 0 & 1 (PLC1 Pin 21 & 22)
inputs.  Refer to 4.7.3 Bank Select Table for output data
descriptions.

BANK DATA 8
BANK DATA 9
BANK DATA 10
BANK DATA 11
BANK DATA 12
BANK DATA 13
BANK DATA 14
BANK DATA 15

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

DESCRIPTIONSIGNAL NAMEPIN #
PLC2 (EXTENDED PLC) I/O SIGNALS

Common from power supply (0 VDC).0 VDC COM
0 VDC COM

33
34

Common for PLC Output (0 VDC).OUT COM
OUT COM

31
32

Bank Data Output Signals (Normally Open)
These output signals designate various fastening conditions and
results as determined by Bank Select 0 & 1 (Pins 21 & 22) inputs.
Refer to 4.7.3 Bank Select Table for output data descriptions.

BANK DATA 0
BANK DATA 1
BANK DATA 2
BANK DATA 3
BANK DATA 4
BANK DATA 5
BANK DATA 6
BANK DATA 7

23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30

DESCRIPTIONSIGNAL NAMEPIN #
PLC1 OUTPUT SIGNALS

Bank Select Input Signals (Normally Open)
These two (2) inputs form a binary code that is used to define the
function/definition of outputs Bank Data 0~7 (PLC1 Pins 23~30) and
Bank Data 8~15 (PLC2 Pins 1~8).  This allows up to 64 different
output definitions with only 16 discrete outputs (four Banks, 16
available outputs per Bank).  Refer to 4.7.3 Bank Select Table.

BANK SELECT 0
BANK SELECT 1

21
22

Bypass Head Input (Normally Open)
These four inputs are available to bypass the heads (groups of
spindles) designated A, B, C or D (on the Machine Configuration
screen).

BYPASS HEAD A
BYPASS HEAD B
BYPASS HEAD C
BYPASS HEAD D

17
18
19
20

External Sequence Input (Normally Open)
Four input signals are available to use as external sequence inputs
to the fastening sequence.  When a [WAT] wait command is
programmed as a step in the fastening sequence, the sequence will
stop until this external input is active.

INPUT PORT 1
INPUT PORT 2
INPUT PORT 3
INPUT PORT 4

13
14
15
16

DESCRIPTIONSIGNAL NAMEPIN #
PLC1 INPUT SIGNALS
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4.7.2 Sequence Select Table

WARNING:
Follow Lockout/Tagout and other safety precautions when
connecting and/or disconnecting cabling, wiring, and equipment.

SEQUENCE ONONON
SEQUENCE OFFONON
SEQUENCE ONOFFON
SEQUENCE OFFOFFON
SEQUENCE ONONOFF
SEQUENCE OFFONOFF
SEQUENCE ONOFFOFF
SEQUENCE OFFOFFOFF

SELECTED
SEQUENCE

SEQUENCE
SELECT 0

PIN 9

SEQUENCE
SELECT 1

PIN 10

SEQUENCE
SELECT 2

 PIN 11
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4.7.3  Bank Select Table
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SEQ OUT 4DATA 7

SEQ OUT 3DATA 6
SEQ OUT 2DATA 5

These four outputs are available to indicate
that the fastening sequence has reached a
step that has an out port [OUT] command
inserted.  Used to provide sequence operation
status out to the PLC. 

SEQ OUT 1DATA 4

SPARESPAREDATA 3
SPARESPAREDATA 2
Reserved for future use.HD FULL WRNDATA 1

Output when System is in Program mode.PROGRAMDATA 0ONOFF2

SEQUENCE 2DATA 7

SEQUENCE 1DATA 6

Output confirmation of SEQUENCE SELECT
0~2 (Pins 9~11) input selections.

SEQUENCE 0DATA 5

Output after a START signal is received, and
active until the fastening cycle is complete and
the READY signal is output.  System will also
output this signal when performing a Zero, Cal,
or Offset Check.

BUSYDATA 4

Output when the System is in READY
condition. Indicates the System is ready to
operate, and inputs are enabled. This signal is
inactive (off) when the BUSY output is active
(on).

READYDATA 3

Output when a System Abnormal occurs.
Indicates that the System has detected a fault,
and will not continue operation. The Abnormal
code/description is displayed on the front of the
Axis Unit and/or on the System CRT.  The
Abnormal condition must be corrected before
normal operation will resume.  Refer to
Chapter 9 Troubleshooting.

ABNORMALDATA 2

Output when the fastening result is an
ACCEPT.  Indicates all spindles are within
fastening limits. This output remains active
until the START signal or RESET signal is
input.

ACCEPTDATA 1

Output when the fastening result is a REJECT.
Indicates one (1) or more spindles has
exceeded fastening limits.  This output remains
active until the START signal or RESET signal
is input.

REJECTDATA 0OFFOFF1

DESCRIPTIONNAME OF
SIGNAL

BANK DATA
PINS 23~30 

0
PIN 21

1
PIN 22

BANK
#

PLC1 BANK DATABANK
SELECT
INPUT
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HEAD C REJ.DATA 6

HEAD B REJ.DATA 5

These four signals will output when their
designated spindle(s) generate a Reject
condition.  Reference Section 7.10 Machine
Configuration.

HEAD A REJ.DATA 4

HEAD D ABN.DATA 3

HEAD C ABN.DATA 2

HEAD B ABN.DATA 1

These four signals will output when their
designated spindle(s) generate an Abnormal
condition.  Reference Section 7.10 Machine
Configuration.

HEAD A ABN.DATA 0ON ON4
HEAD D ENDDATA 7
HEAD C ENDDATA 6

HEAD B ENDDATA 5

These four signals will output when their
designated spindle(s) have completed a
fastening. Reference Section 7.10 Machine
Configuration.

HEAD A ENDDATA 4
HEAD D BUSYDATA 3

HEAD C BUSYDATA 2

HEAD B BUSYDATA 1

These four signals will output while their
designated spindle(s) are fastening.
Reference Section 7.10 Machine
Configuration.

HEAD A BUSYDATA 0 OFF ON3

DESCRIPTIONNAME OF
SIGNAL

BANK DATA
PINS 23~30 

0
PIN 21

1
PIN 22

BANK
#

PLC1 BANK DATABANK
SELECT
INPUT
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AXIS ENABLE4DATA 15
AXIS ENABLE3DATA 14
AXIS ENABLE2DATA 13
AXIS ENABLE1DATA 12

Binary output for enabled Axis Unit.  Reads
Bank Select output.  Only one (1) Axis can be
enabled to read Axis Bank 0~1 output.

AXIS ENABLE0DATA 11
SPARESPAREDATA 10

AXIS BANK 1DATA 9
Output confirmation of Axis BANK SELECT
0~1 (Pins 2 and 3) input selections.

AXIS BANK 0DATA 8ONON4
DATA 15
DATA 14
DATA 13
DATA12
DATA 11
DATA 10
DATA 9

SPARESPAREDATA 8OFFON3
DATA 15
DATA 14
DATA 13
DATA 12
DATA 11

SPARESPAREDATA 10
Reserved for future use.CURRENT WRNDATA 9
Reserved for future use.FILE WARNINGDATA 8ONOFF2

SEQ OUT4DATA 15
SEQ OUT3DATA 14
SEQ OUT2DATA 13

These four outputs indicate that the fastening
sequence has reached a step that has an out
port [OUT] command inserted.  Used to
provide sequence operation status out to the
PLC.

SEQ OUT1DATA12
Reserved for future use.PRN BUSYDATA 11
Reserved for future use.H/W WARNINGDATA 10
Reserved for future use.PROGRAMDATA 9
Reserved for future use.SEQUENCE 3DATA 8OFFOFF1

DESCRIPTIONNAME OF
SIGNAL

BANK DATA
PINS 1~8

PLC2

0
PIN
21

PLC1

1
PIN 22
PLC1

BANK
#

PLC2 BANK DATABANK
SELECT
INPUT
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4.7.4 Description of Axis Unit I/O
Individual spindle PLC signals connect to each Axis Unit via the PLC connector located on the
front of the Axis Unit.

CAUTION:
The PLC I/O wiring must be routed a minimum of 300 mm away from any transient high
voltage sources.  Cable length must not exceed 50 feet.

FIG. 4-7-4  Axis Unit I/O (PLC) Connector

Angle CW/CCW Output (Analog output 0 VDC / +5 VDC)
High (+5 VDC) = Clockwise          Low (0 VDC) = Counterclockwise
This signal shows the direction of the tool rotation.

ANGLE CW/CCW13 

Analog Output Disable Input (Normally Open) 
This signal will disable the analog output signals for the Axis Unit.
This allows all analog signals to be connected in parallel with only
one Unit's outputs enabled at a time.

ANALOG SIGNAL
MONITOR DISABLE

12 

Common for Analog Signal Monitor Disable.ANALOG SIGNAL
MONITOR COMMON

11  

Bank Data Output Signals (Normally Open)
These output signals designate various fastening conditions and
results as determined by Bank Select 0 & 1 (Pins 3 & 2) inputs.
Refer to 4.7.5 Axis Bank Select Table.

BANK DATA 3
BANK DATA 2
BANK DATA 1
BANK DATA 0

8 
9 

10  
1 

Common for PLC Output  (0 V).OUT COMMON7 
Common for PLC Input (12~24 VDC).IN COMMON6 

Spindle Bypass Input (Normal Open)  
When active, all functions of this spindle are bypassed, and the
Bypass output is active.  The ISA Main Unit will ignore Bypassed
spindles.   Judgment will be made on enabled spindles only.

SPINDLE BYPASS5 

PLC Output Disable Input (Normally Open)
This signal is typically used to isolate Axis Unit outputs when Bank
Data 0~3 outputs are connected in parallel.  A 24-spindle System
connected in series would require 96 outputs to the PLC, but
connected in parallel only four (4) outputs and 24 inputs are
needed.

DISABLE OUTPUTS4 

Bank Select Input Signals (Normally Open)
These two (2) inputs form a binary code that is used to define the
function/definition of outputs Bank Data 0~3 (Pins 1, 10, 9, & 8).
This allows up to 16 different output definitions with only four (4)
discrete outputs (four (4) Banks, four (4) available outputs per
Bank).   Refer to 4.7.5 Axis Bank Select Table.

BANK SELECT 1
BANK SELECT 0

2
3

DESCRIPTIONSIGNAL NAMEPin #
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Common for all of the analog outputs.ANALOG GROUND   16 

Analog Torque Output  (Analog output -4.5 ~ +4.5 VDC)
A 0 ~ 2.5 VDC differential signal.  Example:  Zero = -2.0 VDC
Calibration (full scale) = +0.5 VDC        Difference = 2.5 VDC

ANALOG TORQUE
OUTPUT

15 

Angle Pulse Output  (Analog output 0~5 VDC)
Outputs one pulse per degree.

ANGLE PULSE
OUTPUT

14
DESCRIPTIONSIGNAL NAMEPin #

4.7.5 Axis Unit Bank Select Table

Output when Fastening resulted in a Final
Time Reject.

FINAL TIME
OVER REJECT

BANK DATA 3

Output when Fastening resulted in a 1st  
Time Reject.

1ST TIME OVER
REJECT

BANK DATA 2

Output when Fastening resulted in a 3rd
Torque Rate Low Reject.

3RD RATE LOW
REJECT

BANK DATA 1

Output when Fastening resulted in a 3rd
Torque Rate High Reject.

3RD RATE HIGH
REJECT

BANK DATA 0ONON4

Output when Fastening resulted in a 2nd
Torque Rate Low Reject.

2ND RATE LOW
REJECT

BANK DATA 3

Output when Fastening resulted in a 2nd
Torque Rate High Reject.

2ND RATE HIGH
REJECT

BANK DATA 2

Output when Fastening resulted in a 1st
Torque Rate Low Reject.

1ST RATE LOW
REJECT

BANK DATA 1

Output when Fastening resulted in a 1st
Torque Rate High Reject.

1ST RATE HIGH
REJECT

BANK DATA 0OFFON3

Output when Fastening resulted in an
Angle Low Reject.

ANGLE LOW
REJECT

BANK DATA 3

Output when Fastening resulted in an
Angle High Reject.

ANGLE HIGH
REJECT

BANK DATA 2

Output when Fastening resulted in a
Torque Low Reject.

TORQUE LOW
REJECT

BANK DATA 1

Output when Fastening resulted in a
Torque High Reject.

TORQUE HIGH
REJECT

BANK DATA 0ONOFF2
Individual spindle BYPASS output.BYPASSBANK DATA 3
Individual spindle ABNORMAL output.ABNORMALBANK DATA 2
Individual spindle ACCEPT output.ACCEPTBANK DATA 1
Individual spindle REJECT output.REJECTBANK DATA 0OFFOFF1

DESCRIPTIONNAME OF
SIGNAL

BANK DATA
PINS 1, 10, 9, 8

 0
PIN 3

 1
PIN 2

BANK
#

AXIS UNIT BANK DATABANK
SELECT
INPUT
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4.7.6 PLC Wiring Sample

FIG. 4-7-6  PLC Wiring Sample

All interface devices must accommodate active true low logic for correct operation with
AFC1200 inputs and outputs (I/O).  Outputs are rated at +12~24 VDC, 200mA.  When
activated, open collector sink outputs (normally high) pull the input device signal low
(0 VDC).  Inputs are sourced (normally high) and activated when pulled low (0 VDC).

Located on the Multi2 PCB, Jumper JP2 is used to select internal or external input (source)
voltage.  JP2-2 is an internal +5 VDC supply (normal mode), and JP2-1 is external +24 VDC
supply.  If JP2-1 (external supply) is selected, then +12~24 VDC must be supplied at Pins 15
and 16 on the PLC2 connector.

CAUTION: The PLC I/O wiring must be routed a minimum of 300 mm away from any
transient high voltage sources.  Cable length must not exceed 50 feet.

DO NOT connect a positive DC voltage source to the input or output (0V)
commons on the PLC1 connector.
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4.7.7  Signal Timing Chart
A.  Basic Control Signals - ISA Main Unit and Axis Unit

       ISA MAIN UNIT SIGNALS

STOP

READY

RESET

START

FASTENINGFASTENING FASTENING

BUSY

ACCEPT

ABNORMAL

AXIS UNIT SIGNALS

 AXIS 2
BYPASS

 AXIS 2
BYPASS

AXIS 1 ACCEPT

AXIS 1 REJECT

AXIS 2 ACCEPT

(INPUT)

(OUTPUT)

50 MSEC

REJECT

FIG. 4-7-7a  Basic Control Signals  -  ISA Main Unit and Axis Unit

P Because the RESET input clears all fastening data, discrete outputs, and
communication buffers, it should be activated only to clear a System Abnormal or
to perform a required Zero Check.  The System will automatically reset with each
fastening, and a Manual RESET activation between cycles could result in data loss.
The RESET signal requires a pulse of 200~500 milliseconds.

P The STOP input is Normally Closed, and enables all other functions.  When STOP
is Open, all operations cease and all inputs and outputs become inactive.

P The READY signal enables Main Unit inputs and allows System operation.

P The START signal will not operate during RESET, REVERSE, OFFSET CHECK,
SELF-CHECK, or ABNORMAL signal activation.  The START signal requires a
pulse of 200~500 milliseconds.

P When the ABNORMAL signal is active, all other signals are disregarded.  RESET
is an exception, because RESET must be input to clear an Abnormal output.

P REJECT, ACCEPT, ABNORMAL, READY, and BUSY output signals must be
interlocked with BANK 1 and activated only when BANK 1 (Main) is selected.

P When a BYPASS signal is input to the Axis Unit from the PLC, the Axis Unit will
return a BYPASS output signal as a confirmation.  When making the final fastening
judgment, the Main Controller does not consider the status of Axis Units set to IN
BYPASS.  Axis Units should be monitored to ensure that all required spindles are
functioning, and that none have been bypassed in error.  The PLC can be
programmed to output a message whenever an "active" spindle has been set to IN
BYPASS, or the equipment operator can visually monitor each Axis Unit.
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B.  Fastening Sequence Selection and START Signal Input (ISA Main Unit)

SEQUENCE SELECT 1

SEQUENCE SELECT 2

SEQUENCE SELECT 0

BANK SELECT 1

BANK SELECT 0

BANK DATA 6

BANK DATA 7

BANK DATA 5

START

OFF

 OFF

ON

50 ms

50 ms

Selection of SEQUENCE 2.

BANK 1 is required to enable

These outputs echo SEQUENCE

(BANK 1) SEQUENCE 0

(BANK 1) SEQUENCE 1

(BANK 1) SEQUENCE 2

SEQUENCE 0~2 outputs.

SELECT 0~2 inputs (pins 9~11)
when BANK 1 is active

OFF

OFF

(PIN 9)

(PIN 10)

(PIN 11)

(BANK DATA 7, BANK 1).

(PIN 21)

(PIN 22)

(pins 21~22).

Reference Section 4.7.2 for
SEQUENCE 1~8 selections.

Reference Section 4.7.3 for
BANK 1~4 settings.

These signals will not output for
at least 50 milliseconds after the
SEQUENCE SELECT 0~2 
input signals are received.

The START signal may be input
following SEQUENCE 0~2 output.
A minimum delay of 50 milliseconds
is required between the output of
SEQUENCE 0~2 signals and the
START signal input.

Default setting:  
BANK SELECT 0 & 1 = OFF

OFF

OFF

ON

ON

OFF

OFF

OFF

FIG. 4-7-7b  Example of Sequence #2 Selection
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4.8 PLC Reference Drawings
This Section provides examples of connections commonly used in PLC / AFC1200 System

integration.  Two (2) different types of PLC's are addressed here, and this information is for reference
only.  The actual signal connections required for each application must be determined by reviewing
the signal descriptions provided in Section 4.7.   Connect all PLC signals to facilitate future System
modifications, as would be required in the event of a change in the System application.

4.8.1 Allen Bradley Output Card 1771-OQ16 ISA Main Unit Connection
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FIG. 4-8-1  Allen Bradley Output Card 1771-OQ16 ISA Main Unit Connection
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4.8.2 Allen Bradley Output Card 1771-OQ16 Axis Unit Connection

FIG. 4-8-2 Allen Bradley Output Card 1771-OQ16 Axis Unit Connection

Note: The +12~24 VDC common is connected directly to Pin #6 on the Axis Unit PLC connector.
The 0 VDC common is connected to Pin # 7,  and is shown in Figure 4-8-4.
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4.8.3 Allen Bradley Input Card 1771-IQ16 ISA Main Unit Connection

FIG. 4-8-3 Allen Bradley Input Card 1771-IQ16 ISA Main Unit Connection

Note: Pins 31 and 32 of the ISA Main Unit (0 VDC Out Common) are electrically the same signal,
and should be connected to the 0 VDC reference for the PLC Input Card. The Input 
Common connection on Pins 33 and 34 are electrically the same signal.  These two (2) pins 
should be connected to the 0 VDC reference for the PLC Output Card.  Normally, the PLC 
outputs and inputs will utilize the same Common.
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4.8.4 Allen Bradley Input Card 1771-IQ16 Axis Unit Connection

FIG. 4-8-4 Allen Bradley Input Card 1771-IQ16 Axis Unit Connection

Note: The 0 VDC Common is connected directly to the Axis Unit PLC connector on Pin 7.  The
+12~24 VDC Common is connected directly to Pin 6,  and is shown on the PLC Output Card
sheet (FIG. 4-8-2) for the Axis Unit.
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4.8.5 Modicon Output Card B832-016 ISA Main Unit Connection

FIG. 4-8-5 Modicon Output Card B832-016 Main Unit Connection

Note: When connecting certain PLC Output Cards to the AFC1200 System, diode terminals are
required.  This prevents the AFC1200 input circuit from activating the output LED on the
PLC card. 
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4.8.6 Modicon Output Card B832-016 Axis Unit Connection
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FIG. 4-8-6 Modicon Output Card B832-016 Axis Unit Connection

Note: When connecting certain PLC Output Cards to the AFC1200 System, diode terminals are
required.  This prevents the AFC1200 input circuit from activating the output LED on the
PLC card. 

The +12~24 VDC Common is connected directly to the Axis Unit PLC connector on Pin 6.
The 0 VDC Common is connected to Pin 7, and is shown on the PLC Input Card sheet for
the Axis Unit.  (FIG. 4-8-7)
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4.8.7 Modicon Input Card B833-016 ISA Main and Axis Unit Connection

FIG. 4-8-7 Modicon Input Card B833-016 ISA Main and Axis Unit Connection

Note: The Output Common connection on Pins 31 and 32 are electrically the same signal.  These
two (2) pins should be connected to the 0 VDC reference for the PLC Input Card.  The Input
Common connection on Pins 33 and 34 are electrically the same signal.  These two (2) pins
should be connected to the 0 VDC reference for the PLC Output Card.  Normally, the PLC
outputs and inputs will utilize the same Common.
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ONONONOFFOFF24 ONONOFFOFFON12 
OFFOFFOFFONOFF23 OFFOFFONOFFON11 
ONOFFOFFONOFF22 ONOFFONOFFON10 
OFFONOFFONOFF21 OFFONONOFFON9 
ONONOFFONOFF20 ONONONOFFON8 
OFFOFFONONOFF19 OFFOFFOFFONON7 
ONOFFONONOFF18 ONOFFOFFONON6 
OFFONONONOFF17 OFFONOFFONON5 
ONONONONOFF16 ONONOFFONON4 
OFFOFFOFFOFFON15 OFFOFFONONON3 
ONOFFOFFOFFON14 ONOFFONONON2 
OFFONOFFOFFON13 OFFONONONON1 

5432154321
DIP SWITCH NUMBERAXIS

Spindle #
DIP SWITCH NUMBERAXIS

Spindle #

FIG. 4-9-1  Setting Axis Unit / Spindle Number Dip Switches

4.9 Nutrunner Setup and Connections

4.9.1 Spindle Number Setup
When using the AFC1200 System in a multi-spindle application, Axis Unit / spindle numbers
must be setup.  These numbers must uniquely identify each Axis Unit in consecutive order,
beginning with number one (1).
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FIG. 4-9-2  Setting Axis Unit / Spindle Number Ramp-Up Time Dip Switches

The dip switches are set by the factory to 250 milliseconds, and the maximum possible
duration is 500 milliseconds.  Available ramp-up times and the appropriate dip switch settings
are given in the table below.  Setting the switches in any other combination will result in an
erroneous setup.

OFFOFFONON.10 SECOND
OFFONOFFON.25 SECOND
ONOFFOFFON.50 SECOND
OFFOFFOFFON1.0 SECOND

500 msec
Switch 1

250 msec
Switch 2

100 msec
Switch 3

0 msec
Switch 4

RAMP-UP
DURATION

Note: Newer Axis Units with a model number ending in "A" are also preset to 250 milliseconds, but
the Axis Unit cover must be removed to access the dip switches if a different setting is
required.  Figure 4-9-2 illustrates the dip switch access found only on older style Axis Units.

4.9.2 Ramp-Up Time Setup 
The ramp-up time dip switches control the duration of the initial tool speed ramp-up.  If the
duration is too short, the tool starting inertia may be falsely sensed by the System as a torque
reading.  If the duration is too long, the extended cycle time will result in reduced System
efficiency.
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4.9.3 Ribbon Cable Connections

FIG. 4-9-3 Ribbon Cable Connection from ISA Main Unit to Axis Unit

Ribbon cables function as a communication bus between the Axis Units and the ISA Main
Unit.  One cable is connected from the front of the ISA Main Controller Unit to the bottom of
the nearest mounted Axis Controller Unit.  All Axis Units are then connected (daisy-chained)
with ribbon cables as shown in Figure 4-9-3.  The connectors are keyed with an arrow to aid
in identifying orientation.
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4.9.4 Nutrunner (tool) connection

{ Connect the encoder cable, the motor cable and the transducer (sensor) cable to the
corresponding numbered tool.  Ensure that the cable tag numbers match the tool tag
numbers.

{ Affix the preamp to the enclosure frame as shown in the following diagrams.

{ Ensure that the cable is tied so that there is no undue stress on it when the powerhead
moves.

CAUTION:  Use cylinder cushions or shock absorbers to decelerate the powerhead return and
      prevent excessive (hard stop) vibration, especially in short cycle time applications
      operating at high speeds.  Repeated shock (over time) could damage a tool.

FIG. 4-9-4a  Tool (Nutrunner) Mounting Diagram
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Also see Figure 4-9-4a for guidance.

FIG. 4-9-4b  Tool Mounting Methods

FIG. 4-9-4c  Nutrunner Preamp Mounting
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Chapter 5: Power Up and Initial Checks
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5.1 Before Powering On

WARNING:
Follow Lockout/Tagout and other safety precautions when connecting and disconnecting
cabling, wiring, and equipment.

Each item below lists the manual Section(s) that will provide a reference for that specific item.
Also refer to Section 3.1 System Block Diagram and Section 4.5 Wiring Diagram.

CAUTION: Damage may occur if the 24 VDC and 0 VDC Commons are improperly connected.
1.  Confirm PLC connection (4.7 and 4.8)

P Verify that the ISA Main Unit and Axis Unit PLC wiring is connected to the
corresponding PLC terminals.

2.  Check connections between the tool and the Axis Unit (3.2.4, 3.2.5, 3.2.6, and 4.9.4)
P Verify that the three (3) homerun cables (encoder, motor, and transducer/sensor)

connecting the tool and Axis Unit are secure.  Ensure that each numbered set of
three (3) cables is connected to the identically-numbered tool and Axis Unit.

P If the layout contains moveable parts, visually inspect all components to ensure that
there is proper clearance, and that cables have sufficient length.  If movement would
create any excessive stress on a cable, or create any potential for damage to the
System or other components in the layout, then make appropriate adjustments.

3.  Confirm connection of communication cables (4.9.3)
P Verify that the communication bus ribbon cable is connected from the ISA Main Unit

to the nearest Axis Unit.

P Verify that all Axis Units are connected (daisy-chained) with the ribbon cable(s).

4.  Verify Axis Unit dip switch settings (4.9.1 and 4.9.2)
P Verify the five (5) dip switches visible on the left side of each Unit are set to indicate

the appropriate spindle number.

P Verify the Ramp-Up Speed dip switches are set to the appropriate length of time for
each Axis Unit.  (Axis Units with a model number ending with "A" are preset at the
factory to 250 milliseconds.  The Axis Unit cover must be removed to access the dip
switches.)

5.  Confirm connection of Keyboard/Keypad cable (3.2.1 and 3.2.3)
P Confirm that the keyboard/keypad cable has been connected to the front of the ISA

Main Unit.

6.  Confirm connection of Monitor/VGA CRT cable (3.2.2, 3.2.3 and 4.6.1)
P Confirm that the monitor (CRT) cable is correctly connected to the ISA Main Unit.

P Ensure that the CRT power switch is in the "on" position.

7.  Check the input voltage  (3.2.3, 3.2.4, 4.6, and 4.8)
P Verify input power is connected in accordance with the instructions in Chapter 4.

P Ensure input power voltage to the ISA Main Unit and the Axis Units is 200~230 VAC.

P Ensure proper input power voltage to the Monitor/VGA CRT.

P After turning on the power, verify the voltage again to ensure it has not dropped as a
result of loading.

NOTE: After an Axis Unit is powered down, the power must not be applied again for at least five (5)
seconds. Repeated power up and power down may temporarily disable the Axis Unit. If anAxis
Unit does become disabled, turn the power off for five (5) minutes before making another
attempt to power up.
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5.2 Initial Data Setting
After completion of the System verification/power on procedure in Section 5.1, the System is
ready for the input of data required for the fastening operation.  Chapters 6 and 7 give details on
the types of information required, and the procedure for entering data into the System.

NOTE:  All AFC1200 Systems are delivered with application-specific fastening data already setup.
The data input referred to above will be necessary if there is a change to the System
application, and may be neccessary in other circumstances such as the replacement of a
System component or a change (oily, oversize, etc.) in the parts being processed.

After the System is setup with the appropriate data, verify all Axis Unit IN BYPASS/NORMAL
switches are set to NORMAL, and the ISA Main Unit switch is set to the RUN position.  Perform
the following procedure:
1.  Check the transducer ZERO output.

P Press the RESET button on front of the ISA Main Unit.  The Axis Units will output a
number to [DSP1], and the "CHECK" and "ACCEPT" LED's will light.  The ISA Main
Unit "CHECK" LED and "ACCEPT" light will illuminate to verify that all Axis Units are
sufficiently within range of zero (0).  (See NOTE1 below.)

2.  Check the transducer CAL output.
P Press the CAL button on front of the ISA Main Unit.  The Axis Units will output a

number to [DSP1], and the "CHECK" and "ACCEPT" LED's will light.  The ISA Main
Unit "CHECK" LED and "ACCEPT" light will illuminate to verify all Axis Units are
sufficiently calibrated.  (See NOTE1 below)

NOTE1:   If the Zero and/or Cal check results in an "ABNORMAL" LED output to the Axis Unit (and/or
  an illuminated "REJECT" light on the ISA Main Unit), then follow the instructions shown on the
  System monitor.  Section 9.4.1 Axis Unit Abnormal also offers guidance.

WARNING:  VERIFY THERE ARE NO PERSONNEL OR OBSTRUCTIONS IN THE TOOL AREA
   PRIOR TO ACTIVATING A SPINDLE OR OTHER MOVEABLE COMPONENT.

3.  Check manual reverse operation.
A.   Set the IN BYPASS/NORMAL switch on each Axis Unit as follows:

1.  Verify Axis Unit #1 is set to NORMAL.
2.  Set all other Axis Units to the IN BYPASS position.

B.   Press the manual REV button on front of the ISA Main Unit.  Verify that spindle #1 
      is turning in the appropriate direction, and that all other spindles are motionless.
      (See NOTE2 below.)

C.  Switch Axis Unit #1 to the IN BYPASS position.  Switch Axis Unit #2 to NORMAL,
      and verify spindle #2 operation (reference Step 3B).

D.   Repeat this procedure for each Axis Unit/spindle.  It is important to complete
       this step for each Axis Unit/spindle prior to performing the next step.

NOTE2:   If any Axis Unit fails to activate the appropriate spindle, correct the situtation before
   continuing to the next Unit.  First, check the nutrunner (tool) cables going to the Axis Unit to
   verify correct connections to the appropriate components.  If the problem persists, reference
   the System monitor display and/or Section 9.4 Axis Unit Abnormal for guidance.

E.   After all Axis Units are verified individually, ensure each of the IN BYPASS
      switches are set to the NORMAL position.  Press the REV button on the ISA Main
      Unit to operate all spindles simultaneously as verification of sufficient input power.
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4.  Verify operation of manual start.
P Press the START button on the ISA Main Unit and verify that all tools run in the

correct direction until the pre-programmed time elapses, creating a TIME reject.  The
ISA Main Unit "REJECT" light will illuminate, and the "TIME" LED on each Axis Unit
will light (orange).  

P Press the RESET button on the ISA Main Unit to clear the REJECT and TIME
outputs.

NOTE3:    If any Axis Unit fails to indicate a TIME reject (and assuming the previous verifications were
    completed), then check the presets that have been entered into the System for that spindle.
    Reference Section 7.2 Limit Parameter for guidance.

5.  Verify System operation by external commands.
P Confirm that the equipment operates correctly when PLC inputs and outputs are

activated.  Use the PLC to perform all of the functions (START, CAL, etc.) that were
manually activated earlier in this Section.
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6.1 Fastening Control Methods

The AFC1200 System is user-programmable to select from three different fastening methods:
 Torque Control, Angle Control, and Yield Control methods.  Each method can be used to
perform one-step fastening, or can be configured for up to four (4) steps.

6.1.1 Torque Control Method
When using Torque Control, fastening is performed based upon attaining a desired torque
value.  Fastening can be completed in only one step, or up to four (4) incremental steps can
be programmed which will successively secure the fastener to the specified torque values.

wOne-Step Fastening

P After presetting the fastening sequence (Section 7.5 Set Sequence) to perform a
single-step fastening,  the System fastening parameters (Section 7.1 Parameter
Set) must be configured in accordance with the engineered fastening specification.

P One-step fastening is used primarily for applications which do not require
synchronization with another spindle during the final stage of the rundown (pipe
plugs and single-spindle applications, for example).

P The System will fasten to the STD TORQUE value during the specified 1ST STEP
time.  Once SPEED CHANGE TORQUE is reached, the System will switch to the
specified TORQUE SPEED.  (Section 6.3)

STD.

TORQUE

1STSTEP

ANGLE

SPEEDCHANGE

FIG. 6-1-1a  Torque Control Functions for One-Step Fastening

Maximum allowable fastening cycle time1ST STEP (TIME)

30 ~ 50% of STD for Hard joints
50 ~ 90% of STD for Soft joints

SPEED CHANGE (TORQUE)
Engineered fastening specificationSTD
RECOMMENDATIONFUNCTION
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wTwo-step fastening

P After presetting the fastening sequence (Section 7.5 SET SEQUENCE) to perform
a two-step fastening, the System fastening parameters (Section 7.1 PARAMETER
SET) must be configured according to the engineered fastening specification.

P Two-step fastening will be used primarily for joints that have a requirement to
synchronize with another spindle during the final stage of the rundown (connecting
rods, main bearing caps, or any other multi-spindle application).

P The System will fasten to the 1ST TORQUE value during the specified 1ST STEP
time.  Once either SPEED CHANGE TORQUE or 1ST TORQUE is reached, the
System will switch to the specified TORQUE SPEED (Section 6.3).  When all
fasteners have reached 1ST TORQUE, the spindles will synchronize and fasten
simultaneously to STD during FINAL STEP time. 

STD.

TORQUE

1STSTEP
FINAL
STEP

ANGLE

SPEEDCHANGE

1st TORQUE

FIG. 6-1-1b  Torque Control Functions for Two-Step Fastening

Maximum allowable Final Step cycle timeFINAL STEP (TIME)
Maximum allowable 1st Step cycle time1ST STEP (TIME)

30 ~ 50% of STD for Hard joints
50 ~ 90% of STD for Soft joints

SPEED CHANGE (TORQUE)

30 ~ 50% of STD for Hard joints
50 ~ 90% of STD for Soft joints

1ST TORQUE
Engineered fastening specificationSTD (TORQUE)
RECOMMENDATIONFUNCTION

wThree-Step Fastening
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P After presetting the Fastening sequence (Section 7.5 SET SEQUENCE) to perform
a three-step fastening, the System fastening parameters (Section 7.1
PARAMETER SET) must be configured according to the Engineered fastening
specification.

P Three-step fastening will be used primarily for joints that have a requirement to
synchronize with another spindle during the incremental stages of the rundown to
crush/compress a gasket or grommet (valve cover, oil pan, or body assembly, for
example).

P The System will fasten to 1ST TORQUE during the specified 1ST STEP time.
Once either SPEED CHANGE TORQUE or 1ST TORQUE is reached, the System
will switch to the specified TORQUE SPEED (Section 6.3).  When all fasteners
have reached 1ST TORQUE, the spindles will synchronize and fasten
simultaneously to 2ND during FINAL STEP time.  When all fasteners have reached
2ND, the spindles will synchronize again, and fasten simultaneously to STD during
FINAL STEP time.

STD.

TORQUE

1STSTEP
FINAL
STEP

ANGLE

SPEEDCHANGE

1st TORQUE

2ND

FIG. 6-1-1c  Torque Control Functions for Three-Step Fastening

Maximum allowable 2nd and Final Step cycle
times

FINAL STEP (TIME)
Maximum allowable 1st Step cycle time1ST STEP (TIME)

30 ~ 50% of STD for Hard joints
50 ~ 90% of STD for Soft joints

SPEED CHANGE (TORQUE)

30 ~ 50% of STD for Hard joints
50 ~ 90% of STD for Soft joints

1ST TORQUE

30 ~ 50% of STD for Hard joints
50 ~ 90% of STD for Soft joints
Set above 1st TORQUE/ANGLE

2ND (TORQUE)
Engineered fastening specificationSTD (TORQUE)
RECOMMENDATIONFUNCTION

wFour-Step Fastening
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P After presetting the fastening sequence (Section 7.5 SET SEQUENCE) to perform
a four-step fastening,  the System fastening parameters (Section 7.1 PARAMETER
SET) must be configured according to the Engineered fastening specification.

P Four-step fastening will be used primarily for joints that have a requirement to
synchronize with another spindle during the incremental stages of the rundown to
crush/compress a gasket or grommet (valve cover, oil pan, or body assembly, for
example).

P The System will fasten to 1ST TORQUE during the specified 1ST STEP time.
Once either SPEED CHANGE TORQUE or 1ST TORQUE is reached, the System
will switch to the specified TORQUE SPEED (Section 6.3).  When all fasteners
have reached 1ST TORQUE, the spindles will synchronize and fasten
simultaneously to 2ND during FINAL STEP time.  When all fasteners have reached
2ND, the spindles will synchronize again, and fasten simultaneously to 3RD during
FINAL STEP time.  When all fasteners have reached 3RD, the spindles will
synchronize again, and fasten simultaneously to STD during FINAL STEP time.

STD.

TORQUE

1STSTEP
FINAL
STEP

ANGLE

SPEEDCHANGE
1st TORQUE

3RD

2ND

FIG. 6-1-1d  Torque Control Functions for Four-Step Fastening

Maximum allowable 2nd, 3rd and Final Step cycle timesFINAL STEP (TIME)
Maximum allowable 1st Step cycle time1ST STEP (TIME)

30 ~ 50% of STD for Hard joints
50 ~ 90% of STD for Soft joints

SPEED CHANGE (TORQUE)

30 ~ 50% of STD for Hard joints
50 ~ 90% of STD for Soft joints

1ST TORQUE

30 ~ 50% of STD for Hard joints
50 ~ 90% of STD for Soft joints
Set above 1st TORQUE/ANGLE

2ND (TORQUE)

30 ~ 50% of STD for Hard joints
50 ~ 90% of STD for Soft joints
Set above 2nd (TORQUE)

3RD (TORQUE)
Engineered fastening specificationSTD (TORQUE)
RECOMMENDATIONFUNCTION

6.1.2 Angle Control Functions
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In Angle Control, fastening is performed based upon attaining a desired torque value and then
rotating the fastener a specified number of degrees.  Fastening can be performed in from 1 to
4 incremental steps that will successively secure the fastener to a specified torque or angle
value before attaining the final number of degrees of rotation.  Angle Control is used primarily
when greater control of clamp load is required (connecting rods, main bearing caps, and
cylinder heads, for example).

wOne-Step Fastening

P After presetting the fastening sequence (Section 7.5 SET SEQUENCE)  to perform
a single-step fastening,  the System fastening parameters (Section 7.1
PARAMETER SET ) must be configured according to the Engineered fastening
specification.

P One-step fastening will be used primarily for joints that have no requirement to
synchronize with another spindle during the final stage of the rundown (pipe plugs
and other single-spindle applications, for example.)

P The System will fasten to the FINAL ANGLE value during the specified 1ST STEP
time.  Once SPEED CHANGE TORQUE is reached, the System will switch to the
specified TORQUE SPEED (Section 6.3). Once THRESHOLD 2 TORQUE is
reached, the System will rotate the fastener the number of degrees specified by
FINAL ANGLE.

TORQUE

FINAL
ANGLE

1ST
STEP

ANGLE

THRESHOLD 2 TORQUE
SPEED CHANGE

FIG. 6-1-2a  Angle Control Functions for One-Step Fastening

Maximum allowable fastening cycle time1ST STEP (TIME)

Engineered fastening specification for rotation
angle

FINAL ANGLE

30 ~ 50% of STD for Hard joints
50 ~ 90% of STD for Soft joints

SPEED CHANGE (TORQUE)

Engineered fastening specification at which Angle
Control begins

THRESHOLD 2 (TORQUE)
RECOMMENDATIONFUNCTION

wTwo-Step Fastening
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Maximum allowable Final Step timeFINAL STEP (TIME)
Maximum allowable fastening cycle time1ST STEP (TIME)

Engineered fastening specification for rotation
angle

FINAL ANGLE

30 ~ 50% of resultant torque for Hard joints
50 ~ 90% of resultant torque for Soft joints

SPEED CHANGE (TORQUE)

Engineered fastening specification at which Angle
Control begins

THRESHOLD 2 (TORQUE)

30 ~ 50% of FINAL ANGLE or resultant torque for
Hard joints
50 ~ 90% of FINAL ANGLE or resultant torque for
Soft joints

1ST TORQUE/ANGLE
RECOMMENDATIONFUNCTION

P After presetting the fastening sequence (Section 7.5 SET SEQUENCE ) to perform
a two-step fastening,  the System fastening parameters (Section 7.1 PARAMETER
SET) must be configured according to the Engineered fastening specification. 

P Two-step fastening will be used primarily for joints that have a requirement to
synchronize with another spindle during the final stage of the rundown (connecting
rod, main bearing cap, and any other multiple-spindle unit, for example).

P The System will fasten to the 1ST TORQUE/ANGLE during the specified 1ST
STEP time.  Once either SPEED CHANGE TORQUE or 1ST TORQUE/ANGLE is
reached, the System will switch to the specified TORQUE SPEED (Section 6.3).
When all fasteners have reached 1ST TORQUE/ANGLE, the spindles will
synchronize and then rotate simultaneously the specified number of degrees from
THRESHOLD 2 TORQUE to FINAL ANGLE within the specified FINAL STEP time.

TORQUE

FINAL
ANGLE

1STSTEP FINAL
STEP

ANGLE

THRESHOLD2 TORQUE

1st TORQUE/ ANGLE

SPEEDCHANGE

FIG. 6-1-2b  Angle Control Functions for Two-Step Fastening
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wThree-Step Fastening

P After presetting the fastening sequence (Section 7.5 SET SEQUENCE) to perform
a three-step fastening,  the System fastening parameters (Section 7.1
PARAMETER SET) must be configured according to the Engineered fastening
specification.

P Three-step fastening will be used primarily for joints that have a requirement to
synchronize with another spindle during the incremental stages of the rundown to
crush/compress a gasket or grommet (valve cover, oil pan, or body assembly, for
example).

P The System will fasten to the 1ST TORQUE/ANGLE during the specified 1ST
STEP time.  Once either SPEED CHANGE TORQUE or 1ST TORQUE/ANGLE is
reached, the System will switch to the specified TORQUE SPEED (Section 6.3).
When all fasteners have reached 1ST TORQUE/ANGLE, the spindles will
synchronize and fasten simultaneously to 2ND ANGLE during FINAL STEP time.
When all fasteners have reached 2ND ANGLE, the spindles will synchronize again
and then rotate simultaneously the specified number of degrees from
THRESHOLD 2 TORQUE to FINAL ANGLE within the specified FINAL STEP time.

TORQUE

FINALANGLE

1STSTEP FINAL STEP

2nd
ANGLE

ANGLE

THRESHOLD2 TORQUE
SPEEDCHANGE

1st TORQUE / ANGLE

FIG. 6-1-2c  Angle Control Functions for Three-Step Fastening

Maximum allowable 2nd and Final Step cycle
time

FINAL STEP(TIME)
Maximum allowable fastening cycle time1ST STEP(TIME)

Engineered fastening specification for rotation
angle

FINAL ANGLE

30 ~ 50% of FINAL ANGLE for Hard joints
50 ~ 90% of FINAL ANGLE for Soft joints
Set above 1st TORQUE/ANGLE

2ND ANGLE

30 ~ 50% of resultant torque for Hard joints
50 ~ 90% of resultant torque for Soft joints

SPEED CHANGE (TORQUE)

Engineered fastening specification at which angle
control begins

THRESHOLD 2 (TORQUE)

30 ~ 50% of FINAL ANGLE or resultant torque for
Hard joints
50 ~ 90% of FINAL ANGLE or resultant torque for
Soft joints

1ST TORQUE/ANGLE
RECOMMENDATIONFUNCTION
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wFour-Step Fastening

P After presetting the fastening sequence (Section 7.5 SET SEQUENCE) to perform
a four-step fastening, the System fastening parameters (Section 7.1 PARAMETER
SET) must be configured according to the Engineered fastening specification.

P Four-step fastening will be used primarily for joints that have a requirement to
synchronize with another spindle during the incremental stages of the rundown to
crush/compress a gasket or grommet (valve cover, oil pan, or ody assembly, for
example).

P The System will fasten to 1ST TORQUE/ANGLE during the specified 1ST STEP
time.  Once either SPEED CHANGE TORQUE or 1ST TORQUE/ANGLE is
reached, the System will switch to the specified TORQUE SPEED (Section 6.3).
When all fasteners have reached 1ST TORQUE/ANGLE, the spindles will
synchronize and fasten simultaneously to 2ND ANGLE during FINAL STEP time.
When all fasteners have reached 2ND ANGLE, the spindles will synchronize again
and fasten simultaneously to 3RD ANGLE during FINAL STEP time.  When all
fasteners have reached 3RD ANGLE, the spindles will synchronize again and
rotate simultaneously the specified number of degrees from THRESHOLD 2
TORQUE to FINAL ANGLE within the specified FINAL STEP time.

TORQUE

3rd ANGLE

1ST STEP FINALSTEP

FINAL ANGLE

2nd
ANGLE

ANGLE

THRESHOLD2 TORQUE
SPEEDCHANGE

1st TORQUE/ ANGLE

FIG. 6-1-2d  Angle Control Functions for Four-Step Fastening

30 ~ 50% of FINAL ANGLE for Hard joints
50 ~ 90% of FINAL ANGLE for Soft joints
Set above 1st TORQUE/ANGLE

2ND ANGLE

30 ~ 50% of resultant torque for Hard joints
50 ~ 90% of resultant torque for Soft joints

SPEED CHANGE (TORQUE)

Engineered fastening specification at which
angle control begins

THRESHOLD 2 (TORQUE)

30 ~ 50% of FINAL ANGLE or resultant torque
for Hard joints
50 ~ 90% of FINAL ANGLE or resultant torque
for Soft joints

1ST TORQUE/ANGLE
RECOMMENDATIONFUNCTION
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Maximum allowable 2nd, 3rd and Final Step
cycle times

FINAL STEP (TIME)
Maximum allowable fastening cycle time1ST STEP (TIME)

Engineered fastening specification for rotation
angle

FINAL ANGLE

30 ~ 50% of FINAL ANGLE for Hard joints
50 ~ 90% of FINAL ANGLE for Soft joints
Set above 2nd ANGLE

3RD ANGLE
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6.1.3 Yield Control Method (U.S.A. PATENT No. 4,894,767)
In Yield Control method, fastening is performed based upon attaining a desired permanent
elongation or bolt stretch.  Fastening can be performed in from 1 to 4 incremental steps that
will successively secure the fastener to a specified torque or angle value before attaining the
final permanent elongation or bolt stretch.  Incremental fastening steps should not be
performed if they will occur after Yield Control is initiated.  Yield Control commences when
CROSSOVER RATE 2 (TORQUE or ANGLE) or CROSSOVER AREA (TORQUE or ANGLE)
is reached or exceeded.  The Yield Control method is used primarily when greater control of
clamp load is required (connecting rods, main bearing caps,  and cylinder heads, for
example).

6.1.3.1 Integrated Yield Method
The integrated yield method will be the primary controlling method for fasteners that have a
clearly definable yield point.  This type of fastener will exhibit a torque rate equal to
approximately zero (0) after the yield point has been detected.  This rate will remain relatively
constant for the period specified by the elongation angle (ANGLE), at which point the fastener
will have attained the proper bolt stretch (LENGTH). 

T1

T8
T7

T6
T5

T4
T3

T2

1o

ANGLE
AFTER 1
AFTER 2
AFTER 3
AFTER 8

o

o
o

o

}
EVERY ONE DEGREE, 
NEW TORQUE DATA IS 
ADDED INTO THE EQUATION
AND THE OLDEST TORQUE
DATA IS OMITTED.

CROSSOVER
RATE 2
TORQUE / ANGLE

TORQUE / ANGLE

SCREW PITCH
LENGTH
ANGLE
YIELD RATE
CONSTANT

TORQUE

< 
FOR PERIOD EQUAL TO THE

ELONGATION ANGLE  (ANGLE)

ACTUAL AVERAGE TORQUE RATE         YIELD RATE

(ANGLE)

1ST

PRESET ITEMS

FIG. 6-1-3-1  Yield Control Function for Integrated Yield Method
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w Integrated Yield Method Fastening

P After presetting the fastening sequence (Section 7.5 SET SEQUENCE) to perform
the desired number of steps, the System fastening parameters (Section 7.1
PARAMETER SET) must be configured according to the Engineered fastening
specification.

P Multiple-step fastening will be performed according to the Torque and Angle
Control method procedures.  Integrated Yield control will begin when the fasteners
have attained or exceeded CROSSOVER RATE 2 (TORQUE or ANGLE).  No
incremental steps may be performed which will occur after the commencement of
the Integrated Yield control (CROSSOVER RATE 2).  It is therefore highly
recommended that Yield control operations be restricted to no more than two (2)
steps.

P For a standard two-step operation the System will fasten to 1ST TORQUE/ANGLE
during the specified 1ST STEP time.  Once either SPEED CHANGE TORQUE or
1ST TORQUE/ANGLE is reached, the System will switch to the specified TORQUE
SPEED (SECTION 6.3).  When all fasteners have reached 1ST TORQUE/ANGLE,
the spindles will synchronize and then fasten simultaneously until the desired bolt
stretch has been reached, within the specified FINAL STEP time.  Once
CROSSOVER RATE 2 is attained or exceeded, the actual torque rate (for a period
equal to the preset elongation angle [ANGLE]), is compared to the preset YIELD
RATE.  When the actual torque rate is equal to or less than the preset YIELD
RATE, then the proper bolt stretch has been obtained.

NOTES: Setup for Torque and Angle Control items are detailed in their respective
Sections.

Yield control method cannot be configured properly without first performing
extensive testing on the joint. 

Start point of integrated yield method.  Set based
upon extensive testing 

CROSSOVER RATE 2 (TORQUE/ANGLE)

Compensation factor for calculated bolt stretch.  Set
based upon extensive testing

CONSTANT

Expectant torque rate of fastener when proper bolt
stretch has been obtained.  Set based upon
extensive testing

YIELD RATE

Engineered fastener rotation into yield specification.
Automatically set  when "LENGTH" is set

ANGLE

Engineered fastener permanent elongation
specification.  Automatically set when "ANGLE" is
set

LENGTH
Fastener specificationSCREW PITCH
RECOMMENDATIONFUNCTION
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6.1.3.2 Area Yield Method

The Area Yield Method will be the primary controlling method on fasteners that do not have a
clearly definable yield point.  These fasteners will exhibit a gradual change in torque rate as
the fastener is elongated.  This calculation of the elongation area (EA) allows the System to
simulate the fastener as if it had displayed a clearly defined yield point.  When the actual
elongation area (EA) is equal to or greater than the calculated/simulated elongation area the
proper bolt stretch (LENGTH) has been obtained.

SCREW PITCH
LENGTH
ANGLE
YIELD RATE
CONSTANT

A

B

AREA "EA"

A

B

AREA "EA"

ELGA

=

ELGA

ANGLE ANGLE

ACTUAL EQUIVALENT (SIMULATED)

THE FASTENING PROCESS
WILL STOP WHEN:

EA  2
A x B

ELGA

>

TORQUE TORQUE

=   ELONGATION   A NGLE

1ST
TORQUE / ANGLE

PRESET ITEMS

CONSTANT

AREA YIELD
METHOD START POINT

FIG. 6-1-3-2  Yield Control Function for Area Yield Method

w   Area Yield Method Fastening

P After presetting the fastening sequence (Section 7.5 SET SEQUENCE) to perform
the desired number of steps, the System fastening parameters (Section 7.1
PARAMETER SET) must be configured according to the Engineered fastening
specification.

P Multiple-step fastening will be performed according to the Torque and Angle
Control Method procedures.  Area Yield Control will begin when the fasteners attain
either CROSSOVER AREA torque, or (Threshold 2 torque + Crossover Area
angle).  No incremental steps may be performed which will occur after the
commencement of the Area Yield Control (CROSSOVER AREA).  It is therefore
highly recommended that Yield Control operations be restricted to no more than
two steps.
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P For a standard two-step operation the System will fasten to 1ST TORQUE/ANGLE
during the specified 1ST STEP time.  Once either SPEED CHANGE TORQUE or
1st TORQUE/ANGLE is reached, the System will switch to the specified TORQUE
SPEED (SECTION 6.3).  When all fasteners have reached 1ST TORQUE/ANGLE,
the spindles will synchronize and fasten simultaneously until the desired bolt stretch
has been reached, within the specified FINAL STEP time.  Once CROSSOVER
AREA is attained or exceeded the actual elongation area is compared to the
calculated elongation area  When the actual elongation area is equal to or greater
than the calculated elongation area the proper bolt stretch has been obtained.

NOTES: Setup for Torque and Angle control items are detailed in their
 respective sections.

Yield control method can not be configured properly without first
 performing extensive testing on the joint. 

Start point of AREA YIELD Method.  Set based
upon extensive testing 

CROSSOVER AREA (TORQUE/ANGLE)

Compensation factor for calculated bolt stretch.
Set based upon extensive testing

CONSTANT

Expected torque rate of fastener when proper bolt
stretch has been obtained.  Set based upon
extensive testing

YIELD RATE

Engineered fastener rotation into yield
specification.  Automatically set  when "LENGTH"
is set

ANGLE

Engineered fastener permanent elongation
specification.  Automatically set when "ANGLE" is
set

LENGTH
Fastener specificationSCREW PITCH
RECOMMENDATIONFUNCTION
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6.2 Monitoring Functions
The AFC1200 System is user-programmable to select and set the monitoring limits for torque,
angle, time, and three (3) independent torque rate stages.  Torque Rate monitoring may be
configured to perform two (3) different methods of calculations dependent upon the
characteristics of the joint.

6.2.1 Torque Monitoring
Torque monitoring is a continuous process whenever the System is operating.  In torque
control, the High and Low Torque limits are set based upon the engineering specification for
that specific fastener.  For angle and yield control operations, the High and Low Torque limits
are either set by the engineering specification for that specific fastener, or by determining the
acceptable limits from a study of known good and bad assemblies.  The High Torque limit will
stop the fastening process for angle and yield control operations if it is reached before
attaining the desired angle or elongation, respectively.

6.2.2 Angle Monitoring
Angle monitoring commences upon reaching the preset THRESHOLD 2 TORQUE value and
continues until completion of the fastening process or until the High Angle limit is reach,
whichever occurs first.  In angle control, the High and Low Angle limits are set based upon the
engineering specification for that specific fastener.  For Torque and Yield Control operations,
the High and Low Angle limits are set by either the engineering specification for that specific
fastener, or by determining the acceptable limits from a study of known good and bad
assemblies.  The High Angle limit will stop the fastening process for Torque and Yield Control
operations if it is reached before attaining the desired torque or elongation, respectively.

TORQUE

HIGHANGLE

LOWANGLE

ANGLE

1st TORQUE/ ANGLE

ACCEPTAREA

FINALTORQUE

HIGHTORQUE

THRESHOLD2 TORQUE

LOWTORQUE

FIG. 6-2-2  Torque and Angle Monitoring Functions
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6.2.3 Point-to-Point Torque Rate Monitoring

The AFC1200 System is capable of performing three (3) independent torque rate calculations
using two (2) different procedures for calculating the rate value.  The first of these procedures
is the Point-to-Point method.  This method performs the calculation based upon completing a
step of the process and then calculating the rate for the full duration of that step.  Each
Torque Rate is calculated by dividing the change in torque during the specific period by the
change in angle.  

Example:

FASTENING ENDCROSSOVER RATE 23RD TORQUE RATE
CROSSOVER RATE 21st TORQUE/ANGLE2ND TORQUE RATE
1st TORQUE/ANGLETHRESHOLD 11ST TORQUE RATE
STOP POINTSTART POINTSTAGE

If no judgment is desired for any or all stages, the high and low limit values should be deleted
from the PARAMETER SET screen by first selecting the item, then depressing the DEL key
on the keyboard.  Upon completion of the fastening process, the data for each stage will be
displayed and output as the 1st, 2nd or 3rd RATE HIGH value, respectively.  The 1st, 2nd and
3rd RATE LOW values have no meaning when using the Point-to-Point monitoring method. 

For all control operations, the High and Low Torque Rate limits are set by determining the
acceptable limits from a study of known good and bad assemblies.
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POINTTOPOINT
TORQUERATE

A

1st TORQUE/ ANGLE

STD.

THRESHOLD1 TORQUE

CROSSOVERRATE2
2NDRATEHIGH

1STRATE
HIGH

2ND RATE
LOW

3RD RATE
HIGH

3RDRAT
LOW

1STRATELOW

TORQUE

3

1

2

FIG. 6-2-3  Point-to-Point Torque Rate Monitoring

6.2.4 Integrated Torque Rate Method
The AFC1200 System is capable of performing three (3) independent torque rate calculations
using two (2) different procedures for calculating the rate value.  The second of these
procedures is the Integrated method.  The Incremental Torque Rate Method is enabled
whenever a value (3 ~ 199 odd number) is entered for the INCREMENT ANGLE on the SET
PARAMETER (FASTENING) screen.  This method continuously calculates the torque rate for
the period specified by the INCREMENT ANGLE.  Each one degree, the actual torque rate is
compared with the preset high and low torque rate values.  The calculation is performed until
the end of the stage is reached or until a failure occurs, whichever occurs first.  Each
Incremental Torque Rate is calculated by dividing the change in torque during the specific
period (INCREMENT ANGLE) by the INCREMENT ANGLE. 

 Exp..   
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MAGNIFIED

FASTENINGTQCURVETQ

THRESHOLD1 TORQUE INCREMENTANGLE

1 DEGREE

FIG. 6-2-4a  Integrated Torque Rate Method Incremental Sampling

If no judgment is desired for any or all stages, the high and low limit values should be deleted
from the PARAMETER SET screen by first selecting the item, then depressing the DEL key
on the keyboard.  Upon completion of the fastening process, the System will output the
highest and lowest incremental torque rate value measured during each stage.  These values
will be output as 1st, 2nd, and 3rd RATE HIGH and LOW. 

3rd Rate HighMaximum 3rd Torque Rate
3rd Rate LowMinimum 3rd Torque Rate
2nd Rate HighMaximum 2nd Torque rate
2nd Rate LowMinimum 2nd Torque Rate
1st Rate HighMaximum 1st Torque Rate
1st Rate LowMinimum 1st Torque Rate
NAME AS OUTPUTDATA

 For all control operations the High and Low Torque Rate limits are set by determining the
acceptable limits from a study of known good and bad assemblies.
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INTEGRATEDTORQUE RATE

ANGLE

1st TORQUE/ ANGLE

STD.

THRESHOLD1 TORQUE

CROSSOVERRATE2
2NDRATEHIGH

TORQUERATE1

TORQUERATE2

TORQUERATE3

1STRATE
HIGH

2NDRATE
LOW

3RDRATE
HIGH

3RDRATE
LOW

1ST RATE LOW

TORQUE

3

3

1

12

2

FIG. 6-2-4b  Integrated Torque Rate Method 

FASTENING ENDCROSSOVER RATE 23RD TORQUE RATE
CROSSOVER RATE 21st TORQUE/ANGLE2ND TORQUE RATE
1st TORQUE/ANGLETHRESHOLD 11ST TORQUE RATE
STOP POINTSTART POINTSTAGE

6.2.5 Time
As outlined in the Fastening Control Methods portion of this Chapter, this System is capable
of performing multiple-step fastening operations.  The duration of each of these steps is
governed by one of two independent watchdog time settings.  If the step fails to attain the
desired effect before the completion of the specified time,  a Reject condition will occur.  

P

FINAL TIMEFASTENING END3RD TORQUE/ANGLE4TH STEP
FINAL TIME3RD TORQUE/ANGLE2ND TORQUE/ANGLE3RD STEP
FINAL TIME2ND TORQUE/ANGLE1ST TORQUE/ANGLE2ND STEP
1ST TIME1st TORQUE/ANGLESTART1ST STEP

TIME PRESETSTOP POINTSTART POINTSTEP
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6.3 Speed Functions

The AFC1200 System is user-programmable for operations involving multiple speed settings.
The use of multiple speeds during the fastening process aids in socket engagement,
achieving cycle time and controlling the applied torque during all stages.  

SPEED

TIME

INITIALTIME

FREERUN
SPEED

SLOWDOWN
SPEED[ ] rpm

TORQUESPEED
[ ] rpm

[ ] rpm

FREERUN

1STTIME[ ] FINALTIME[ ]

[ ] sec
[ ] rev

OFFSET/ INITIALSPEED
[ ] rpm

[ ] sec [ ] rev

FIG. 6-3a  Speed Functions

w If the offset check function is enabled in the sequence program, the System will start off
running a 360-degree offset check.  After completion of the offset check, the System will
continue to run at OFFSET CHECK SPEED for the duration specified by the setting of
INITIAL TIME.  

w If the offset check function is not enabled in the sequence program, the System will run at
INITIAL SPEED for the time specified by the setting of INITIAL TIME.  

wOnce INITIAL TIME has elapsed, the System will switch to FREERUN SPEED (High Speed
Rundown) for the remainder of the time specified by FREERUN TIME. [FREERUN TIME -
INITIAL TIME = HIGH SPEED RUNDOWN TIME].  If the System has been set-up properly,
the nutrunner will shift to SLOWDOWN SPEED before seating the fastener.  The nutrunner
will run at SLOWDOWN SPEED  until either 1ST TORQUE/ANGLE is reached or until 1ST
STEP TIME expires.  If 1ST STEP TIME expires before reaching 1ST TORQUE/ANGLE,
the System will output a Time Over reject.  

NOTE: The system will shift to TORQUE SPEED if either SPEED CHANGE TORQUE or 1ST
TORQUE/ANGLE is sensed, no matter which step is being performed.

Once 1st TORQUE/ANGLE is reached, the System will fasten at TORQUE SPEED for each
successive cycle (2nd, 3rd or Final).  Each successive step must be performed within the
specified FINAL STEP TIME or a time over reject will occur.
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w

FINal torque speed to which the nutrunner will shift once 1ST TORQUE/
ANGLE or SPEED CHANGE Torque is reached.  SET based upon the
joint type to allow for a controlled final fastening.  LESS THAN 50 RPM

TORQUE SPEED

FIRSt torque fastening speed.  SET based upon the joint type to allow
for a controlled seating.  LESS THAN 150 RPM

SLOWDOWN SPEED

Set based upon cycle time requirements.  THIS speed is used to run the
bolt down quickly.   

FREERUN SPEED

FOR joints that do not react properly to high speed seating, the freerun
time should be calculated to eliminate the "crash" effect.  
[FREERUN TIME - INITIAL TIME = HIGH SPEED RUNDOWN TIME]

FREERUN TIME
SET to the RPM which will allow for easy socket-to-fastener engagementINITIAL SPEED

SET to a duration which will provide sufficient time for socket-to-
fastener engagement.  MAy be set in either seconds or revolutions

INITIAL TIME

SEt to the same value as the final torque speed.  WHen the oFFSET
Check is enabled in the sequence program, this speed will replace the
INITIAL SPEed preset  

OFFSET CHECK SPEED
RECOMMENDATIONFUNCTION

SPEED

TORQUE

TIME

TIME

FREERUN
SPEED

STD.

SPEED
CHANGE

SLOW
SPEED TORQUESPEEDOFFSETINITIALSPEED

FIG. 6-3b  Ideal Relationship of Speed and Torque
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6.4 Reverse Functions
The AFC1200 System is capable of reverse operations using three different control methods.
There are three independent reverse presetting options to choose from when performing
these operations.  The following list details the conditions under which each may be used:

P Manual switch located on the front of the Main Unit (NO. 1 REVERSE)
P PLC REVERSE input signal (NO. 1 REVERSE) 
P Fastening Sequence program (NO. 1, 2, and 3 REVERSE)

CAUTION: REV3 must not be used as a reject backout on a rundown sequence.   
REV3 will perform a judgment that may result in an erroneous accept output.   

NO.1 REVERSE

NO.1 REVERSE NO.2 REVERSE NO.3 REVERSE
TIME TIME TIME

NO.2 REVERSE NO.3 REVERSE

[ ] RPM

[ ] REV [ ] REV [ ] REV
REVERSEANGLE

[ ]
HIGH[ ]
LOW[ ]

REVERSETORQUE
HIGH[ ]
LOW[ ]

REVERSESTARTTORQUE
[ ]

[ ] RPM [ ] RPM

[ ] SEC [ ] SEC [ ] SEC

FIG. 6-4  Reverse Functions

Lower control limit for reverse torque monitoring.  Set according to
the engineering specification

REVERSE TORQUE LOW

Upper control limit for reverse torque monitoring.  Set according to
the engineering specification

REVERSE TORQUE HIGH

Lower control limit for reverse angle control.  Set according to the
engineering specification

LOW (ANGLE)

Upper control limit for reverse angle control.  Set according to the
engineering specification

HIGH (ANGLE)

Once REVERSE START TORQUE is reached, the System will back
out for this amount.  Set to a value which will provide the proper
duration of backout according to the engineering specification

REVERSE ANGLE

Once this torque is reached, the System will back out for the amount
specified by Reverse angle.  Set to a value which will provide the
proper duration of backout according to the engineering specification

REVERSE START TORQUE

The desired duration of reverse operations may be set in either
seconds or number of revolutions.  Preset in conjunction with RPM to
attain the desired backout.  NO. 1 REVERSE will back out for as
long as the manual reverse input is maintained

REVERSE TIME

The desired speed may be uniquely set for each of the three reverse
modes

RPM
RECOMMENDATIONFUNCTION
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6.5 Torque Recovery

The Torque Recovery function is used when the potential for joint relaxation and interaction
exists.  Under this control method, the fastener(s) are secured to final torque and then held at
a programmed value for a programmed period of time.  FEC INC. personnel have control of
the value and duration of the Torque Recovery function.

NOTE: Do not use this method of fastening without the assistance of FEC personnel.  
Attempting to utilize this method without FEC assistance may result in degraded
System performance.

STD.

TORQUE

TIME

1
SEC.

FIG. 6-5  Torque Recovery
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7.0 sYSTEM OPERATION
AT initial power on, the AFC1200 System performs a series of self-checks which requires
approximately 30 seconds to complete.  DURINg this time, the following events take place:
1.  THe AFC1200 ISA MAIn Controller UNIT performs a Power On Self-Test (POST).

2.  THe AFC1200 ISA MAIN UNIT loads the operational program from EPROM.

3.  COmmunication is established between the ISA MAIN CONTROLler UNIT and connected
AXIS Controller UNIT(s).

4.  PReset data is downloaded from the ISA Main Unit EEPROM to the connected AXIS
UNIT(s).

5.  THe compatibility of connected tool/servo amplifier pairs is evaluated.

6.  The connected tools and servo amplifiers are checked for any apparent defects.

7.  THE System displays the AFC1200 "SYSTEM INITIALIZING" screen along with the 
software version number until the initialization is complete.

8.  THe System enters the [FASTENING DATA] screen prepared to display data or any 
error message related to the System initialization.

9.  UPon successful completion of the SYstem initialization, three options are available:
A.   continue machine operation as configured.  (Normal operation Section 7.0.1)
b.   manually configure the System preset data.  (Initial operation Section 7.0.2) 
c.   load system preset data from disk.  (Back-up operation Section 7.0.3)

FIG. 7-0  [FASTENING DATA] Screen
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Fastening method, tool type, and fastening parameters.

2)  SPEED Speed and duration (time or revolutions) of preset (normally
CW) rotation.

3)  REVERSE Speed, duration (time or revolutions), and angle of reverse

7.0.1 normal Operation
if the System's preset data is already configured for machine operation, no further setup is
required.  To choose the display screen you wish to view, proceed as follows:
1.  The cursor on the menu bar is shown as a purple highlight.  Move the cursor to "MENU"

using the keypad [←] [→]  keys, and then press the [↵]  key.  "DISPLAY MENU" will
appear and show the existing display screen in a cyan colored highlight.

2.  Use the keypad [↑] [↓]  keys to select the desired item, and then press the [↵]   key to
change to the display screen for the selected item.  The (Main) Menu pULLDOWN is
shown in Figure 7-0-1.

FIG. 7-0-1  (Main) MENU PULLDOWN

Details are given for each Menu pulldown option in the following Sections of this Chapter.  To
assist in locating topics, this Chapter has been broken into Sections numbered in accordance
with the Menu pulldown line item number.  For example:  To find procedures in this Chapter
for the Data File Utility screen, note that it is numbered as "13" on the Menu pulldown.
Therefore, the Data File Utility screen is the subject of manual Section 7.13, with "7"
indicating the Chapter number.  The purpose of each screen is outlined below.

7.1 SET PARAMETER: THe functions of these screens are to input the fastening 
method, the tool type, and all of the fastening, speed, and
reverse parameters. 

1)  FASTENING
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(normally CCW) rotation.
7.2  LIMIT PARAMETER: The function of this screen is to view the preset limit 

parameters of all nutrunners connected to the System.           
                 data that has been preset on the "Set Parameter" screen is 

displayed in a table format on this page.

7.3  FASTENING DATA: Displays the fastening results of the previous operation. 

7.4  FASTENING Displays the torque signature (torque/angle or torque/time)
TORQUE CURVE: of the previous operation for up to five (5) spindles.

7.5  SET SEQUENCE: The fastening sequence is programmed using this screen.  
UP to eight (8) sequences may be set.

7.6  SEQUENCE Displays the fastening sequence steps in progress while 
INDICATION: fastening is being performed.

7.7  STORED DATA: Displays previous fastening results.

7.8  STORED DATA THe function of this screen is to view the total number of 
COUNT: accept, reject, abnormal, and bypassed fastening cycles.        

               
7.9 SYSTEM Configuration of  the System clock and communication for 

CONFIGURATION: the Centronics, RS422 (option), and RS232C ports are
preset on these screens.

7.10 MACHINE Configuration of the System is preset on this screen. 
     CONFIGURATION:

7.11 PREAMP Displays the information that has been programmed into the 
EEPROM DATA: tool preamp EEPROM.

7.12 TORQUE Adjustment of the calibration value of the FEC INC. torque
CALIBRATION:transducer is performed with this screen.

7.13 DATA FILE UTILITY: Setup of this screen determines the type and amount of
fastening data to be saved, as well as where (HDD or FDD)
the data will be saved.

7.14 PRESET FILE THE function of this screen is to load the System / machine
UTILITY: configuration, and the sequence and fastening parameter 

          presets.

7.15 FILE UTILITY: THE function of this screen is to perform file maintenance on

installed hard (HDD) disk and floppy (FDD) disk drives.
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7.0.2 INITIAL OPERATION
Prior to entering the initial configuration data, turn the key switch located on the front of the
Main Unit from "RUN" mode to "PROGRAM" mode.  If data entry is attempted without turning
the key switch to "PROGRAM" mode, the error message "RUN MODE" is displayed at the
bottom of the screen.

The following data represents the recommended procedure for setting initial data presets :

1.  MACHINE CONFIGURATION (SECTION 7.10)  THe configuration of the machine must be
set prior to performing any other operations.  FAilure to do so will disable machine
operation.

2.  SET SEQUENCE (SECTION 7.5)  After the preset data for the "MACHINE
CONFIGURATION" screen has been entered, the sequence of operations for the
fastening SYSTem may be setup.  THIS setup must be completed prior to configuring the
fastening presets on the "SET PARAMETER" screens. 

3.  SET PARAMETER (SECTION 7.1)  THe final setup prior to basic machine operation is the
data entry for the System's fastening parameters.  Once these presets have been entered,
the System will be operational.

4.  FASTENING DATA (SECTION 7.3)  THE System will operate if the fastening data screen
is not configured, but the data generated by the fastening process will not be reported on.
After the fastening data screen is configured, ensure that the RUN/PROGRAM key switch
is set to RUN mode.

 

THE SYSTEM MUST BE SET-UP COMPLETELY,  IN THE 
FOLLOWING ORDER, FOR CORRECT OPERATION.

1. 7.10 MACHINE CONFIGURATION
2. 7.5 SET SEQUENCE
3. 7.1 SET PARAMETER

Fastening parameter data
Speed and Time parameter data
Reverse Speed and Reverse Time data
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7.0.3 BACKup OPERATION - PRESET FILE UTILITY
Prior to loading configuration data, turn the key switch located on the front of the Main Unit
from "RUN" mode to "PROGRAM" mode.  If data loading is attempted without turning the key
switch to "PROGRAM" mode, the error message "RUN MODE" is displayed at the bottom of
the screen.

REFER TO SECTION 7.14.0. FOR DETAILED "PRESET FILE UTILITY" OPERATION

The following represents the recommended order of loading for data presets :

1.  MACHINE CONFIGURATION (SECTION 7.10) (FILE EXTENSION = .CFG)  THe
configuration of the machine must be loaded prior to performing any other operations.
FAilure to do so will disable machine operation.

2.  SET SEQUENCE (SECTION 7.5) (FILE EXTENSION = .SEQ)  ONce the preset data for
the "MACHINE CONFIGURATION" screen has been loaded, the sequence of operations
for the fastening System may be loaded.  THis file must be loaded prior to loading the
fastening presets.

3.  SET PARAMETER (SECTION 7.1) (FILE EXTENSION = .PAR)  The final file to load  prior
to basic machine operation is the fastening parameters file.  ONce these presets have
been loaded, the System will be operational.

4.  FASTENING DATA (SECTION 7.3)  THe SYSTEM will operate if the fastening data
screen is not configured, but the data generated by the fastening process will not be
reported on.  After the fastening data screen is configured, ensure that the
RUN/PROGRAM key switch is set to RUN mode.

THE SYSTEM FILES MUST BE LOADED IN THE 
FOLLOWING ORDER FOR CORRECT OPERATION.

1.  "MACHINE CONFIGURATION"  (????????.CFG)
2.  "SET SEQUENCE" (????????.SEQ)
3.  "SET PARAMETER" (????????.PAR)

Fastening parameter data
Speed and Time parameter data
Reverse Speed and Reverse Time data
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7.0.4 standard OPERATIONal Procedures
The following items are standard operational procedures utilized throughout the entire
AFC1200 Fastening System program.

1.  Initiation of a change in preset data:  To initiate a change in the preset data in any of the 15
sections of the AFC1200 program, press the keypad SEL key.  The cursor will move from the
Menu bar to the lower portion of the screen.  The Run/Program switch must be set to
Program to change fastening presets.

2.  Completion of a change in preset data:  After all desired changes to the preset data for the
selected screen have been entered,  the SEL key must be depressed again.  The question
"DATA CHANGE OK ?" will appear in the lower right hand corner of the screen, and the
highlighted response will default to NO.  To select YES, use the [←] [→] keys to move the
highlight.  After selecting (highlighting) the appropriate response, depress the [↵]  key.  A YES
selection will update the data to the new entries, and a NO selection will result in the loss of all
changes.  Refer to Fig. 7-0-4.

FIG. 7-0-4  Data Change Acknowledge

3.  Selection of the HELP function:  Depress the HLP key to activate the HELP screen.  The
HELP screen will display information for the currently active screen.  While the HELP screen
is active,  the SEL key may be used to toggle between the Operational HELP screen and the
Abnormal (fault) HELP screen.  Depress the HLP key again to return to the operational
program.
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4.  Cursor movements:  The [←] [→] keys are used to select the functions from the menu
bar.  After selecting (highlighting) an item, depress the  [↵]  key to activate the function.  Use
of the [↑] [↓]  and [←] [→]  keys may be required to further select the desired operation or
value.  These four arrow keys are used throughout the AFC1200 program to provide up,
down, left, and right cursor movement.  Additionally, the [↑] [↓]  keys are sometimes used to
scroll through selectable data.

5.  Screen scrolling function:  A scrolling function is available for use with screens that cannot
display all of the applicable data simultaneously.  To scroll, select the applicable UP, DOWN,
LEFT, or RIGHT option from the menu bar, and depress the [↵]  key.

6.  Print function:  All AFC1200 System screen displays can be printed to the System's
Centronics parallel port by selecting PRINT from the menu bar followed by the [↵]  key.  The
screen will be printed as displayed on the monitor along with a date and time stamp and a
Machine Address identifier on the top of the page.

7.  Directory selection:  The Directory that is currently active on the File Utility screen will be
the active directory for Preset File Utility operations.   The Data File Utility screen will always
refer to the root directory.   On both the Data File Utility and Preset File Utility screens, an
additional directory (path) may be selected. 

8.  Screen saver:  The System will maintain the currently-selected screen until another is
selected or until the screen saver is automatically activated.  After the screen saver is
activated, the System will default to the Fastening Data screen. 
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7.1 Set Parameter                               
tHe functions of these screens are to input the fastening method, the tool type, and all
fastening, speed, and reverse parameters.         
                                                                      

7.1.1 TABLE OF CONTENTS            
7.1.1.  TABLE of Contents for the SET PArameter screens            
7.1.2.  SET PARAMETER INPUT MODE SELECTION                                
7.1.3.  FASTENING PARAMETER SETUP                                         
7.1.4.  SPEED parameter SETUP                                           
7.1.5.  REVERSE PARAMETER SETUP                                           
7.1.6.  VOCABULARY 1 [FASTENING] TORque Control                           
7.1.7.  VOCABULARY 2 [FASTENING] ANgle Control                            
7.1.8.  VOCABULARY 3 [FASTENING] Yield Control                          
7.1.9.  VOCABULARY 4 [SPEED]                                              
7.1.10. VOCABULARY 5 [REVERSE]                                            
                                                                      

7.1.2 Set PARAMETER INPUT MODE SELECTION              
2-1. Set the  RUN/PROGRAM key switch to the PROGRAM position to change

parameters.
                                                                      
2-2. Select Parameter Number (1~8)
                                                                      

2-2a. Move the cursor on the menu bar to [PARAMETER SELECT]  using the [←]
[→]  keys and depress the [↵]  key.    
                                                                      
2-2b. TO select a Parameter No. 1 thru 8, use the [←] [→]  keys until the desired
number appears on the menu, then depress  the [↵]  key.  The SET PARAMETEr
screen will change to the selected screen with the PARAMETER No. displayed in the
upper right hand corner.                          

                                                                      
NOTE:  SEQUENCE SEtup data determines which Parameter setup (1~8) is used during 

fastening.

         

FIG. 7-1-2-2  Set parameter [PARAMETER SELECT]

2-3. Select INPUT MODE                                                
                                                                      

2-3a. MOVe the cursor on the menu bar to [INPUT MODE] using the [←] [→]  
keys and depress the [↵]  key.          
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2-3b. THE pulldown menu will display three input mode selections:                             
                 

[FASTENING] FASTENINg parameter set screen 
[SPEED] Speed parameter set screen
[REVERSE] REverse parameter set screen              

                                                                      

2-3c. Using the [↑] [↓]  keys, select the desired input mode and depress the [↵]
key.  The selected input mode screen will now be displayed.                            

FIG.  7-1-2-3 set parameter [INPUT MODE]

7.1.3 FASTENING PARAMETER SETUP                             
THe function of this screen is to preset the following parameters:    

fastening method yield (control values)
tool type yield (monitor values)
torque (control values) torque rate (monitor values)
torque (monitor values) angle (control values)
angle (monitor values)

3-1. SELect FASTENING METHOd                                          
                                                                      

3-1a. Move the cursor on the menu bar to [INPUT MODE], select [FASTENING]
and depress the [↵]  key.  The screen displayed will be the "SET PARAMETER
(FASTENING)" screen.   (Check the PARAMETER No. to ensure the correct number
has been selected).                                  
                                                                      

3-1b. Depress the [SEL] key.  THe fastening method will be highlighted.  Use the
[←] [→]  keys to scroll through the fastening method options, and depress the [↵]
key to select an option.  THE screen will change to the "SET PARAMETER
(FASTENING)" screen for the selected fastening method.

NOTE: Clockwise (CW) or counterclockwise (CCW) fastening is chosen as part of the fastening
method.  
For  Angle Method, three (3) options are available:  CCW, CW SNUG, and CW SEAT.
Typically, SNUG method should be chosen for a clockwise fastening.  (SEAT method is
primarily used in Systems operating outside of the United States.)   
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FIG. 7-1-3-1 set parameter Fastening method selection

3-2. SElect TOOL TYPe
                                 

3-2a. Move the cursor to the [FULL SCALE TORQUE] position on the screen using
the [↓]  key.  The numerical value below [FULL SCALE TORQUE] will be highlighted.
DEPress the [↵]  key and a pulldown menu will appear which displays the tool type
selection.
                                     

3-2b. Using the [←] [→]  keys, scroll through the selection until the correct tool
type appears.  DEpress the [↵]  key, and the highlighted full scale torque value will
change to that of the tool type selected.  The pulldown menu will disappear.
                 

NOTE: Refer to the "PREAMP EEPROM DATA" screen for the connected tool type.   
                 

FIG. 7-1-3-2 set parameter tool type selection
                                  

3-3. INPUT FASTENING PARAMETER DATA
          

3-3a. Use the [↑] [↓]  keys to move the cursor to the desired fastening parameter.
Enter the numerical data, then depress the [↵]  key.  The data will be set, and the  
cursor will move to the next fastening parameter.
 

3-3b. WHen all data has been entered or changed, depress the [SEL] key.  The 
question "DATA CHANGE OK ?" will appear in the lower right hand corner of the 
screen.  NO will be highlighted as the default; to select YES to change the data, use
the [←] [→] keys and depress the [↵]  key.

Refer to the "VOCABULARY LIST" Sections 7.1.6 through 7.1.10 for details of
presetting for each fastening method, and to Chapter 6 for fastening instructions.
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FIG. 7-1-3-3 set parameter data presetting

3-4. SELECT CLEAR COMMand
                      

3-4a. MOve the cursor on the menu bar to [CLEAR] using the [←] [→]  keys and
depress the [↵] key.  Two (2) options will be given
                                     

3-4b. [SCREEN DATA CLEAR]  -  clears all data on the screen except for the Full
Scale Torque value and the fastening Method (Torque, Angle, etc.) [PARAMETER
NO. DATA CLEAR]  -  clears all data for the Parameter No. displayed on the screen,
with the exception of the Full Scale Torque value and the fastening Method (Torque,
Angle, etc).  Sequence Setup should be reviewed to ensure that the cleared
Parameter No. is not in any Sequence.
 

3-4c. Select the desired function using the [↑] [↓]  keys and depress the [↵]  key.
THe question "DATA CHANGE OK?" will appear in the lower right hand corner of the
screen.  SELect YES or NO using the [←] [→] keys, and depress the [↵]  key.
    

FIG. 7-1-3-4 set parameter [CLEAR] Command  
                                                                     

NOTES:
1.  THe RUN/PROGRAM key switch on the MAIN UNIt must be in "PROGRAM" 

mode to change data.  if it is not, an error message will appear that indicates 
that the machine is in "RUN MODE".   

2.  The nutrunner will not operate while in "PROGRAM" mode.      

3.   If incorrect data is entered, the System will display "INPUT ERROR".

4.  A screen print can be selected from the menu bar.  Use the [←] [→]  keys 
to select [PRINT], and depress the [↵] key.

7.1.4 SPEED PARAMETER SETUP                 
THe function of this screen is to preset the following parameters: 
 

FASTENING SPEED       [RPM]
FASTENING TIME       [SEC] 
FASTENING REVOLutions [REV] 

           
4-1. SELECT INPUT MODE

4-1a. Move the cursor on the menu bar to [INPUT MODE], select [SPEED] and
depress the [↵]  key.  THE screen displayed will be the "SET PARAMETER (SPEED)"
screen.  Check the PARAMETER No. to ensure the correct number has been
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selected).  THE screen will change to display the "SET PARAMETER (SPEED)"
screen.
                                                 
4-1b. DEPress the [SEL] key and the cursor will move to the first position for
numerical entry.

FIG. 7-1-4-1 set parameter [SPEED ]

4-2 INPUT SPEED PARAMETER DATA
               

4-2a. ENTer the numerical data required for the selected item and depress the [↵]
key.

4-2b. The cursor will move to the next item to be entered until all items have been
entered.

4-2c. AFter all items have been setup, depress the [SEL] key and the question
"DATA CHANGE OK?" will appear.
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4-2d. SELect YES or NO using the [←] [→]  keys, then depress the [↵]  key.

Refer to the "VOCABULARY LIST" sections 7.1.6 through 7.1.10 for details of 
presetting for each fastening method, and to Chapter 6 for fastening instructions.

NOTES:
1.  IF incorrect numerical data is entered, the System will display "INPUT ERROR".

2.  "FReerun Time" and "Initial Time" may be set in either seconds or revolutions.

3.  OFfset Check is only performed when either an input signal is present, or the 
sequence program OFFSET CHeck (OF) function is enabled (set to "O").

4.  The actual duration of high speed rundown time is equal to "Freerun" minus "Initial" time.

5.  "1st time" minus "Freerun time" equals "Slowdown time"

6.  When Speed change or 1st Torque is sensed, the System switches to Torque Speed. 
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7.1.5 REVERSE PARAMETER SETUP
THE function of this screen is to preset the following parameters:

REVERSE SPEED    [RPM]  REVERSE TORQUE [TQ] 
REVERSE TIME         [SEC]  REVERSE ANGLE  [DEG]          

           
REVERSE REVOLUTIONS  [REV]                                    

                                                                      
5-1 SELECT INPUT MODE                                                 
                                                                      

5-1a. MOVe the cursor on the menu bar to [INPUT MODE], select [REVERSE] and
depress the [↵]  key.  THe screen displayed will be the "SET PARAMETER
(REVERSE)" screen.  Check the Parameter Number to ensure that the correct
number has  been selected.  THE screen will change to display the "SET
PARAMETER (REVERSE)" screen.
                                                           
5-1b. DEPREss the [SEL] key, and the cursor will move to the first position for
numerical entry.  

            
                                                          

FIG. 7-1-5-1 set parameter [REVERSE ]
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5-2 INPUT SPEED PARAMETER DATA                                        
                                                                      

5-2a. Enter the numerical data required for the selected item and depress the [↵]
key.                               
                                                                      
5-2b. The cursor will move to the next item to be entered until all items have been
entered.                       
                                                                      
5-2c. After all items have been entered or changed, depress the [SEL] key.  The
question "DATA CHANGE OK?" will appear in the lower right hand corner.         
                                                                      
5-2d. Select YES or NO using the [←] [→]  keys, and depress the [↵]  key.                 
                            

Refer to the "VOCABULARY LIST" Sections 7.1.6 through 7.1.10 for details of
presetting for each fastening method, and to Chapter 6 for fastening instructions.

                                                                  
NOTE:

1.  IF incorrect numerical data is entered, the sYstem will display "INPUT ERROR".

2.  Reverse period may be set in either seconds or revolutions.

3.  DATa entered in the No. 1 Reverse mode may be accessed through the nutrunner
sequence or from an external input  (PLC, switch, etc).

4.  When an external device is used to access mode No. 1, the nutrunner will run at the preset
RPM only for as long as the external signal is maintained.  The time and revolution values
are not utilized.

5.  DATa entered in the No. 2 or No. 3 reverse modes may be accessed only through the
nutrunner sequence.                

6.  Do not use REV3 on the final reject back-out.  The use of this function will generate an
ACCEPT output that will override the fastening REJECT output. 
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7.1.6 vOCABULARY LIST 1 [FASTENING] TORQUE CONTROL   

FIG. 7-1-6 set parameter [FASTENING] torque method 

FULL SCALE TORQUE MAXIMUm transducer monitoring capacity      

TORQUE METHOD 
(CW/CCW) Torque Control method                       

ANGLE METHOD Angle Control method 
(CW-SNUG/CW-SEAT/CCW) * Seat Method -  Angle count starts at 1st Torque Rate

(calculated zero point)
* Snug Method - Angle count starts at Threshold 2 Torque

       (standard operating method)
YIELD METHOD
(CW/CCW) Yield Control method                        

SPEED CHANGE TORQUE Shiftpoint from 1st Step to torque speed    

THRESHOLD 1 TORQUE Start of 1st TORQUE RAte measurement        

THRESHOLD 2 TORQUE STart of FINAL ANGLE measurement 
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1ST TORQUE SEat torque (1st Torque), end of 1st TORQUE RAte 
measurement, start of 2nd TORQUE Rate measurement        

 
    
CROSSOVER RATE 2 END of 2nd TORQUE Rate measurement, start of 3rd torque
TORQUE Rate measurement              

2ND TORQUE TORque for 2nd Step in multi-step fastening 

3RD TORQUE TORque for 3rd Step in multi-step fastening 

STD TORQUE FINal target torque in TORQUE Control mode, end of 3rd
TORQUE RAte measurement          

HIGH TORQUE HIgh torque limit                           

LOW TORQUE LOw torque limit                            

HIGH ANGLE HIGh final angle limit                      

LOW ANGLE LOw final angle limit                       

INCREMENT ANGLE Preset angle for INTEGRATED TORQUE Rate     

1ST TORQUE RATE HIGH High limit for 1st TORQUE RAte              

1ST TORQUE RATE LOW low limit for 1st TORQUE RATe               

2ND TORQUE RATE HIGH HIGh limit for 2nd TORQUE Rate              

2ND TORQUE RATE LOW LOw limit for 2nd TORQUE RATE               

3RD TORQUE RATE HIGH HIgh limit for 3rd TORQUE Rate              

3RD TORQUE RATE LOW Low limit for 3rd TORQUE RAte               
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7.1.7 VOCABULARY LIST 2 [FASTENING] ANGLE CONTROL  

FIG. 7-1-7 set parameter [FASTENING] angle method

FULL SCALE TORQUE Maximum transducer monitoring capacity      

TORQUE METHOD Torque Control method
(CW/CCW)                        

ANGLE METHOD Angle Control method 
(CW-SNUG/CW-SEAT/CCW) * Seat Method -  Angle count starts at 1st Torque Rate

(calculated zero point)
* Snug Method - Angle count starts at Threshold 2 Torque

       (standard operating method)

YIELD METHOD Yield Control method
(CW/CCW)                         

SPEED CHANGE TORQUE Shiftpoint from 1st STep to torque speed    

THRESHOLD 1 TORQUE Start of 1st TORQUE RATe measurement        

THRESHOLD 2 TORQUE STart of FINAL ANgle measurement (using SNUG method)
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1ST TORQUE SEat torque (1st Torque), end of 1st TORQUE RATE
measurement, start of 2nd TORQUE Rate measurement        

  

NOTE: EITher 1st tORQUE or 1st angle may set, but not both.

1ST ANGLE  Seat angle (1st angle), end of 1st TORQUE RATE 
measurement, start of 2nd TORQUE RATe measurement    

CROSSOVER RATE 2 End of 2nd tORQUE Rate measurement, start of 3rd
ANGLE TORQUE RAte measurement              

2ND ANGLE Angle for 2nd Step in multi-step fastening  

3RD ANGLE Angle for 3rd Step in multi-step fastening  

FINAL ANGLE FINal target angle in ANGLE CONTROL Mode, end of 3rd 
TORQUE Rate measurement          

HIGH TORQUE HIGh torque limit                           

LOW TORQUE lOw torque limit                            

HIGH ANGLE High final angle limit                      

LOW ANGLE LOw final angle limit                       

INCREMENT ANGLE PREset angle for INTEGRATED TORQUE RATe     

1ST TORQUE RATE HIGH HIgh limit for 1st TORQUE RAte              

1ST TORQUE RATE LOW LOw limit for 1st TORQUE RATe               

2ND TORQUE RATE HIGH HIGH limit for 2nd TORQUE RAte              

2ND TORQUE RATE LOW LOw limit for 2nd TORQUE RAte               

3RD TORQUE RATE HIGH HIgh limit for 3rd TORQUE RATE              

3RD TORQUE RATE LOW LOw limit for 3rd TORQUE RATe               
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7.1.8 VOCABULARY LIST 3 [FASTENING] YIELD CONTROL        
 

FIG. 7-1-8 set parameter [FASTENING] yield method

FULL SCALE TORQUE Maximum transducer monitoring capacity      
 
TORQUE METHOD TOrque Control method  
(CW/CCW)                      
 
ANGLE METHOD Angle Control method 
(CW-SNUG/CW-SEAT/CCW) * Seat Method -  Angle count starts at 1st Torque Rate

(calculated zero point)
* Snug Method - Angle count starts at Threshold 2 Torque

       (standard operating method)

YIELD METHOD YIEld Control method
(CW/CCW)                         
 
LENGTH DIM Preset unit of measure set on MACHINE cONfiguration
screen      
SCREW PITCH Distance between fastener threads           
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LENGTH Permanent elongation, calculated automatically if 
angle is entered

 ANGLE Rotation into yield, calculated automatically if length is
entered        

YIELD RATE Final target TORQUE RAte for a period equal to the preset
angle     

 
CONSTANT Compensation factor for permanent elongation 

(default = 1.00) 
                

NOTE:  CROSsover points can be set in either torque or angle, but not both.                                 
                                                                                 

CROSSOVER  AREA Threshold 2 Torque plus area angle = Area Yield Method
ANGLE calculation start point         
 
CROSSOVER AREA Area Yield Method calculation start point
TORQUE          

1ST TORQUE              Seat torque (1st TORQUe), end of 1st TORQUE RAte
measurement, start of 2nd TORQUE RAte measurement    

                                        
1ST ANGLE  SEat angle (1st Angle), end of 1st TORQUE RATE

measurement, start of 2nd TORQUE RATE measurement      
                           
CROSSOVER RATE 2                   End of 2nd TORQUE RATe measurement, start of
3rd 
ANGLE TORQUE RAte measurement, start of INTEGRATED Yield

Method calculation 
                                  
CROSSOVER RATE2 end of 2nd TORQUE RATe measurement, start of 3rd
TORQUE TORQUE RATe measurement, start of INTEGRATED Yield

Method calculation          

SPEED CHANGE shiftpoint from 1st STep to torque speed    
TORQUE
 
THRESHOLD 1 TORQUE sTart of 1st TORQUE RATE measurement        

THRESHOLD 2 TORQUE Start of FINAL Angle measurement            
 
2ND ANGLE ANgle for 2nd Step in multi-step fastening  
 
3RD ANGLE ANgle for 3rd Step in multi-step fastening  
 
2ND TORQUE TOrque for 2nd Step in multi-step fastening 
 
3RD TORQUE torque for 3rd Step in multi-step fastening 
 
HIGH TORQUE High torque limit                           
 
LOW TORQUE LOw torque limit                            
 
HIGH ANGLE High final angle limit                      
 
LOW ANGLE LOw final angle limit                       
 
1ST TORQUE RATE HIGH HIgh limit for 1st TORQUE RATE              
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1ST TORQUE RATE LOW LOw limit for 1st TORQUE RATE               

2ND TORQUE RATE HIGH HIgh limit for 2nd TORQUE RATE              
 
2ND TORQUE RATE LOW Low limit for 2nd TORQUE RATE                

3RD TORQUE RATE HIGH High limit for 3rd TORQUE RATE              
 
3RD TORQUE RATE LOW Low limit for 3rd TORQUE RATE               
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7.1.9 VOCABULARY LIST 4 [SPEED]                      

FIG. 7-1-9 set parameter [SPEED]

OFFSET CHECK SPEED Nutrunner speed during OFFSET CHECk         

1ST TIME 1st STEP time limit in multi-step fastening         

FINAL TIME 1st Step to end of fastening time limit in multi-step fastening   
      
INITIAL TIME [SEC] -- Time (in seconds) to run at initial speed         
              [REV] -- Number of revolutions at initial speed  
 
INITIAL SPEED nUTRunner speed during initial start        
 
FREERUN TIME [SEC] -- Time (in seconds) for high speed rundown          
                 [REV] -- Number of revolutions for high speed rundown   
 
FREERUN SPEED NUtrunner speed during pre-rundown

SLOW  DOWN  SPEED NUtrunner speed during seat to 1st Step     
 
TORQUE SPEED Nutrunner speed from 1st Step to end of fastening                
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Note:   Set eITHer seconds [SEC] or revolutions [REV] for freerun and initial time, but not both.       

7.1.10 VOCABULARY LIST 5 [REVERSE]                      

FIG. 7-1-10 set parameter [REVERSE] 

NO. 1 REVERSE NUTrunner reverse speed during mode No. 1   

NO. 2 REVERSE Nutrunner reverse speed during mode No. 2   
 
NO. 3 REVERSE NUTrunner reverse speed during mode No. 3   
 
NO. 1 REVERSE [SEC] -- Time (in seconds) for No. 1 Reverse mode          
TIME            [REV] -- Number of revolutions for No. 1 Reverse mode   
 
NO. 2 REVERSE [SEC] -- Time (in seconds) for No. 2 Reverse mode          
TIME           [REV] -- Number of revolutions for No. 2 Reverse mode   

NO. 3 REVERSE [SEC] -- Time (in seconds) for No. 3 Reverse mode          
TIME             [REV] -- Number of revolutions for No. 3 Reverse mode   
                                      

NOTE: EIther seconds [SEC] or revolutions [REV] may be set for No. 1~3, but not both.   

REVERSE START   Preset threshold torque for REVERse ANGLE COntrol  
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TORQUE         
REVERSE ANGLE Preset angle value for REVERSE ANGLE CONtrol                 

REVERSE ANGLE HIGH High limit for REVERSE ANGLE                
 
REVERSE ANGLE LOW LOw limit for REVERSE ANGLE                 
 
REVERSE TORQUE HIGH High torque limit for REVERSE ANGLE COntrol 
 
REVERSE TORQUE LOW LOw torque limit for REVERSE ANGLE COntrol  
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7.2 liMIT PARAMETEr                                                                                 
THE function of this screen is to view the preset limit parameters of all nutrunners
connected to the System.  

7.2.1 TABLE OF CONTENTS                                                                       
7.2.1. TAble of Contents for LIMIT PARAMETER screens                 
7.2.2. Sequence Select                                                    
7.2.3. SEt Mode                                                           
7.2.4. DISPLAy Explanation                                                
7.2.5. SCREEn Operation             

 7.2.2 sEQUENCE SELECT                                                                       

2-1. AFTer selecting [LIMIT PARAMETER] from the menu bar, depress the [↵]  key and 
the screen will change to the "PARAMETER (              )" display screen.                         
                                                                                               

2-2. MOve the cursor on the menu bar to [SEQUENCE SELECT] using the [←]  [→]  
keys and depress the [↵]  key.  The SEQUENCE SELECT window will appear.            
                                                                                                 

2-3. Select the desired SEQUENCE no. using the [←]  [→]  keys.  DEPREss the [↵]  key
to display the limit parameters for the selected sequence. 

  

FIG. 7-2-2 limit parameter [SEQUENCE SELECT]

7.2.3 SET MODE                              

3-1. Move the cursor on the menu bar to [SET MODE] using the [←]  [→]  keys and 
depress the [↵]  key.  THe SET Mode window will appear.                                              
                                                                             

3-2. SELEct the mode to be displayed using the [↑]  [↓]  keys and depress the [↵]
key.  THe screen will change to display the limit parameters for the item chosen from
the  following three options:                                                           

                                                                      

        PARAMETER (JUDGMENT)      PARAMETER (SPEED/TIME)                                               
                                                  

        PARAMETER (CONTROL)                                   
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FIG. 7-2-3 limit parameter [SET MODE]

7.2.4 DISPLAY EXPLANATION                       
                                                                      
4-1. [JUDGMENT] DISPlay of all pRESET jUDGMENT lIMits (16 items)                            
                                                                                  

FIG. 7-2-4-1 limit PARAMETER (JUDGMENT) 
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4-2. [CONTROL] DIsplay of all preset control vALUes (23 items)                                    

FIG. 7-2-4-2a limit PARAMETER (CONTROL) PAGE ONE

FIG. 7-2-4-2b limit PARAMETER (CONTROL) PAGE TWO
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4-3. [SPEED/TIME] DISPlay of all PRESET SPEED AND TIME LImits (18 items)  
                                      

FIG. 7-2-4-3a limit PARAMETER (SPEED/TIME) PAGE ONE

FIG. 7-2-4-3b limit PARAMETER (SPEED/TIME) PAGE TWO
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7.2.5 SCREEN OPERATION                      
5-1. Each limit parameter screen is capable of displaying up to 16 items. ON screens that

include more than 16 items, scrolling is necessary.                                          
                                                                      
5-2. USing the [←]  [→]  keys move the cursor to [UP], [DOWN], [LEFT] or [RIGHT] and 

depress the [↵]  key to scroll.         
                                                                      
5-3. THe [UP] [DOWN] position will scroll all limit parameters for each spindle.  THE

[LEFT]  [RIGHT] position will scroll all 24 spindles.                                               
                                                                      
5-4. TO print the limit parameters, move the cursor on the menu bar to [PRINT] and

depress the [↵]  key.                          
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7.3 FASTENING DATA                              
THe function of this screen is to view real time spindle status (ACCEPT / REJECT /
ABNORMAL), fastening time, and fastening data.          

7.3.1 TABLE OF CONTENTS                                                         
7.3.1. TABle of Contents for FASTENING DATa screens                  
7.3.2. DAta DISPLAY SELECTion                                             
7.3.3. SCReen Operation                                                   
7.3.4. Vocabulary List [FASTENING DATA]  

  7.3.2 datA DISPLAY SELECTION                   

2-1. After selecting [FASTENING DATA] from the menu bar, depress the [↵]  key and the
screen will change to the FASTENING DATA display screen.                                            

                                                                            

2-2. Move the cursor on the menu bar to the [DATA SELECT] position using the [←]  [→]
keys and depress the [↵]  key.  The data select window will appear.                                     
                                                                        

2-3. USIng the [↑]  [↓]  keys, move the cursor to the desired display items.  As each item
is accessed, it will become highlighted.  To select the item, use the [±]   key to add or
remove the [*] symbol from the column to the left of the item list.  If the [*] 
symbol appears the item will be displayed.     

                                                                     

2-4. AFter completing selection, depress the [↵]  key and the question "DATA CHANGE
OK?" will appear.  SElect YES OR NO using the [←]   [→]  keys and depress the [↵]

key to finalize selection.    
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FIG. 7-3-2 fastening data, data display selection

7.3.3 scREEN OPERATION                      
3-1. EACH fastening data screen is capable of displaying up to (14) items.  ON screens

that include more than (14) items, scrolling is necessary.                                          
                                                                      
3-2. USing the [←]  [→]  keys move the cursor to [UP], [DOWN], [LEFT] or [RIGHT] and 

depress the [↵]  key to scroll.         
                                                                      
3-3. The [UP] [DOWN] position will scroll all fastening data for each spindle.  THE [LEFT] 

[RIGHT] position will scroll all (24) spindles.                                               
                                                                      
3-4. TO print the fastening data, move the cursor on the menu bar to [PRINT] and depress

the [↵]  key.  

  

                         
FIG. 7-3-3 fastening data screen operation/layout
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7.3.4 VOCABULARY LIST [FASTENING DATA]             
PEAK TORQUE HIGHest torque value measured during fastening                    
               
OFFSET TORQUE PREvailing torque value measured during OFFSET CHEck 

(CHeck must be enabled via sequence or external input)       

FINAL TORQUE FINal torque value measured upon completion of fastening   
  
FINAL ANGLE FINal angle value measured upon completion of fastening 

(measured from snug torque)    

ELONGATION ANGLE ANGle value measured from the detected yield point to 
completion of fastening      

ELONGATION LENGTH CALculated amount of permanent elongation of the fastener
                             
1ST TORQUE RATE HIGHest 1st TORQUE RATe value when using the
Integrated 
HIGH TORQUE RATe calculation method.  Average 1st TORQUE
RATe

 value when using the POINT-TO-POint calculation method

1ST TORQUE RATE LOwest 1st TORQUE RATe value when using the Integrated
LOW TORQUE RAte calculation method.  Not utilized when using

the POINT-TO-POint calculation method
                 
2ND TORQUE RATE Highest 2nd TORQUE Rate value when using the Integrated 
HIGH TORQUE Rate calculation method.  Average 2nd TORQUE
RAte value when using the POINT-TO-POInt calculation
method 

2ND TORQUE RATE LOWEST 2nd TORQUE RATE value when using the
Integrated 
LOW TORQUE Rate calculation method.  NOT utilized when using

the POINT-TO-POint calculation method
                 
3RD TORQUE RATE Highest 3rd TORQUE RAte value when using the Integrated
HIGH TORQUE RATE calculation method.  Average 3rd TORQUE
RATE
 value when using the POINT-TO-POint calculation method 

 3RD TORQUE RATE LOWest 3rd TORQUE RATE value when using the
Integrated
 LOW  TORQUE RATE calculation method.  NOT utilized when
using

the POINT-TO-POInt calculation method               
  
1ST RATE INC TORQUE CHAnge in torque as measured from THRESHold1 torque
until 1st Torque/Angle
        
1ST RATE INC ANGLE CHange in angle as measured from Threshold1 torque until 

1st Torque/Angle 
 
2ND RATE INC TORQUE CHAnge in torque as measured from 1stTorque/Angle until 

CROSSOVER RATe2 Torque/Angle
                                
2ND RATE INC ANGLE cHANge in angle as measured from 1st TOrque/Angle until 

CROSSOVER RATE2 Torque/Angle
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3RD RATE INC TORQUE CHange in torque as measured from CROSSOVER RATE2

TORQue/Angle until completion of fastening               
            

3RD RATE INC ANGLE CHange in angle as measured from CROSSOVER RATE 2
 Torque/Angle until completion of fastening                  

               
1ST STEP TIME amoUnt of time used to complete the 1st Step of fastening
                           
FINAL STEP TIME aMount of time used to complete the FINAL Step of fastening
                          
REVERSE PEAK TORQUE HIGhest torque value measured during reverse operations 

DUTY CYCLE RATIO %            [(SPINDLE ON TIme) divided by (TOTAL CYCLE TIme)] x
100 = 

DUTY CYCLE RATIO % 
          
SPINDLE STATUS REsult of fastening:  ACCEPT = ACC 

REJECT = REJ            
                                              ABNORMAL = ABN 

EM STOP = STOP   
       
RETRY SPindle status identification for a retry during the fastening

 cycle.  EXAMple:   (R  ACC) = REtry with final accept
   
TIME THe time the fastening finished             
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7.4 FASTENING TORQUE CURVE                          
THE function of this screen is to view TORQUE/ANGLE and TORQUE/TIME fastening
curves.

7.4.1 table OF CONTENTS           
7.4.1. TABLE of Contents for FASTENING TORQUE CUrve screens                 
7.4.2. SPINdle SElection                                                  
7.4.3. SCALe SELECTion                                                    
7.4.4. DAtabase Selection                                                
7.4.5. PRint FASTENING CURVE                                              
7.4.6. Graph / Screen Description                                                  

7.4.2 SPINDLE SELECTION                     
2-1. AFTEr selecting [FASTENING TORQUE CURVE] from the menu bar, depress the

[↵]  key and the screen will change to the "FASTENING CURVE" screen.

2-2. MOve the cursor on the menu bar to the [SPINDLE SELECT] position using the
[←][→]  keys, and depress the [↵]  key.  THe Spindle Select window will appear and
the cursor will be flashing at the first set position.                                              

                                                                      

2-3. UP to five fastening curves may be simultaneously displayed, with a different color for
each curve.  USINg the numerical keys, enter the spindle number adjacent to the
desired color.  FOR additional spindle selection, move to a different color using the
[↑]  [↓]  keys, and then enter the desired spindle number.                 

Note: If multiple spindles are chosen for fastening curve display, they must be using the same
Parameter Number.  The spindle set for the position at or nearest the top (BLUE) is primary;
the System will reference Parameter Set information for this spindle to formulate axis and
"accept" window configuration.  The numerical Peak Torque/Final Angle display on the graph
will also reference the fastening results from this spindle.
                                                            

2-4. AFTER entering all spindle numbers, depress the [↵]  key.  THE SPINDLE SELect
screen will disappear, and the FASTENING CURVe main screen will appear with the
selected spindlenumbers adjacent to the selected colors.

Note: The System must be cycled at least once before a fastening torque curve can be displayed.
Any attempt to display a curve before collecting data will result in an Abnormal output.  (See
Sections 9.2.8 No Statistics Data and 9.2.4 Upload Error)
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FIG. 7-4-2 fastening curve spindle selection
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7.4.3 SCALE SELECTIOn                         

3-1. MOVe the cursor on the menu bar to [SCALE] using the [←]  [→]   keys and depress 
the [↵]  key.  THE Scale pulldown menu will appear with the cursor flashing at the first
set position.       

                                                                      

3-2. There are fOur (4) selectable items as detailed below.  Two (2) of the items relate to
the TORQUE/ANgle curve, and the other two (2) relate to the TORQUE/TIme curve.

                              
TORQUE/ANGLE SCALE SELECTION: TORQUE/TIME SCALE SELECTION:          
                                                                      
ANGLE SCALE TIME SCALE              
*** DEG-----(range 10-500)            *** MSEC----(range 10-500)                   
       

Note: Angle Scale is not actually setting "degrees", and Time Scale is not actually setting
"milliseconds".  These are actually sampling rates;  the settings here determine how many
plot points will be used for each fastening curve.  Refer to Section 7.4.6 for more details.
                                                           
DIVIDE (ANGLE)                                 DIVIDE (TIME)          
*** DEG---(.1, .2, .3, 1, 2, 3)            *** MSEC----(10,20,30,100,200,300)              
       (six settings available)                      (six settings available)   

         

                                                                                                                       

FIG. 7-4-3 fastening curve scale selection
                                                                      

3-2a. The RUN/PROGRAM key does not have to be in the PROGRAM position to
enter data.                                 

                                                                      
3-2b. ENTER the numerical value for ANGLE SCALE, between 10 and 500
degrees, 

using the numerical keys.               
                                                                      

3-2c. MOVE the cursor to the next entry item using the [↑]  [↓]  keys and select the 
desired DIVIDE (ANGLE) figure using the [←]  [→]  keys.                               

3-2d. MOVe the cursor to the next entry item using the [↑]  [↓]  keys and enter the  
desired TIME SCALE numerical value using the numerical entry keys,
between 10 and 500 milliseconds.                                       

                                                                      

3-2e. MOVE the cursor to the next entry item using the [↑]  [↓]  keys and select the
desired DIVIDE (TIME) figure using the [←]  [→]  keys.                               

                                                                      

3-2f. DEPRess the [↵]  key and the screen will display the ANGLE SCALE and
DIVIDE (ANGLE) or the TIME SCALE and DIVIDE (TIME) values selected.
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Note: If changes are made to this pulldown menu setup, the System must be cycled before the
Fastening Curve will display in accordance with the new parameters.

7.4.4 DATA BASE SELECTION                     

4-1. To configure the Fastening Curve screen to display either a Torque / Angle or Torque
/ Time curve, mOVe the cursor on the menu bar to DATA BASE using the [←]  [→]
keys, and depress the [↵]  key.                           

                                                                      
4-2. THE DATA BASE pulldown menu will appear.  TWo selections are available from this

menu, ANGLE BASE and TIME BASE.  USE the [←]  [→]  keys to select the curve
type, and depress the [↵]  key.  The curve will display with the Torque scale on the
left, and with the Angle or Time scale, as appropriate, across the bottom.

               

FIG. 7-4-4 fastening curve data base selection

7.4.5 PRINT FASTENING CURVE                     

5-1. MOVE the cursor on the menu bar to [PRINT] using the [←]  [→]  keys, and depress
the [↵]  key.  THE FASTENING Curve screen will be printed.                                         
                                                                                      

Note: The keypad will be non-functional during the printing process.
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7.4.6 Graph / Screen description                        
THe FASTENING CURVe screen diplays Torque information plotted along the vertical or "Y"
axis, and either Angle or Time information is plotted on the horizontal or "X" axis.  An auxilliary
"accept" window is displayed in the plot area as a green box.  The High and Low Torque
presets from the Set Parameter screen are used to automatically set the height of the window.
In "Angle Base",  the window width will reflect the High and Low Angle presets in the same
manner.  In "Time Base", the Torque parameters are displayed across the width of the plot
area.  The System automatically configures each axis using the following formulas:

6-1.  Torque  -  This vertical "Y" axis has a range based on the High Torque limit in Set
Parameter.  This limit is multiplied by 1.2 and the result is set at the high limit of the
Axis scale.  The range is multiplied by 1/8 to determine the incremental value of the
axis tick marks.  This scale reflects "actual" torque values, and can be used as a
direct reference to interpret the (approximate) value of plotted torque points.

EXAMPLE:                                                      
           HIGH TORQUE LIMIT = 50                               
           (1.2) x (50) = 60   (The top end of the axis scale, with zero (0) at the low end.)
           1/8  x  60   = 7.5    (Axis tick mark incremental value)

6-2.   ANGLE  -  This horizontal "X" axis has a range based on the High Angle limit in Set
Parameter.  This scale ends at the High Angle limIT, which displays at the far right on
the Fastening Curve screen.  THE range and the low end of this axis scale is
determined by the ANGLE SCALE and DIVIDE (ANGLE) values as set on the
[SCALE] pulldown menu.

The ANGLE SCALE represents the number of samples (Torque/Angle readings) to
be plotted for each fastening.  An Angle Scale setting of 200 will result in a Fastening
Curve with 200 points (Torque/Angle readings) plotted on the graph for each
fastening.

The DIVIDE(ANGLE) represents the sampling frequency in degrees of rotation
(angle).  A DIVIDE(ANGLE) setting of "1" would result in a Fastening Curve with
Torque/Angle readings plotted on the graph after every one (1) degree of rotation.

The ANGLE SCALE (number of samples plotted) multiplied by the DIVIDE(ANGLE)
(degrees of rotation between samples) is equal to the range shown on the Angle axis.
This range is applied to the front of the high Angle limit, so the axis scale always ends
at the preset High Angle limit.  The scale may begin at a negative (-) number.  The
axis scale does not reflect "actual" angle values (degrees) and cannot be used as a
direct reference to interpret the value of plotted points.  To determine the actual Final
Angle, the value of the final point must be computed from the zero (0) point.

The fastening curve ends with the Final Angle/Peak Torque reading, as numerically
displayed in the upper left portion of the graph.  If a Fastening Curve is displayed for
multiple spindles, the numerical display will correlate to only one of the spindles as
described in Section 7.4.2.

Refer to Figure 7-4-4 for an illustration of the following:

200 points (Torque/Angle readings) will
be plotted for each Fastening Curve.

200Angle Scale
(Used in Yield Control, only)(N/A for this example)Elongation Angle
(Plotted as part of fastening curve.)(Fastening Result:  13.7))Final Angle
(Plotted as part of fastening curve.)(Fastening Result:  33.16)Peak Torque

SETTING RESULTSSETTINGSCREEN DISPLAY
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The "accept" window always appears at
the far right of the screen, in accordance
with the High Angle value.

High and low Angle limits
(25 ~ 10 degrees) and high
and low Torque (39 ~ 27 Nm)

Accept window (seen in
the plot area of Fig. 7-4-4)
(Fastening Curve end)

Axis range displays highest reading as 25
Degrees.  Overall range reflects as 200
(from -175 ~ +25), and is a product of
Angle Scale (200) x Divide(Angle) (1).
The overall range (200) divided by the
default number of tick marks (10) results
in 20-degree increments between tick
marks.  Starting with 25 degrees at the
right side of the chart, the tick mark
values increment downward to -175.  The
fastening Final Angle value (13.7) can be
read directly from the axis scale.

High Angle limit: 25 Deg. (Set
Parameter), "200" Angle
Scale, and "1" Divide(Angle)

Horizontal "X" Axis Range
(Angle)

Axis range displays highest reading as
46.80 Nm  (39 Nm high Torque  x  1.2),
and the low defaults to zero (0).  The
overall range (46.8) divided by the default
number of tick marks (8) results in 5.85
Nm increments between tick marks.
Starting with 46.8 Nm at the top of the
chart, the tick mark values increment
downward to zero (0).  The plotted
Torque values can be read directly from
the axis scale.  

High Torque limit:  39 Nm
(setup in Set Parameter)

Vertical "Y" Axis Range
(Torque)

Up to five (5) spindles can display a curve
at the same time, each in a different
color.  If Spindle No. 02 or 03 had a
different Parameter Number, it would not
display.  Axis ranges & "accept" window
setups are identical.

01, 02, & 03 chosen (Spindle
Select pulldown).  Note:  All
spindles are using the same
Parameter Number, as
required.

Spindle No.

For each one (1) degree of rotation
(angle), one of the 200 points will be
plotted (see "Angle Scale", above).

1Divide(Angle)
SETTING RESULTSSETTINGSCREEN DISPLAY

6-2.   Time  -  The range and the high end of the scale on this horizontal "X" axis is
determined by the TIME SCALE and DIVIDE (TIME) values as set on the [SCALE]
pulldown menu.  The low end of the axis scale is zero (0).

The TIME SCALE setting represents the number of samples (Torque/Time readings)
to be plotted for each fastening.  A Time Scale setting of 200 will result in a Fastening
Curve with 200 points (Torque/Time readings) plotted on the graph for each
fastening.

The DIVIDE(TIME) setting represents the sampling frequency in milliseconds.  A
DIVIDE(TIME) setting of "10" would result in a Fastening Curve with Torque/Time
readings plotted on the graph after every ten (10) milliseconds (.01 seconds).

The TIME SCALE (number of samples plotted) multiplied by the DIVIDE(TIME)
(length of time between samples) is equal to the range shown on the Time axis.  This
scale does not reflect "actual" time values (milliseconds) and cannot be used as a
direct reference to interpret the value of plotted points.  To use the axis scale to
determine (approximate) Fastening Curve duration, the beginning (Fastening Curve
start) point must be subtracted from the value of the final (Fastening Curve end)
point.
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7.5  SET SEQUENCE                                 
THe function of this screen is to setup the fastening sequences for all spindles.                      

7.5.1 TABLE OF CONTENTS           
 7.5.1. Table of Contents for Set Sequence screens             
 7.5.2. SEQUence Select                                                   
 7.5.3. SPindle Setup                                                     
 7.5.4. SEQuence Setup                                                    
 7.5.5. SEQUENce Function (FUN) Explanation                                
 7.5.6. SEQUENCe Data (DAT) Explanation                                    
 7.5.7. copy FUNCTION (Spindle to spindle)                                           
 7.5.8. sequence coPY FUNCTION (Sequence to sequence)                                           
 7.5.9. SEquence CLEAR FUNction                                           
 7.5.10. SCreen SCROLLING aND PRINT FUNCtions                           

7.5.2 SEQUENCE SELECT                

2-1. AFTEr selecting [SET SEQUENCE] from the main pulldown menu, depress the [↵]
key and the screen will change to the "SET SEQUENCE" screen.                                  
                                                                              

2-2. MOve the cursor on the menu bar to the [SEQUENCE SELECT] position using the
[←]  [→]  keys and depress the [↵]  key.  THE SEQUENCE SELEct window will
appear with the cursor highlighting the current sequence. 

                                                                     
2-3. USING the [←]  [→]  keys, select the desired sequence number and depress the [↵]

key.  THe screen will display the "SET SEQUENCE" screen with the selected
SEQUENCE No. (#1 thru 8) in the upper right hand corner.   

                               

FIG. 7-5-2 set sequence, sequence select
                                                                      

7.5.3 SPINDLE SETUP                       
                                                                      
3-1. PLAce the "RUN/PROGRAM" key switch in the PROGRAM position. 

3-2. DEPress the [SEL] key and the cursor will highlight the area below the SP NO.
heading.  USing the numerical keys, enter a spindle number from 01 thru 24 and
depress the [↵]  key.         

                                                    
NOTE:   The HEAD (HD) column is automatically set from values entered on the MACHINE

 CONFIGURATION screen.
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3-3. USIng the [←]  [→]  keys, move the cursor to the "GP" (GROUP FASTENING)
heading.  Enter the group number which corresponds with the spindle number
selected using the numerical keys (group numbers 01 thru 24 can be used).  Depress
the [↵]  key after selection and before moving the cursor.                          

                                                                      
3-4. USINg the [←]  [→]  keys, move the cursor to the "PN" (PARAMETER NUMBER)

heading.  Using the numerical keys, enter the fastening parameters to be used.
DEPRess the [↵]  key after selection and before moving the cursor.                          

                                                                      
3-5. USing the [←]  [→]  keys, move the cursor to the "CA" (CAL CHECK) heading.

USING the [±]   key, change the character to "X" for no CAL CHeck or to "O" if a CAL
CHeck is required. DEPress the [↵]  key after selection and before moving the cursor.

3-6. USINg the [←]  [→]  keys, move the cursor to the "OF" (OFFSET CHECK) heading.
USINg the [±] key, change the character to "X" for no OFFSET Check or to "O" if an
OFFSET CHeck is required.  DEPREss the [↵]  key after selection and before moving
the cursor. 

                                             
3-7. USING the [←]  [→]  keys, move the cursor to the "OC" (OFFSET CORRECTION)

heading.  USINg the [±] key, change the character to "X" for no OFFSET
CORRECtion or 
"O" if OFFSET CORREction is required.  DEPRESS the [↵]  key after selection and
before 
moving the cursor.       

                             

FIG. 7-5-3 set sequence, spindle setup
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7.5.4 SEQUENCE SETUP                      
EACh spindle has 32 possible fastening steps which are designated stage 01 thru Stage 32.
EACh stage requires two preset items; one for the FUNCTION [FUN] of the stage and one for
the action or DATA [DAT] of each stage.   Depressing the [±] key toggles the data entry
method between the insert (INS) and replacement (REP) mode.  The [DEL] key will delete the
selected stage and shift all remaining stages left.                                              
                                                                      
4-1. WHEn all the spindle designations have been preset, the cursor will remain at the

heading last changed.  MOve the cursor using the [←]  [→]  keys to the Stage 01
heading.  THe area below the heading will be highlighted in either a blank state or
with data entered.  IN order to enter data, depress the [↵]  key and the FUNCTION
[FUN] set pulldown window will appear with the cursor flashing below the first set digit.
 SElect the desired function from the 23 items shown by using the numerical keys and
depress the [↵]  key.  THE abbreviated function will appear in the [FUN] column and
the DATA [DAT] pulldown window will appear.    

                                                
FIG. 7-5-4-1 set sequence, sequence setup (function)

                      
4-2. THEre are two data pulldown windows for setting the action of each function.   

Functions 01 thru 10 use three actions for individual or simultaneous fastening; EACH
[ECH], GROUP [GRP], or HEAD [HED].  FUnctions 11 thru 20 require a time or
numerical designation to be set.  THE cursor will be flashing under the SET NO. at
the top of the menu.  USIng the numerical keys, set the desired action, time, or
numerical designation, and depress the [↵]  key.  THe screen will change to display
the selected FUNCTION [FUN] and DATA [DAT] set for the particular stage selected.
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FIG. 7-5-4-2b set sequence, sequence setup (data) for functions 11-20
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4-3. MOVe the cursor to the next stage and repeat steps one and two until all desired
stages are completed.  DEPRESS the [SEL] key and the question "DATA CHANGE
OK?" will appear for confirmation.  USINg the [←]  [→]  keys, select  YES or NO and
depress the [↵]  key.                           

7.5.5 SEQUENCE FUNCTION (FUN) EXPLANATION            

1:   [1ST] 1ST STEP tHE first step in multi-step fastening from zero torque to
 1st TOrque or 1st ANgle.        

2:   [2ND] 2ND STEP       The second step in multi-step fastening from 
1st Torque/Angle to 2nd Torque/Angle.

        
3:   [3RD] 3RD STEP       THE third step in multi-step fastening from 2nd Torque/Angle

to 3rd Torque/Angle.
                     
4:   [4TH] FINAL STEP     THe final step in single or multi-step fastening from zero
 torque:  1st TOrque/ANgle, 2nd TORQUE/angle, or 3rd 

TORQUE/angle. 
                                  
5:   [4TQ] TRQ RECOVERY   TOrque recovery maintains FINAL TORque for a specified

period when all spindles have reached FINAl or STD
TORque.
                  
6:   [RV1] REVERSE NO. 1  THIs function is used to perform the action of [NO. 1 

REVERSE] set parameter.
             
7:   [RV2] REVERSE NO. 2   THIS function is used to perform the action of [NO. 2 

REVERSE] set parameter.
            
8:   [RV3] REVERSE NO. 3   THIS function is used to perform the action of [NO. 3 

REVERSE] set parameter.
            
9:   [RST] REJECT SET      THIS function is used to set any previous reject to a reject 

flag memory.
              
10:  [RCL] REJECT CLEAR    THIs function will clear the reject flag.  

11:  [JPA] ACCEPT JUMP     THIs function is used to jump to a preset stage if no reject 
flag is set.

              
12:  [JPR] REJECT JUMP     THIS function is used to jump to a preset stage after a reject 

flag is set.
            
13:  [JPT] TIME REJ JUMP   THIS function is used to jump to a preset stage if a time 

reject flag is set. 
         
14:  [JMP] JUMP            This function is used to jump to a preset stage.                        
               
15:  [WAT] INPUT WAIT     THIs function is used to stop the nutrunner sequence until an
       01 THRU 04 eXternal signal is input.  four input signals are available.          
   
16:  [OUT] OUT PORT       THIs function is used to output a signal thru the PLC I/O port.
       01 THRU 04 Four output signals are available. 

17:  [TIM] TIME DELAY     THIs function is used to insert a time delay in the fastening 
       01 THRU 99 sequence.  The time delay is set in tenths of a second.  
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01 thru 99 tenths can be preset.
18:  [FST] FLAG SET       THIs function is used to set a flag during the fastening 
     01 THRU 99 sequence.  Up to 99 flag sets may be set. TYpical use is 

sequential rundown. 

19:  [FCL] FLAG CLEAR     THIS function is used to clear the flags set  [FST] during the 
     01 THRU 99 fastening sequence when necessary.              

20  :[FCK] FLAG CHECk     THIs function is used to delay the fastening sequence until 
     01 THRU 99 the specified flag sets have been completed.
                               
21:  [END] SEQUENCE END   THIS function is used to designate the end of the fastening 

sequence. 
                      
22:  [RTY] RETRY FLAG     THIS function is used to set a retry flag for identifying 

fasteners that have failed their initial rundown and have 
been backed out and rerun.                         

 0:  [NOP] NOP            THIS function is used to designate that the selected
fastening stage is non-operative. 

7.5.6 SEQUENCE DATA (DAT) EXPLANATION            
1:  [ECH]                                                              
     FASTENING START THIS action is used to set the designated function to perform

EACH SPINDLE    individually.         
                                                                      
2:  [GRP]                                                              
     FASTENING START    This action is used to set the designated function to perform 

GROUP SPINDLES  simultaneously per the group [GP] setup.                         
                                                                      
3:  [HED]                                                              
     FASTENING START     THis action is used to set the designated function to 

HEAD SPINDLES perform simultaneously per the head [HD] setup.                     
                                                                      

[TIM] : O1-99            This action is used to set the designated function [TIM] 
  DELAY TIME delay time.  PREset range from 0.1 to 9.9 seconds.  
    (X 0.1 SEC)

[WAT] : 01-04 THis action is used to set the input port or output port for the 
[OUT] : 01-04 input wait or output port functions.  THere are four inputs and

four outputs available for these functions.         
                                                                           
[JPA] : 01-32 THIS action is used to designate the stage number to move 
[JPR] : 01-32 to after reaching the stage designated [JPA] jump accept, 
[JPT] : 01-32 [JPR] jump reject, [JPT] time reject jump or [JMP] jump. 
[JMP] : 01-32
                                                                    
[FST] : 01-99        THIs action is used to designate a [FST] flag set, [FCL] flag 
[FCL] : 01-99 clear or [FCK] flag check number in the fastening sequence.
[FCK] : 01-99                         

7.5.7 COPY FUNCTION                  
7-1. PLACe the RUN/PROGRAM key to the PROGRAM position and move the cursor on

the menu bar to [COPY] using the [←]  [→]  keys.       
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7-2. DEPRess the [↵]  key and the copy pulldown menu will appear with the cursor
flashing at the "COPY FROM SPINDLE NO." position.                                                              
        

7-3. USing the numerical keys insert the SPINDLE NO. to be copied.    
                                                                      

7-4. USing the [↑]  [↓]  keys move the cursor to "COPY TO SPINDLE NO."  THe cursor
will be flashing at the "COPY TO SPINDLE NO." position.                                               
                                                                               

7-5. USINg the numerical keys insert the SPINDLE NO. to be copied to or select the "ALL
SPINDLES" option and depress the [↵]  key.  THe question "DATA CHANGE OK?"
will appear.              

                                       

7-6. USINg the [←]  [→]  keys move the cursor to YES or NO and depress the [↵]  key.   
THE sequence will be copied and the screen will change to display the copied
sequence.                      

                                                                    

NOTE:   THE target (COPY TO) SPINDLE No. must be entered on the set sequence screen in order
 to enter a new or copied sequence.       

FIG. 7-5-7 set sequence, copy function

7.5.8 sequence COPY FUNCTION                  
8-1. PLACe the RUN/PROGRAM key to the PROGRAM position and move the cursor on

the menu bar to [SEQ COPY] using the [←]  [→]  keys.       
                                                                      

8-2. DEPRess the [↵]  key and the copy pulldown menu will appear with the cursor
flashing at the "COPY FROM SEQUENCE NO." position.  

                                                                      
8-3. USing the numerical keys insert the SEQUENCE NO. to be copied.    
                                                                      

8-4. USing the [↑]  [↓]  keys move the cursor to "COPY TO SEQUENCE NO."  THe cursor
will be flashing at the "COPY TO SEQUENCE NO."  position.                                         
                                                                                     

8-5. USINg the numerical keys insert the SEQUENCE NO. to be copied to and depress
the [↵]  key.  THe question "DATA CHANGE OK?" will appear.              

8-6. USINg the [←]  [→]  keys move the cursor to YES or NO and depress the [↵]  key.   
THE sequence will be copied and the screen will change to display the copied
sequence.
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FIG. 7-5-8 set sequence, sequence copy function

7.5.9 sEQUENCE CLEAR FUNCTION               
THe SEQUENCE CLEar function has two modes for removing the sequence.   EAch spindle
may  be deleted individually, or all spindles may be totally cleared.                                              
                                                                              
9-1. PLACe the RUN/PROGRAM key in the PROGRAM position and move the cursor on

the menu bar to [CLEAR] using the [←]  [→]  keys.      
                                                                      
9-2. DEpress the [↵]  key and the [CLEAR] pulldown window will appear with the cursor

flashing at the [CLEAR SPINDLE NO.] position.                                                              
                                                                

9-3. IN order to clear an individual spindle from the sequence, use the numerical keys to
insert the spindle number which is to be cleared and depress the [↵]  key.  THe
question "DATA CHANGE OK?" will appear. 

9-4. In order to clear all spindles totally from the sequence, use the [↑]  [↓]  keys to move
the cursor to [ALL CLEAR] and depress the [↵]  key.  THe question "DATA CHANGE
OK?" will appear.                                                          

                                                                      
9-5. USINg the [←]  [→]  keys, move the cursor to YES or NO and depress the [↵]  key.  

The screen will change appropriately to reflect the entered selection (Step 4 or 5).        
                                                              

                                                                      
FIG. 7-5-9 set sequence, sequence clear function

7.5.10 SCREEN SCROLLING AND PRINTOUT FUNCTIONS         
                                                                      
10-1. EAch fastening sequence (1-8) is capable of setting up the sequence for (24)

spindles with (32) fastening stages or steps for each spindle.  DUe to the screen size,
only (7) stages for (18) spindles may be displayed at once.  THErefore, scrolling is
necessary.                                                       
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10-2. USIng the [←]  [→]  keys, move the cursor to [UP], [DOWN], [LEFT], or [RIGHT] and
depress the [↵]  key to scroll.                   

                                                                      
10-3. The [UP] [DOWN] position will scroll seven (7) stages of the fastening sequence for

each spindle.  THe [LEFT] [RIGHT] position will scroll the sequence stages for up to
18 spindles.              

                                                                      
10-4. TO print the fastening sequence for all spindles, move the cursor on the menu bar to

[PRINT] and depress the [↵]  key.  
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7.6 SEQUENCE INDICATION                         
THE function of this screen is to monitor the fastening sequence as the fastening is in
process. 

7.6.1 TABLE OF CONTENTS         
7.6.1. TABLE of Contents for SEQUENCE INDICATION screens             
7.6.2. SCREEN EXPLANATION                                                 
7.6.3. SEQUENCE SELECT                                                 
7.6.4. SCREEN SCROLLING AND PRINT FUNCTIONs

7.6.2 sCREEN EXPLANATION                   
2-1. THE SEQUENCE INDICation screen will monitor the actual operation of each

fastening to assure that each sequence step is being completed.  THE screen setup
is similar to the SET SEQUEnce screen with the headings:                                        

                                                                      
        SP  SPINDLE NO. (1-24)                                         
         H  POWERHEAD (A-B-C-D)                                       
         G  GROUP FASTENING NO. (01-24)                                
         P  FASTENING PARAMETER NO. (1-8)                              
         S  SELF-CHECK FUNCTIONS (X=DISABLED O=ENABLED)               
         O  OFFSET CHECK (X=DISABLED O=ENABLED)                       
         C  OFFSET CORRECTION (X=DISABLED O=ENABLED)                  
       S01  SEQUENCE STEPS (01-32)                                    
                                                                      
2-2. WHile each fastening step is active, the function remains highlighted to indicate

where the fastening sequence is during the entire rundown.                                        

FIG. 7-6-2 sequence indication screen
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7.6.3 sEQUENCE SELECT                
3-1. MOve the cursor on the menu bar to the [SEQUENCE SELECT] position and depress

the [↵]  key.  THE pulldown menu will display the SEQUENCE NO.                               
          

3-2. USINg the [←]  [→]  keys, select the desired sequence to be viewed and depress the
[↵]  key.  THe screen will change to the selected sequence, and display the

preset sequence.  THe SEQUENCE NO. will be displayed in the upper right hand
corner.                          

                   

FIG. 7-6-3 sequence indication sequence select
 

7.6.4 SCREEN SCROLLING AND PRINTOUT FUNCTIONS   
4-1. EACh fastening sequence (1-8), is capable of being set up for (24) spindles with (32)

fastening stages or steps for each spindle.  DUe to the screen size, only (15) stages
for (19) spindles may be displayed at once.  Therefore, scrolling is necessary.              
                                                                                                               

4-2. USINg the [←]  [→]  keys move the cursor to [UP], [DOWN], [LEFT] or [RIGHT] and
depress the [↵]  key to scroll.                

                                                                      
4-3. THE [UP] [DOWN] position will scroll (15) stages of the fastening sequence for each

spindle.  THe [LEFT] [RIGHT] position will scroll the sequence stages for up to (19)
spindles.                                                        

                                                                      
4-4. TO print the fastening sequence for all spindles, move the cursor on the menu bar to

[PRINT] and depress the [↵]  key.          
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7.7 STORED DATA                              
THe function of this screen is to view previous fastening data and an abbreviated SPC

program that includes 6 sigma (6 ) and CPk.
     

7.7.1 TABLE OF CONTENTS         
7.7.1. TAble of COntents for STORED DAta screens                     
7.7.2. SCREEN EXPLANATION                                                 
7.7.3. INDICATION SELECT                                                  
7.7.4. SCREEN SCROLLING aND PRINT FUNCTIONs                                

7.7.2 SCREEN EXPLANATION                    
2-1. THE STORED Data screen displays the previous data for a pre-selected spindle

number and sequence number.  FOUr (4) data formats are selectable:                          
                                                                                      
 [ALL DATA]:       ACcept, reject, bypass and aBNormal data will 

appear and display statistics.         
                                                                      
 [ACCEPT, REJECT DATA]: ACcept and reject data will appear and display statistics.         
                                                                                      
 [ACCEPT DATA]:           ACcept data will appear and display statistics.                         
                                                                               
 [REJECT DATA]:          REJect data will appear and display statistics.                          
                                                                              

2-2. AFTER selecting the SEQUENCE NO., SPINDLE NO., STORED DATA NO., and
DATA FORMAT from the INDICATION SELEct pulldown menu, the screen will
display the requested information.  The standard screen format includes:  basic
information in the header, the pre-selected items (selected from the "FASTENING
DATA" screen) in the left hand column, five columns of fastening data in the center,
and the two statistics columns at the far right.      
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FIG. 7-7-2 stored dATA screen

7.7.3 INDICATION SELECT 

3-1. MOve the cursor on the menu bar to [INDICATION SELECT] using the [←]  [→]
keys and depress the [↵]  key.  THe pulldown window for INDICATION SELEct will
open.                                                                             

3-2. USe the [↑]  [↓]  keys to move the cursor to the desired position for selecting the
following:                            

                                                                      
        [SEQUENCE No.]          1-8                                   
                                                                      
        [SPINDLE No.]           1-24                                  
                                                                      
        [STORED DATA No. [   ]  001-500                               
                                                                      
        [ALL DATA]              [ALL DATA], [ACCEPT,  REJECT DATA],   

[ACCEPT DATA], or [REJECT DATA]        

 FIG. 7-7-3-1 stored dATA indication select
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3-3. Use the [←]  [→]  keys to change sequence number, spindle number, and data
format selection. 

                             
3-4. USe the numerical keys to enter the desired stored data number.  

3-5. Depress the [↵]  key after making selections and the screen will automatically change
to display the selected data. 

3-6. Use the [←]  [→]  keys to select [STATISTICS] from the menu bar.  Select [START]
to calculate the two right columns of the stored data screen.  Select [CANCEL] to
return to the normal stored data display mode.

        
FIG. 7-7-3-2 stored dATA statistics enable
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Notes:
1.  SYStem must be cycled prior to setting [INDICATION SELECT] functions.                         

2.  A minimum of (7) fastening cycles must be completed before the statistics (6

 / CPk) are calculated and displayed.     

3.  A maximum of 500 cycles of data are stored for each spindle,  however the number of
cycles stored varies depending on the number of spindles connected.

1-6  Spindles = 500 cycles per spindle               
6-12  Spindles = 250 cycles per spindle               
12-18  Spindles = 166 cycles per spindle               
18-24  SPINdles = 125 cycles per spindle                

4.  AFter the maximum cycles are stored, the next cycle will overwrite the data for the first
     cycle.                      
                                                                      

7.7.4 sCREEN SCROLLING AND PRINTOUT FUNCTIons    
4-1. THe STORED DATA screen is capable of displaying up to (24) items with up to (500)

sets of stored data for each spindle.  DUe to the screen size, only (15) items and  (5)
cycles of data may be displayed at once.  Therefore, scrolling is necessary. 

4-2. Using the [←]  [→]  keys move the cursor to [UP], [DOWN], [LEFT] or [RIGHT] and
depress the [↵]  key to scroll. 

           
4-3. The [UP] [DOWN] position will scroll (15) items of the fastening data for each spindle.

 The [LEFT] [RIGHT] position will scroll the stored data from 001 to 500. 

4-4. TO print the fastening data displayed on the screen, move the cursor on the menu
bar to [PRINT] and depress the [↵]  key. 
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7.8 sTORED DATA COUNt                           
THe function of this screen is to view the total amount of accept, reject, abnormal and
bypassed fastening cycles.

7.8.1 TABLE OF CONTENTS         
7.8.1 Table of Contents for Stored Data Count screens
7.8.2. SCREEN EXPLANATION                                                 
7.8.3. SEQUENCE SELECT                                                    
7.8.4. CLEAR aND PRINT FUNCTIONS                                          

7.8.2 SCREEN EXPLANATION                       
2-1. THIS screen displays the data count for accept, reject, abnormal, and bypass

fastenings for all spindles. 
               
2-2. BElow the menu bar is the header which will identify the machine by the MACHINE

ADDRESS, the last CYCLE COUnt of the machine and the SEQUENCE NUmber that
is selected by this screen. 

                                      
2-3. THe main body of this screen displays the STORED DATA COUNt for all 24 spindles.

 no scrolling is required. 

FIG. 7-8-2 stored data count screen explanation
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7.8.3 SEQUENCE SELECT                       

3-1. Move the cursor on the menu bar to the [SEQUENCE SELECT] using the [←]  [→]
keys and depress the [↵]  key.  THe pulldown menu for SEQUENCE SELEct will
appear.  

3-2. USIng the [←]  [→]  keys, select the desired Sequence (1-8) and depress the [↵]
key.  THe screen will automatically change to display the STORED DATA COUNT
information for the selected Sequence.

 
FIG. 7-8-3 STORED DATA sequence select

7.8.4 CLEAR AND PRINT FUNCTIONS            
4-1. CLEAR FUNCTIon                                                   
                                                                      

4-1a. MOVe the cursor on the menu bar to [CLEAR] using the [←]  [→]  keys and
depress the [↵]  key.  THE pulldown menu for [CYCLE NO. CLEAR] and [STORED
COUNT CLEAR] will appear.         
                                                                      
4-1b. USing the [↑]  [↓]  keys, select the item to be cleared and depress the [↵]
key.  THe screen will automatically change to reflect the cleared item reset to (0).  TO
clear the STORED DATA COUNT, the spindle number must be set using the
numerical keys.

                
FIG. 7-8-4-1 stored data count clear function

4-2 PRINT FUNCTIon                                                    
                                                                      

4-2a. MOve the cursor on the menu bar to the [PRINT] function using the [←]  
[→]  keys, and depress the [↵]  key.                 
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7.9 SYSTEM CONFIGURATION                         
The functions of these screens are to configure the System communication for the RS422,
RS232C, and Centronics parallel ports.                         

7.9.1 TABLE OF CONTENTS    
7.9.1. TABLe of CONTENTS fOR SYSTEM CONfiguration screens            
7.9.2. SCREEn EXPLANATION                                                 
7.9.3. SCREEn OPERATION [SYSTEM CONFIGURATION (1)]                                   
7.9.4. SCREEn OPERATION [SYSTEM CONFIGURATION (2)]                                   
7.9.5. SCREEn OPERATIOn [SYSTEM CONFIGURATION (3)]                                   
7.9.6. SCREEn OPERATIOn [SYSTEM CONFIGURATION (4)]                                   
7.9.7. header and line format for SYSTEM CONFIGURATION (1), (2), & (3)                          

7.9.2 SCREEN EXPLANATION           
2-1. PRINTER (PARALLEL PORT) [SYSTEM CONFIGURATION (1)]            
                                       
FASTENING DATA PRINT OUT: NO (YES)  
the print out of fastening data may be enabled or disabled via this function.  the port will
remain operational for the screen print function in either case.
                             
DATA SELECT                   : ALL (ACCEPT, REJECT, ACCEPT & REJECT)
specific fastening data types may be printed out by setting this delimiter.
               
HEADER PRINT OUT MODE   : NO PRINT OUT (POWER ON, FORM FEED,

          FASTENING PRINT OUT)
The header may be printed out for any of the selection options.
   
FORM FEED               : NO (YES)                    
Form feed at the end of each page is enabled or disabled by this command.
         
PAGE PRINT OUT          : NO (YES)     
Page numbering at the top of each page is enabled or disabled by this command.

PRINTER                 : PAINTJET (FX, VP)                    
the printer type may be set as a HP PAINTJET, EPSON FX or as an EPSON VP style printer.
Special characters may be sent to the printer using the header format function.

FIG. 7-9-2-1 system configuration (1) upper half,  screen explanation
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2-2.   DATE and TIme / RS422 PORT [SYSTEM CONFIGURATION (2)]                                      

     

2-2a. DATE and TIme                                            
     the System date and time is configured and set via the upper half of [SYSTEM 

CONFIGURATION (2)].
                                                                 

DATE:  **/**/**                mm/dd/yy                       
TIME:   **/**/**                hh:mm:ss                       

                                                                      
2-2b. RS422 PORT  (System Option)

BAUD RATE              : 1200 BPS (2400, 4800, 9600, 19200)       
the communications baud rate for this port may be set to one of five common 
values.

CHARACTER              : 7 BIT (8 BIT)                         
Character length may be set to either seven or eight bits.

PARITY                 : EVEN (ODD, NO PARITY)                 
parity may be set to odd, even, or no parity.

STOP BIT               : 1 BIT(S)   2 BIT(S)                         
stop bits may be set to either one or two.

PROTOCOL               : ASCII (EDD)
ASCII Protocol format uses the header and line format for configuring the data 
output, and relies on an external signal to initiate data transfer.   EDD Protocol 
format requires a formatted external request which determines(selects) the data 
which will be transferred.                        
                                       
FASTENING DATA PRINT OUT: NO (YES)  
the print out of fastening data may be enabled or disabled via this function.  the 
port will remain operational for the screen print function in either case.

                             
DATA SELECT                   : ALL (ACCEPT, REJECT, 

          ACCEPT & REJECT)
specific fastening data types may be printed out by setting this delimiter.

               
HEADER PRINT OUT MODE   : NO PRINT OUT (POWER ON, FORM 

  FEED, FASTENING PRINT OUT)
The header may be printed out for any of the selection options.

   
FORM FEED               : NO (YES)                    
Form feed at the end of each page is enabled or disabled by this command.

         
PAGE PRINT OUT       : NO (YES)     
Page numbering at the top of each page is enabled or disabled by this command.

SPINDLE START ADDRESS  : 01 (01-64)       
This setting is available to facilitate communications between the Host Computer
Data Collection Equipment and the Fastening Control Equipment.  This field is setup 
to designate the starting spindle number (as seen by the Host) for each machine.

Example:   A 6-spindle AFC1200 and a 12-spindle AFC1200 System on same line to Host.

      [ 6-Spindle (#1) ]  [     12-Spindle (Machine #2)                ]
Machine Spindle Numbers:  [ 1  2  3  4  5  6 ]        [1    2    3    4    5    6    7    8    9   10   11   12]
As Host Sees Spindle #s:        1  2  3  4  5  6          7    8    9   10  11  12  13  14  15   16   17   18

Spindle Start Address:     [ Mach. #1 = 01 ]       [                       Machine #2 = 07                     ]
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FIG. 7-9-2-2 system configuration (2) upper half,  screen explanation
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2-3. RS232C PORT (CH1) [SYSTEM CONFIGURATION (3)]                                             

FASTENING DATA PRINT OUT : NO (YES)  
the print out of fastening data may be enabled or disabled via this function.  

DATA SELECT              : ALL (ACCEPT,  REJECT, ACCEPT & REJECT) 
specific fastening data types may be printed out by setting this delimiter.

HEADER PRINT OUT MODE    : NO PRINT OUT (POWER ON, FORM FEED,  
     FASTENING PRINT OUT)

The header may be printed out for any of the selection options.

FORM FEED                : NO (YES)                            
Form feed at the end of each page is enabled or disabled by this command.

PAGE PRINT OUT           : NO (YES)                            
Page numbering at the top of each page is enabled or disabled by this command.

BAUD RATE              : 1200 BPS (2400, 4800, 9600, 19200)       
the communications baud rate for this port may be set to one of five common values.
 
CHARACTER              : 7 BIT (8 BIT)                         
Character length may be set to either seven or eight bits.

PARITY                 : EVEN (ODD, NO PARITY)                 
parity may be set to odd, even, or no parity.

STOP BIT               : 1 BIT(S)   2 BIT(S)                         
stop bits may be set to either one or two.
                                      

FIG.  7-9-2-3 system configuration (3) upper half,  screen explanation
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2-4. RS232C PORT (CH2) [SYSTEM CONFIGURATION (4)]                                             
BAUD RATE              : 1200 BPS (2400, 4800, 9600, 19200)       
the communications baud rate for this port may be set to one of five common 
values.

 
CHARACTER              : 7 BIT (8 BIT)                         
Character length may be set to either seven or eight bits.

PARITY                 : EVEN (ODD, NO PARITY)                 
parity may be set to odd, even, or no parity.

STOP BIT               : 1 BIT(S)   2 BIT(S)                         
stop bits may be set to either one or two.

FIG.  7-9-2-4 system configuration (4)   screen explanation

2-5. INPUT DATA FORMAT FOR RS232C PORT (CH2)

2-5a. The input data format block of the [SYSTEM CONFIGURATION (4)] screen 
provides a means to configure the System for receipt of a formatted stream of data.
The input data stream may be up to 128 characters long with no more than four (4)
independent selectable blocks of data.

2-5b. This block is set up by marking each character position with an identification 
code which corresponds with the [PRINT CHARACTER (DATA) INPUT] screen.   The
print character input screen is used to configure the header and line format for the
[SYSTEM CONFIGURATION (1), (2), and (3)] outputs.
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2-6 header and line format for [SYSTEM CONFIGURATION (1) & (2) & (3)]

2-6a. SCreens (1), (2), and (3) have the capability of configuring the header and line
formats for the Parallel Centronics, RS422, and RS232C output ports, respectively.  
The Header Format and Line Format areas shown below are part of each of the
System Configuration screens (1), (2), and (3).  the following information applies to all
three screens.
                                                                                                                   
2-6b. HEADER FORMAT
the header format section of each screen allows the user to configure a 3 row by 78
character header.   this block can be set up to output alphanumeric characters,
control characters, and/or blocks of  resultant data during periods determined by the
set up of the HEADER PRINT OUT MODE.                                               

2-6c. LINE FORMAT (EACH SPINDLE)
the line format section of each screen allows the user to configure a 2 row by 78
character individual spindle data output format.  this block can be set up to output
alphanumeric characters, control characters, and/or blocks of  resultant data.
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FIG. 7-9-2-6 system configuration (1), (2) & (3) lower half,  screen explanation
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7.9.3 SCREEN OPERATION  [SYSTEM CONFIGURATION (1)]       
3-1. After selecting [SYSTEM CONFIGURATION] from the menu bar, move the cursor on

the menu bar to [PAGE UP] or [PAGE DOWN] and depress the [↵]  key until the
screen displays [SYSTEM CONFIGURATION (1)].  DEpress the [SEL] key.  THe
screen will change to the set mode with the first item (FASTENING DATA PRINT
OUT : YES/NO) highlighted. 

3-2. To change any of the six (6) preset values for [SYSTEM CONFIGURATION (1)], the
item must first be selected using the [↑]  [↓] keys.  the [←]  [→]  keys are used to
select the desired value from the available options.  after each item is set the [↵]
must be pressed to confirm the setting prior to going to another item.  (Refer to
Section 7.9.2.1 screen explanation for details of available settings.)  

3-3 the configuration of the header and line format areas of System Configuration
screens (1), (2), and (3) is covered in Section 7.9.7. 

                  
3-4. After completing all desired changes, depress the [SEL] key and the question "DATA

CHANGE OK?" will appear.  Select YES or NO and depress the [↵]  key. 

FIG. 7-9-3 screen operation [SYSTEM CONFIGURATION (1)]
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7.9.4 SCREEN OPERATION  [SYSTEM CONFIGURATION (2)]       
4-1. After selecting [SYSTEM CONFIGURATION] from the menu bar, move the cursor on

the menu bar to [PAGE UP] or [PAGE DOWN] and depress the [↵]  key until the
screen displays [SYSTEM CONFIGURATION (2)].  DEpress the [SEL] key.  THe
screen will change to the set mode with the first item (DATE :??/??/??) highlighted.

4-2. To change the date and time, use the numerical keys and the [←]  [→]  keys.  EAch
number must be keyed in and the cursor must be moved to the next number using
the [←]  [→]  keys.  use the [↑]  [↓] to change from date to time or vice versa. 

4-3. To change any of the 11 preset values for [SYSTEM CONFIGURATION (2)], the item
must first be selected using the [↑]  [↓] keys.  the [←]  [→]  keys are used to select
the desired value from the available options.  after each item is set the [↵]  must be
pressed to confirm the setting prior to going to another item.  (Refer to Section 7.9.2.2
screen explanation for details of available settings.) 

4-4 the configuration of the header and line format areas of System Configuration
screens (1), (2), and (3) is covered in Section 7.9.7.

4-5. After completing all desired changes, depress the [SEL] key and the question "DATA
CHANGE OK?" will appear.  Select YES or NO and depress the [↵]  key. 

                 

FIG. 7-9-4 screen operation [SYSTEM CONFIGURATION (2)]
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7.9.5 SCREEN OPERATION  [SYSTEM CONFIGURATION (3)]       
5-1. After selecting [SYSTEM CONFIGURATION] from the menu bar, move the cursor on

the menu bar to [PAGE UP] or [PAGE DOWN] and depress the [↵]  key until the
screen displays [SYSTEM CONFIGURATION (3)].  DEpress the [SEL] key.  THe
screen will change to the set mode with the first item (FASTENING DATA PRINT
OUT : YES/NO) highlighted. 

5-2. To change any of the nine (9) preset values for [SYSTEM CONFIGURATION (3)], the
item must first be selected using the [↑]  [↓] keys.  the [←]  [→]  keys are used to
select the desired value from the available options.  after each item is set the [↵]
must be pressed to confirm the setting prior to going to another item.  (Refer to
Section 7.9.2.3 screen explanation for details of available settings.)  

5-3. the configuration of the header and line format areas of System Configuration
screens (1), (2), and (3) is covered in Section 7.9.7. 

                  
5-4. After completing all desired changes, depress the [SEL] key and the question "DATA

CHANGE OK?" will appear.  Select YES or NO and depress the [↵]  key. 

FIG. 7-9-5 screen operation [SYSTEM CONFIGURATION (3)]
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7.9.6 SCREEN OPERATION  [SYSTEM CONFIGURATION (4)]       

6-1. After selecting [SYSTEM CONFIGURATION] from the menu bar, move the cursor on
the menu bar to [PAGE UP] or [PAGE DOWN] and depress the [↵]  key until the
screen displays [SYSTEM CONFIGURATION (4)].  DEpress the [SEL] key.  THe
screen will change to the set mode with the first item (BAUD RATE:)  highlighted. 

6-2. To change any of the four (4) preset values for [SYSTEM CONFIGURATION (4)], the
item must first be selected using the [↑]  [↓] keys.  the [←]  [→]  keys are used to
select the desired value from the available options.  after each item is set the [↵]
must be pressed to confirm the setting prior to going to another item.  (Refer to
Section 7.9.2.4 screen explanation for details of available settings.)  

FIG. 7-9-6a screen operation [SYSTEM CONFIGURATION (4)]

6-3. To configure the INPUT DATA FORMAT for [SYSTEM CONFIGURATION (4)], the
position in the 128 character block must first be selected using the [↑]  [↓] and [←]
[→]  keys.  depress the  [↵]  key and the HEX DATA INPUT WINDOW will appear.
select the appropriate character and depress the [↵]  key.    

6-4 After completing all desired changes, depress the [SEL] key and the question "DATA
CHANGE OK?" will appear.  Select YES or NO and depress the [↵]  key.     
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NOTE:  The input data stream must be a formatted input that will always be received in the 
same configuration. 

Example:  the first five characters in the input data stream are part number.  the next
character is a space (20 hex).  the next six characters represent the part serial number.
(Refer to the first row (00) of the chart in Figure 7-9-6b, and to the related description below.)

1.  The first five positions would be configured with "FB".  "FB" is the identifying value used in
the header and line format configuration for SYSTEM CONFIGURATION screens (1), (2)
and (3).   It identifies the first block of data received via the RS232C input port. 

RS232C #1 DATA  = FB RS232C #2 DATA  = FC
RS232C #3 DATA  = FD RS232C #4 DATA  = FE

2.  The next character would be configured as a space (20 hex). 

3.  The next six positions would be configured with "FC".  "FC" is the identifying value used in
the header and line format configuration for SYSTEM CONFIGURATION screens (1), (2),
and (3).  It identifies the second block of data received via the RS232C input port. 

4.  if additional data is input via the input data stream, and it will not be used in the header and
line format configuration for SYSTEM CONFIGURATION screens (1), (2) and (3),  it
should be configured as an unused RS232 data number.  in this example "FD".

5.  If the input data stream is less than 128 characters, the unused positions should be
configured with a null character (00 hex).
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7.9.7 header and line format - System Configuration Screens (1), (2), and (3) 
7-1. After selecting [SYSTEM CONFIGURATION] from the menu bar, move the cursor on

the menu bar to [PAGE UP] or [PAGE DOWN] and depress the [↵]  key until the
screen displays [SYSTEM CONFIGURATION (1), (2) or (3)] as desired.  DEpress the
[SEL] key.  THe screen will change to the set mode with the first item (FASTENING
DATA PRINT OUT : YES/NO) highlighted. 

7-2. after configuring the basic preset values for [SYSTEM CONFIGURATION (1), (2) or 
(3)], move the cursor down into the header format block using the [↑]  [↓] keys.  the
[←][→]  keys are used to select the desired location within the header to be
configured.  after the location has been selected, depressing the [↵]  will cause the
[PRINT CHARACTER (DATA) INPUT] screen to appear.

7-3. The [PRINT CHARACTER (DATA) INPUT] screen allows control characters,
alphanumeric and/or resultant data to be selected for use in the header setup.  If
FREE FORMAT is chosen as the File Format in the Data File Utility screen (Section
7.13.0), then the data fields chosen on [SYSTEM CONFIGURATION (1)] screen will
be used in data collection and reporting.

The character selection is as follows:

00 → 1F = CONTROL CHARACTERS 
Standard control characters used in format are:  0A=LINE FEED, OC=FORM FEED,
OD=CARRIAGE RETURN.   Other items are printer-dependent.
20 → DD = ALPHANUMERIC CHARACTERS
DE → FA = FASTENING RESULT DATA
FB → FE = RS232C CHANNEL 2 INPUT DATA
FF = END OF PRINT (MUST BE USED AT END OF EACH LINE)

FIG. 7-9-7 header and line format for  SYSTEM CONFIGURATION (1), (2) & (3)
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7-4. SElect the desired character/data from the displayed table by using the  [↑]  [↓] and
[←]  [→]  keys.  depress the [↵]  key to paste the selected item into the selected
position on the HEADER FORMAT.  Repeat this operation until the header is
formatted as desired.  the last item to appear on each line must be the "END OF
PRINT" character, represented on the format line as a ";" bordered in red. 

7-5. After configuring the header perform the same operations for the line format portion
of the screen.  Ensure that any columns configured in the header correspond to the
configuration of the line format.

7-6. After configuring the header and line format, depress the [SEL] key and the question
"DATA CHANGE OK?" will appear.  Select YES or NO and depress the [↵]  key.          
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7.10 MACHINE CONFIGURATION                          
The function of this screen is to preset basic identification data related to each machine.       

7.10.1 TABLE OF CONTENTS                                                                              
7.10.1. TABLe of Contents for MACHINE CONFIGuration screens           
7.10.2. SCREen Explanation                                                 
7.10.3. SCreen OPERATION/PRINT FUNCTION                                    

7.10.2 SCREEN EXPLANATION                   
2-1. The MACHINE CONFIGURation screen is used to set basic identification information

about the machine, fastening dimensions, cycle counting method, screen saver
enable, start input type and identification information.

2-2. THE screen uses the normal [↑]  [↓]  and [←]  [→]  keys and an alphanumeric
pulldown menu to input the identification data. 

2-3. THe AFC1200 System is capable of running up to 24 spindles at once with the
flexibility of dividing the 24 into four (4) separate heads.  THe heads are designated
(A), (B), (C), and (D).  EACh machine, and each head in the machine, may have its
own particular address which is composed of any combination of letters, numbers
and symbols from the alphanumeric  pulldown menu (max. 20 characters). 

                               

FIG. 7-10-2 machine configuration screen
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7.10.3 SCREEN OPERATION                    
3-1. AFTer selecting the [MACHINE CONFIGURATION] screen from the menu bar,  

depress the [SEL] key and the first field will appear with a highlighted background. 

3-2. USe the [↑]  [↓]  keys to move the highlighted cursor to the desired position. 

3-3. TO input an address in the machine address field or the head address fields, move
the highlighted cursor to the desired position and depress the [↵]  key.  THe
alphanumeric pulldown menu will appear with a small field and a black flashing
cursor.  THE alphanumeric menu will show a red highlighted character.

FIG. 7-10-3-3 machine configuration alphanumeric pulldown menu

3-4. TO input a character into the field, use the [←]  [→]  key to move to the desired
character.  The character to be selected will appear red highlighted.  DEpress the
enter key and the red highlighted character will appear in the small field at the top of
the menu.

                                         
3-5. UPOn completion of entering the desired address, move the red cursor to [INPUT

END] and depress the [↵]  key.  THe pulldown menu will disappear and the selected
address field will appear.  

3-6. TO change the TORQUE DIMENSION, LENGTH DIMENSION, CYCLE COUNT UP
SCREEN SAVER or START FUNCTION fields, move the cursor to the desired
position indicated by a highlighted background, and use the [←]  [→]  keys to change
to the desired item.  DEPRESs the [↵]  key and the screen will change to display the
selected item.

3-7. TO set the spindle number(s) to a designated head (A,B,C, or D) move the high-
lighted cursor to the position below the spindle uSing the [↑]  [↓]  keys.   Use the [←]
[→]  keys to change to head A, B, C, or D.  DEpress the [↵]  key and the spindle
head designation will be set.    

3-8. WHEn all desired changes are complete, depress the [SEL] key and the question
"DATA CHANGE OK?" will appear.  SELect YES or NO.  The screen will change to
display new data or revert back to the previously entered information as selected. 

3-9. TO print the machine configuration screen, move the cursor on the menu bar to
[PRINT] and depress the [↵]  key.             
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7.11 PREAMP EEPROM DATA                             
The function of this screen is to view the information programmed on the tool preamp
EEPROM.                                               

7.11.1 TABLE OF CONTENTS       
7.11.1. Table of COntents for PReamp EEPROM Data screens              
7.11.2. Screen Explanation                                                 
7.11.3. SCreen OPERATION/PRINT FUNction                                    

7.11.2 SCREEN EXPLANATION                  
2-1. THe PREamp EEPROM DATa screen displays the information written to the

EEPROM mounted in the tool preamp connector housing.  THIs data is written to the
EEPROM during manufacturing and includes all pertinent information regarding
the tool. 

2-2. Eight columns of data are displayed as follows:

SPD NO.         Spindle number assigned in the Axis module    
TOOL TYPE   TOol model number                             
CAL [KGM]       Calibration value in Kilogram Meters          
CAL [V]         Calibration difference voltage (difference between Zero voltage and 

Calibration voltage)
ZERO [V]        Zero level voltage                            
GEAR RATIO   TRansmission gear ratio                       
MOTOR TYPE   TYpe 1,3 = Axis 203, Type 5 = Axis 205        

                       TYPe 7,8 = Axis 210                           
SERIAL NO.    Actual tool serial number         

            

FIG. 7-11-2 preamp EEPROM data screen

7.11.3 sCREEN OPERATIOn             
3-1. SCrolling the screen is required if more than 16 spindles are in the machine

configuration.  TO scroll, move the cursor on the menu bar to the [UP] [DOWN]
position and depress the [↵]  key.

     
3-2. TO print out the preamp EEPROM data, move the cursor on the menu bar to [PRINT]

and depress the [↵]  key.                 
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7.12 tORQUE CALIBRATion                           
The function of this screen is to adjust the calibration (Cal) value of the FEC INC. torque
transducer with a master torque sensor.                

7.12.1 TABLE OF CONTENTS 
7.12.1. TAble of Contents for TORQUE Calibration screens              
7.12.2. SCreen Explanation                                                 
7.12.3. SCReen OPERATION/PRINT FUNCTION                                    

7.12.2 SCREEN EXPLANATION           
2-1. The TORQUE CALIbration screen is made up of two columns capable of listing 12

tools in each column.  THe list automatically displays the tools that are connected to
the Axis Controller Units. 

                       
2-2. EACh list contains the following:
        
    SPD NO.     TOOl spindle number setup by the AXIS Unit dip switch setting           
                                                                                  
      TOOL            TOol full scale torque calibration value from the EEPROM located in 

FULL SCALE the preamp connector housing                                       
                                                                      
        RATIO [%]       THe preset ratio percentage between the FEC torque transducer and

 the master torque transducer used to verify the calibration
     

FIG. 7-12-2 torque calibration screen
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7.12.3 SCREEN OPERATION                    
3-1. TO adjust the calibration, a simple calculation must be performed.  With the master

torque transducer in-line with the FEC torque transducer, perform 10 fastenings and
collect the fastening torque data from the FEC and the master transducer. 

3-2. DETErmine the average reading from both transducers and insert them into the
following formula:                                

                                                                   
       (AVG. OF MASTER)  -  (AVG. OF FEC)
       ----------------------------------------------------     X  100  =  RATIO [%]  preset          
                 AVERAGE OF MASTER                                           

                                                                      
EXAMPLE:

 FEC AVERAGE = 10.0 KGM    MASTER AVERAGE = 9.8 KGM           
        
                   9.8 KGM - 10.0 KGM                                            
                  ------------------------------     X  100   =   -2.0408  (RATIO [%])                 
                             9.8 KGM                                                  

3-3. The calibration adjustment range is +/- 9.9%.  The normal value to set the calibration
percentage is 0%.  THIS value should change only if transducer matching is not
possible.  The calibration percentage should be as close as possible to 0%.

3-4. TO change the calibration ratio %, set the RUN/PROGRAM key switch to PROGRAM
and depress the [SEL] key.  THE screen will highlight the first spindle RATIO [%]

3-5. USINg the [↑]  [↓]  keys, move the highlighted cursor to the desired spindle. 

3-6. USING the numerical,  [±]  and [.] keys, enter the RATIO [%] value and depress the
[↵]  key.  THe screen will change to display the new data.

3-7. AFTer all data has been entered, depress the [SEL] key and the question "DATA 
CHANGE OK?" will appear.  SELect YES if the data is to change or NO if the old 
data should remain. 

                          
3-8. TO print out the torque calibration data, use the [←]  [→]  keys to move the cursor on

the menu bar to [PRINT] and depress the [↵]  key.                                                     
                                                                      

NOTE:  After adjusting the Calibration Value, the machine configuration should be saved to disk.         
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7.13 DATA FILE UTILIty                             
THe function of this screen is to setup the System to collect and save data to a specified disk
drive. 

7.13.1 TABLE OF CONTENTs                    
7.13.1 Table of Contents for Data File Utility screens
7.13.2. Screen Explanation                                                 
7.13.3. SCreen OPERATION/PRINT OUT FUNCTIon 

7.13.2 SCREEN EXPLANATION               
2-1. The DATA FILE Utility screen is used to collect and save data to either a floppy (FDD)

disk drive or a hard (HDD) disk drive.  THE screen is used to set-up the file and to
start the data collection. 

2-2. The screen has 11 selectable and two (2) display-only items, as listed below:

DRIVE: B (FDD)     SELECt drive using [←]  [→]  keys
                          C (HDD)                          
                                                                      
PATH: [ABCDEFGH] name of directory set by alphanumeric pulldown 

menu.  (8 characters max)            
                                                                      
FILE NAME: [ABCD]      Name of file set by alphanumeric pulldown menu.    

(4 characters max)            
                                                                      
SPINDLE NUMBER:                                                      
     01 02 03......24                   ACtivate a spindle to collect data by setting [*] using 
     [*] [*] [ ].......[ ]                    the [±] key followed by the [↵]  key

                                                                      
SPINDLE DATA: ALL           Type of data to be collected (ACCEPT, REJECT,

ACCEPT AND REJECT, or ALL)     
                                                                      
SUB GROUP 
SIZE: [ 01 ]        SET size of subgroup to be collected (01~99)          
                                                                      
NUMBER OF 
GROUPS: [ 01 ]        SET number of subgroups to be collected (01~99)
                                                                      
TYPE OF SEt type of separation method between data
SEPARATION: TAB      characters (NONE, SEMICOLON, SPACE, COMMA

CUSTOM, or TAB)

CUSTOM DATA: [     ]          Selected from pulldown menu that is activated when
CUSTOM is chosen as TYPE OF SEPARATION.

FILE FORMAT:     FREE FORMAT Data is collected in accordance with the System
Configuration (1) screen Header and Line Format
setup.  Saves data from all fastenings, regardless of
fastening results.  Data fields selected for Header
and Line Format will be used as data save items.

                     STATISTICS FORMAT Data is collected in accordance with the setup in this
screen.
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FILE START MANUAL Data save will initiate after START is chosen from 
FUNCTION: the menu bar

AUTOMATIC Data save will initiate with the first fastening cycle. 
FILE START will revert to MANUAL mode if STOP
is input during a run

CYCLE NUMBER: 000000        Cycle Number automatic count-up  (Display only)

SAMPLING
STATUS:        [DATA COMPLETE]   (DATA COLLECTING) (Display only - data save status)

FIG. 7-13-2 DATA file utility screen

7.13.3 sCREEN OPERATION     
There are two (2) methods of setup and data collection in this Section.  The method used is
dependent upon the FILE FORMAT setup, as shown in Figure 7-13-2.  Perform the following
Screen Operation procedure applicable to the chosen setup (Statistics or Free Format).

NOTES (applicable to both Statistics Format and free format methods):

1.  If the Floppy Disk Drive (FDD) will be used to compile data, a formatted diskette must be
inserted into the FDD prior to entering the DRIVE selection on the Data File screen.  FEC
INC. recommends using the Hard Disk Drive (HDD) option due to its greater capacity.

2.  Machine cYCle time should be considered as a factor when deciding how much and what
type of data to collect.  If more than 1.44 MB of data will be collected, or if a faster drive
speed is required to save many data items in a short cycle time run, then the hard disk
option should be used.  
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3.  IF a (save) FILE Name is entered that already exists on the (save) disk, then a "FILE
EXISTS" message will appear at the bottom of the screen.  If [START] is input, the data
will be added to the existing file.  If the System has been powered down since the last data
save, and the (new) file number/ cycle number combinations are the same as those on the
disk, then the disk will be overwritten with the new information.

FIG. 7-13-3 DATA file utility (DATA Select) screen operation

A.   FILE FORMAT :  STATISTICS FORMAT (Data collection is based on this screen setup):

3-1a. Move the cursor on the menu bar to [DATA SELECT] using the [←]  [→]  keys and
depress the [↵]  key.  The Data Select window will appear.  (Refer to Fig. 7-13-3)

3-2a. Using the [↑]  [↓]  keys, move the cursor to the desired display item.  As each item is
accessed, it will become highlighted.  To select the item, use the  [±]  key to add or
remove the [*] symbol from the column to the left of the item list.  If the [*] symbol
appears next to an item, the item will be displayed.

3-3.a After completing selection, depress the [↵]  key and "DATA CHANGE OK Y/N?"  will
appear.  Select Yes or No using the [←]  [→]  keys, and depress the  [↵]  key to
finalize selection and exit from the Data Select window.

3-4a. If information is being compiled on a diskette, then first insert a formatted diskette into
the Floppy Disk Drive (FDD).  Depress the [SEL] key, and the cursor will highlight the
[DRIVE] field.  USE the [←]  [→]  keys to select the desired drive.
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3-5a. AFTEr selecting the desired drive, use the alphanumeric pulldown menu to enter the
[PATH] and [FILE NAME] information.  [PATH] must be either left blank, or set to an
existing directory name.   When performing data file operations, the System will
always reference the root directory first, and then the specified path.  After entering
the information, select "INPUT END" from the menu and depress the [↵]  key.  The
entered information will appear in the applicable field(s), and the alphanumeric
window will close.

              

3-6a. TO activate a spindle to collect data, move the highlighted cursor to the desired
spindle window using the [↑]  [↓]  keys.  Depress the  [±]  key to mark [*] in the
window indicating spindle selection, and depress the [↵]  key to "set" the change.  

3-7a. TO set the type of data to be collected, move the cursor to the Spindle DATa position
using the [↑]  [↓]  keys.  Use the  [←] [→]  keys to select ALL, ACCEPT, REJECT,
or ACCEPT AND REJECT.  DEPress the [↵]  key to set the data type. 

                                                 

3-8a. TO set SUB GROUP size and NUMBER OF GROups, move the cursor to the desired
position using the [↑]  [↓]  keys and enter the size (01-99) using the numeric

keys.  DEPREss the [↵]  key to set.                                                             
                                                 

3-9a. To set the type of separation, move the cursor to the desired position using the [↑]
[↓]  keys and set the separation using the [←]  [→]  keys.  (TAB, COMMA, SPACE,
SEMICOLON, NONE, or CUSTOM may be selected.)  DEPress the [↵]  key to set.

3-10a. IF CUSTOM separation is selected, a Custom pulldown menu will appear and a
custom character may be selected from the menu by moving the highlighted cursor to
the desired character.  Depress the [↵]  key and the character will appear in the
CUSTOM DATA field.

3-11a. [FILE FORMAT] must be set to "Statistics Format".  The Data File Utility screen setup
for "Free Format" selection is detailed under heading "B" following this procedure.

3-12a. Enter one of the FILE START FUNCTION options.  When the Data File is generated
in Statistics Format, these two (2) functions operate as described below:

3-12a1.   "Manual" File Start operation requires activation of data save through the
Start option on the Data File Utility screen menu bar.  Data will save to the file until:  
the data collection is complete in accordance with the presets on the screen, "Stop" is
entered from the menu bar, the disk/diskette fills to capacity, or the equipment is
powered down.

3-12a2.   "Automatic" File Start operation activates data save with the first fastening
when the cycle counter is at zero.  If the equipment operates in Manual File Start for
several cycles and is then switched to Automatic File Start, data save will not
continue.  After Automatic File Start is initiated, data will save to the file until: the data
collection is complete in accordance with the presets on the screen, "Stop" is entered
from the menu bar, the disk/diskette fills to capacity, or the cycle count is set back to
zero (as in a power down situation).  If Stop is input from the menu bar while
Automatic is chosen, the FILE START FUNCTION will default to Manual operation.

                                          

3-13a. After all items have been set, depress the [SEL] key and the question "DATA
CHANGE OK?" will appear.  SELect YES to change data or NO to revert to previous
data, and depress the [↵]  key.

                   

3-14a. To start data collection, move the cursor on the menu bar to [START] and depress
the [↵]  key.  DATA will be collected according to the presets on the screen.  After
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data is collected the [DATA COMPLETE] message will appear in the sampling status
window.  

3-15a. Data files will be created based upon the following format:   "NNNNDD##.PRN"  

NNNN = THE 4-cHARACTER [FILE NAME]
DD     = The data type chosen through [DATA SELECT] menu (See chart below)
##      = The spindle number selected              
PRN   = The file type extension     

2nd Rate LowSL
RS232 Input # 4RS042nd Rate HighSH
RS232 Input # 3RS031st Rate LowFL
RS232 Input # 2RS021st Rate HighFH
RS232 Input # 1RS01Elongation LengthEL
Final TimeTFElongation AngleEA
1st TimeT1Final AngleFA
3rd Rate LowTLFinal TorqueFT
3rd Rate HighTHPeak TorquePT
Data TypeCodeData TypeCode

Data Type (DD) Identification codes

3-16a. To manually stop data collection, move the cursor on the menu bar to [STOP] and
depress the [↵ ] key.  The [DATA COMPLETE] message will appear in the sampling
status window.              

                                                                      

3-17a. The data will be collected in *.prn files in the following type of format:
                          

                                      SUBGROUP SIZE = 3                  
                                                                      

      "02/08/95" "14:23:14" "0000001" 37.5 37.6 37.5                  
      "02/08/95" "14:24:32" "0000004" 37.6 37.6 37.5   NUMBER OF      
      "02/08/95" "14:25:16" "0000007" 37.6 37.5 37.5   GROUPS = 5     
      "02/08/95" "14:26:40" "0000010" 37.5 37.5 37.5                  
      "02/08/95" "14:23:20" "0000013" 37.6 37.6 37.6                  
                                      
3-18a. TO print out the DATA FILE UTility screen, move the cursor on the menu bar to

[PRINT] and depress the [↵]  key.

B.  FILE FORMAT : FREE FORMAT (Data collection is based on System Configuration (1)
        screen setup, Header and Line Format area data items)

3-1b. Refer to the NOTES at the beginning of this Section for information common to both
data file formats.  Verify that the System Configuration (1) screen Header Format and
Line Format areas are set-up.  Ensure that the data items chosen are the same items
required for the data file.  Refer to Section 7.9.7 for information on this setup.

3-2b. When data item setup is complete, go to the Data File Utility screen.  If the data is
being compiled on a diskette, then first insert a formatted diskette into the Floppy Disk
Drive (FDD).  Depress the [SEL] key, and the cursor will highlight the [DRIVE] field.
USE the [←]  [→]  keys to select the desired drive.

3-3b. AFTEr selecting the desired drive, use the alphanumeric pulldown menu to enter the
[PATH] and [FILE NAME] information.  [PATH] must be either left blank, or set to an
existing directory name.   When performing data file operations, the System will
always reference the root directory first, and then the specified path.  After entering
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the information, select "INPUT END" from the menu and depress the [↵]  key.  The
entered information will appear in the applicable field(s), and the alphanumeric
window will close.

3-4b. The following Data file utility screen fields have no affect on the data file contents or
format when saving data in Free Format mode:

Spindle NumberData will be saved for all spindles, regardless of this setup.
Spindle Data Will save in accordance with ALL, regardless of this setup.
Sub Group Size Data is saved continuously with no grouping.
Number of Groups Data is saved continuously with no grouping.
Type of Separation Data separation must be configured in System

Configuration (1) Header and Line Format.
Custom Data Does not apply to Free Format mode.
Data Select Items chosen through this menu bar option are disregarded.

Data items are chosen through System Configuration (1)
Header and Line Format.

3-5b. [FILE FORMAT] must be set to "Free Format".  If "Statistics Format" is chosen, then
perform set-up procedure "A" earlier in this Section.

3-6b. Enter one of the FILE START FUNCTION options.  When the Data File is generated
in Free Format, these two (2) functions operate as described below:

3-6b1.  "Manual" File Start operation requires activation of data save through the Start
option on the Data File Utility screen menu bar.  Data will save to the file continuously
until:  "Stop" is entered from the menu bar, the disk/diskette fills to capacity, or the
equipment is powered down.

3-6b2.   "Automatic" File Start operation activates data save with the first fastening
when the cycle counter is at zero.  If the equipment operates in Manual File Start for
several cycles and is then switched to Automatic File Start, data save will not
continue.  After Automatic File Start is initiated, data will save to the file until:  "Stop" is
entered from the menu bar, the disk/diskette fills to capacity, or the cycle count is set
back to zero (as in a power down situation).  If Stop is input from the menu bar while
Automatic is chosen, the FILE START FUNCTION will default to Manual operation.

3-7b. After all applicable items have been set, depress the [SEL] key on the keypad to
activate the data change authorization window.

3-8b. To activate data collection in Manual File Start, select the Start option on the menu
bar of the Data File Utility screen.  The Sampling Status display will flash the [DATA
SAMPLING] message in the upper right corner of the screen.

To activate data collection in Automatic File Start, view the Data File Utility screen to
verify that "Automatic" has been selected as the File Start Function, and that the
Cycle Number display is showing "000000" in the upper right corner of the screen.
When the machine begins the first fastening cycle, the Sampling Status display will
flash the [DATA SAMPLING] message in the upper right corner of the screen.

3-9b. Data files will be created based upon the following format:  "NNNNCCCC.PRN"

NNNN =  The 4-character [FILE NAME] set-up on the Data File Utility screen.
CCCC =  A computer-assigned file number from "0001" - "9999".  When the file

    size reaches 999,999 bytes, the System will finish saving the current cycle
    to the file, then it will increment the file number.

PRN =  The file type extension

3-10b. To stop data collection, move the cursor on the menu bar to STOP and depress the
[↵ ] key.  The [DATA COMPLETE] message will appear in the SAMPLING STATUS
display.              
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3-11b. To print out the Data File Utility screen, move the cursor on the menu bar to [PRINT]
and depress the [↵ ] key.
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7.14 PRESET FILE Utility                           
The function of this screen is to perform file maintenance on the preset data configuration for
the System.                                                    

7.14.1 TABLE OF CONTEnts                       
7.14.1. TABle of Contents for PRESET FILE Utility screens             
7.14.2. SCreen Explanation                                                 
7.14.3. SCReen OPERATION/PRINT OUT FUNCTIon                                

7.14.2 SCREEN EXPLANATION                   
2-1. THE preset file utility screen is used to save, compare, load, and delete preset data in

conjunction with either a floppy disk drive (FDD) or hard disk drive (HDD). 

2-2. THe screen has three (3) different files types that may be manipulated.  Each file type
is enabled using the [±] keys to set an [*] in the left hand column.  The [FILE NAME]   
(8 characters max) may be entered using the alphanumeric pulldown window.  The
file extension will be set automatically based upon file type.

  [*] FASTENING PARAMETER               FILE NAME:(????????).PAR       
[*] SEQUENCE                         FILE NAME:(????????).SEQ       

     [*] SYSTEM / MACHINE CONFIGURATION    FILE NAME:(????????).CFG       
                                                                      
2-3. THe drive information may be specified as follows:               
                                                                      
  DRIVE: B (FDD)     SELected drive unit using [←]  [→]  keys
                          C (HDD)                          
                                                                      
  PATH: [ABCDEFGH]   NAme of directory set by alphanumeric pulldown 

menu.  (8 characters max)          

FIG. 7-14-2 preset file utility screen
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7.14.3 sCREEN OPERation                       
3-1. To begin presetting for file utilities, insert a formatted disk in the floppy drive as

required and depress the [SEL] key.  THe cursor will highlight the [ ] FASTENING
PARAMETER field.  TO activate a file type for a utility function, move the highlighted
cursor to the desired item using the [↑]  [↓]  key and depress the [±]  key.  AN [*] in
the window indicates selection.

3-2. AFTer selecting the desired file types, enter the [FILE NAME] information using the
alphanumeric pulldown menu.  SElect "INPUT END" from the menu and depress  [↵]
upon completion of data entry.  THe entered name will appear in the field and the
pulldown alphanumeric window will close. 

3-3. MOVe the cursor to the [DRIVE] position.  USe the [←]  [→]  keys to select the
desired drive.

                                   
3-4. AFTer selecting desired drive, enter the [PATH] information using the alphanumeric

pulldown menu.  Select "INPUT END" from the menu and depress [↵]  upon
completion of data entry.  THE entered name will appear in the field and the pulldown
alphanumeric window will close.  [PATH] must be set to an existing directory name or
left blank.   The System will always reference the directory currently active on the File
Utility screen and then the specified path when performing Preset File operations.

                                      
3-5. ONCE all screen information has been entered as required, the menu bar function

may be utilized as follows:
                
        [SAVE]: SELEcting [SAVE] will save the specified file types to the specified 

[DRIVE] / [PATH].         
                                                                      
        [COMPARE]: SELECTIng [COMPARE] will compare the specified file types from
the 

System memory to the specified [DRIVE]/[PATH]/[FILE NAME].          
                                                                      
        [LOAD]: SELECTIng [LOAD] will load the specified file types into the System 

memory from the specified [DRIVE] / [PATH] / [FILE NAME].          
                                                                      

NOTE: THe files must be loaded in the following order: 
????.CFG, ????.SEQ, then ????.PAR                                         
                                                                      
        [DELETE ]:SELEcting [DELETE] will delete the specified file types from the 

specified [DRIVE] / [PATH].  
                                                                      
        [DIR]: SELECting [DIR] will display the file/directory listing specified 

[DRIVE] / [PATH].                                                                                   
        
                                                                      
3-6.  TO print out the data file utility screen, move the cursor on the menu bar to [PRINT]

and depress the [↵]  key.            
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7.15 FILE UTILITY                           
THE function of this screen is to perform file maintenance on the System's hard disk drive C:
(HDD) and floppy disk drive B: (FDD).                

7.15.1 TABLE of CONTENTS              
7.15.1. TABLe for Contents for FILE UTILITY screens                   
7.15.2. SCREEN EXPLANATION                                                 
7.15.3. SCREEN OPERATION/PRINT FUNCTIOn                                    

7.15.2 SCREEN EXPLANATION                  
2-1. THE file utility screen displays file information for the hard disk drive C: (HDD) or the

floppy disk drive B: (FDD) in the upper window of the display screen. THE bottom
window of the screen displays the files which reside in the directory specified by the
combination of "LOG", "FILESPEC" and "PATH". 

2-2. THis screen can be used to perform file maintenance on any drive installed in the
System, primarily for copying files from one drive to another and deleting nonessential
files.

                                                               
2-3. THe upper window of the display screen displays current drive and file information for

the file path displayed. The information is displayed as follows; 

      [PATH]:      THe files shown in the lower window of the display screen 
have been selected from this drive and directory.         

                                                                      
      [PAGE]:          dIsplays the number of screen pages of files available for 

display.                                                                                      
        
      [TAGGED FILE]:    DISPLAys number of files which have been tagged.  FILEs 

must be tagged for an operation to be performed on them.     
                                                                             
      [FILE NAME]:      DISplays file name of cursor selected file.   
                                                                      
      [TOTAL FILES]:    DISPLAys size of total disk memory used.      
                                                                      
      [AVAILABLE SIZE]:  DISPlays total disk size remaining.                     
                                                                      
      [TAGGED FILE(S)]: DISPLAYs size of all tagged files.            
                                                                      
      [CURRENT FILE]:   DISPLAys size of cursor selected file.        

7.15.3 scREEN OPERATION                        
3-1. disk drive selection 

3-1a UPon entering the file utility screen for the first time after System power-up,
the hard disk is logged automatically (if equipped).  THe disk information will be
displayed when the log is complete.                                                        
         
3-1b MOVE the cursor on the menu bar to [LOG] using the [←]  [→]  keys and
press the  [↵]  key.  The "LOG" pulldown menu will appear.  SELect the desired drive
using the  [←]  [→]  keys and the press the  [↵]  key. THE selected disk drive
directory log will be displayed in the lower window of the screen after it is read from
the disk.
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FIG. 7-15-3-1 FILE UTILITY disk drive selection 
     
3-2. path (directory) and FIle (Tag) Selection 

3-2a Select the appropriate disk drive from the available log options.  the  lower
window of the screen will display the file and directory information for that drive.
DIrectories are displayed on the screen light blue in color, enclosed in brackets
(<DIRECTORY>). 

3-2b DEpress the [SEL] key to move the cursor into the lower window of the
display screen.  THE first item of the screen will be highlighted.  DEpressing the [±]
key while the cursor is highlighting a directory(<DIRECTORY>)  will cause that
directory to be set as the [PATH].  ALL files in that directory will now be displayed in
the lower window of the screen.  THE [PATH] name will change to reflect the new
directory .  

3-2c Depress the [SEL] key to move the cursor into the lower window of the
display screen.  THE first item of the screen will be highlighted.  Depressing the [±]
key while the cursor is highlighting a file will cause that file to become tagged
(selected) for further operations.  The [TAGGED FILE: 0 FILE(S)] amount and
[TAGGED FILE(S): 0 BYTE] volume will be updated for each file tagged (selected).

FIG. 7-15-3-2 FILE UTILITY Tagged file Selection 
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3-3. FILE SPECIFICATION SELEction [FILESPEC]   

3-3a [FILESPEC] is used to select the file specification (file extension type) for the
selected DRIVE \ PATH. 

3-3b MOVE the cursor on the menu bar to [FILESPEC] using the [←]  [→]  keys
and press the  [↵]  key.  the "FILESPEC" pulldown menu will appear.  SELect the
desired option using the [↑]  [↓]   keys and the press the  [↵]  key. THE selected files
with the matching file extension will be displayed in the lower window of the screen
after they are read from the disk

FIG. 7-15-3-3 FILE UTILITY file specification selection [FILESPEC]

3-4 FILE DUPLICATIon [COPY]   

3-4a [COPY] is used to take existing file(s) (individual or tagged) from the selected
DRIVE / PATH / FILESPEC and duplicate them to the selected [DESTINATION
DRIVE] and [DESTINATION DIRECTORY] (path).  The destination directory will be
created as a result of performing the copy function to a non-existent 
[DESTINATION DIRECTORY]. 

3-4b MOVE the cursor on the menu bar to [COPY] using the [←]  [→]  keys and
press the  [↵]  key.  the "COPY" pulldown menu will appear.  SELect the desired
[DESTINATION DRIVE] using the [←]  [→]  keys and the press the  [↵]  key. 
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FIG. 7-15-3-4b  FILE UTILITY FILE DUPLICATIon [COPY]
3-4c. TO input the "DESTINATION DIRECTORY" move the highlighted cursor to
the [DESTINATION DIRECTORY] position and depress the [↵]  key.  THe
alphanumeric pulldown menu will appear with a small field and a black flashing
cursor.  THE alphanumeric menu will show a blue highlighted character.  TO input a
character into the field, use the [←]  [→]  key to move to the desired character.   The
character to be selected will appear blue highlighted.  DEpress the [↵]  key and the
blue highlighted character will appear in the small field at the top of the menu.   UPOn
completion of entering the desired destination directory, move the blue cursor to
[INPUT END] and depress the [↵]  key.  THe pulldown menu will disappear and the
selected DESTINATION DIRECTORY will appear.  

FIG. 7-15-3-4c FILE UTILITY FILE DUPLICATIon [DESTINATION DIRECTORY]

3-4d move the cursor in the copy pulldown window to either [COPY] or [CANCEL]
as desired and depress the  [↵]  key.
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3-5 Directory creation [COPY]   

3-5a A destination directory will be created as a result of performing the copy
function to a non existent [DESTINATION DIRECTORY].  No file need be specified
when the copy function is performed. 

3-5b MOVE the cursor on the menu bar to [COPY] using the [←]  [→]  keys and
press the  [↵]  key.  the "COPY" pulldown menu will appear.  SELect the desired
[DESTINATION DRIVE] using the [←]  [→]  keys and the press the  [↵]  key. 

3-5c. TO input the DESTINATION DIRECTORY, move the highlighted cursor to the
[DESTINATION DIRECTORY] position and depress the [↵]  key.  THe alphanumeric
pulldown menu will appear with a small field and a black flashing cursor.  THE alpha-
numeric menu will show a blue highlighted character.  TO input a character into the
field, use the [←]  [→]  key to move to the desired character.  The character to be
selected will appear blue highlighted.  DEpress the [↵]  key and the blue highlighted
character will appear in the small field at the top of the menu.  UPOn completion of
entering the desired destination directory, move the blue cursor to [INPUT END] and
depress the [↵]  key.  THe pulldown menu will disappear and the selected destination
directory will appear.  

3-5d move the cursor in the copy pulldown window to either [COPY] or [CANCEL]
as desired and depress the  [↵]  key.

FIG. 7-15-3-5 FILE UTILITY directory creation [DESTINATION DIRECTORY]
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3-6 FILE Deletion [DELETE]   

3-6a [DELETE] is used to take existing file(s) (individual or tagged) from the 
selected DRIVE \ PATH \ FILESPEC and delete them.  

3-6b MOVE the cursor on the menu bar to [DELETE] using the [←]  [→]  keys and
press the  [↵]  key.  the "DELETE" pulldown menu will appear.  SELect either
[DELETE] or [CANCEL] as desired and depress the  [↵]  key.

FIG. 7-15-3-6 FILE UTILITY file deletion [delete]

3-6c.  TO print out the FILE UTILITY SCReen, move the cursor on the menu bar to
[PRINT] and depress the [↵]  key.            
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8.1 Inspection Items
A scheduled inspection is recommended to keep the AFC1200 System in the best condition.
A preventive maintenance routine should be practiced monthly. 

WARNING: Follow Lockout/Tagout and other safety precautions when
connecting or disconnecting cabling, wiring, and equipment.  
Always verify the System is disabled prior to touching any
moveable components.

8.1.1 Nutrunner (Tool)
It is important to keep the nutrunners clean and properly adjusted to ensure correct fastening
and accurate System outputs.  Inspect each tool, and ensure the following conditions exist:
{ All environmental conditions are within the specified ranges.

{ The duty cycle is within specifications, and the motor is producing normal heat levels.

{ The tool is producing normal levels of noise and vibration.

{ The tool is free from excessive contamination and foreign matter.

{ The tool is securely mounted, with mounting bolts properly tightened.

{ The preamplifier, mounting clips, and cable ties are correctly and securely fastened.

{ The homerun cables are securely connected to the tool.

8.1.2 Spindle Assembly
The torque and stress generated during each fastening is applied directly to the spindle
assembly.  Inspect each assembly, and ensure the following specifications are met:  
{ The spindle assembly is producing normal levels of noise and vibration.

{ The assembly is free from excessive contamination and foreign matter.

{ The spindle assembly is securely mounted, with mounting bolts properly tightened.

{ The square drive or socket is in good condition, and there is no excessive wear.

{ The spindle assembly rotates and compresses freely, with no binding.

8.1.3 Homerun cables
These cables connect the tool to the Axis Unit.  Ensure the following conditions are met:
{ The cables are free from unnecessary force, tension, and pinching.

{ The cables are secured away from any movement.

{ The cables are in good condition, sufficiently insulated with no indication of broken wires.

{ The cables are free from excessive contamination and foreign matter.

{ The cables are securely connected to the Axis Unit and to the nutrunner.

{ The cables are free from heat distortion, and are not warm or hot to the touch.

{ The cables, cable connectors, and connector screws are securely and correctly fastened.

WARNING: Follow Lockout/Tagout and other safety precautions when
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connecting or disconnecting cabling, wiring, and equipment.  
Always verify the System is disabled prior to touching any
moveable components.

8.1.4 ISA Main Controller unit
There are many Surface Mounted Devices (SMD) used in the construction of the AFC1200
System Controllers.  As with any other SMD equipment, careful use and handling is critical to
preserve the integrity of the AFC1200 System.  Ensure the following requirements are met:
{ The input power remains within specifications at all times.

{ All environmental conditions are within specifications.

{ The Unit is free from dust, oil, and other foreign matter.

{ The Unit is securely mounted, with appropriate clearance on all sides.

{ All screws (for the cover of the Unit and for mounting) are correctly tightened.

{ The Unit is not producing any excessive heat.

{ The cables connected to the front of the Unit are securely fastened.

{ The Real Time Clock in the System Configuration menu is running.  (Battery replacement is
addressed in Section 8.3.4.)

8.1.5 Axis Controller unit
As with the ISA Main Unit, the Axis Unit requires careful use and handling.  Inspect each Axis
Unit and ensure the following requirements are met:
{ The environmental conditions are within specifications.

{ There is no dust, oil, or foreign matter on the Unit.

{ The Unit is securely mounted, with appropriate clearance on all sides.

{ All screws (for the cover of the Unit and for mounting) are correctly tightened.

{ The input power remains within specifications at all times.

{ The Unit is not producing any abnormal (excessive) heat.

{ Unit cables (on the front and the underside) are securely fastened and without damage.

8.1.6 Air Handling Units (Air Conditioner, Heat Exchanger, etc.)
Equipment supporting the AFC1200 System's environment must be sufficiently maintained.
Verify support equipment meets the following requirements, as applicable to the Unit type:
{ The Unit is free from dust, oil, and foreign matter.

{ All filtration devices are clean, and no replacements are required.

{ The Unit is securely and correctly mounted.

{ The input power remains within specifications at all times.

{ All fans are functioning properly with no abnormal sound or vibration.
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8.2 Basic operational tests

WARNING: Follow Lockout/Tagout and other safety precautions when connecting or
disconnecting cabling, wiring, and equipment.  When performing the
following inspections, verify that the System is disabled prior to touching any
moveable components.  

8.2.1 Torque transducer
The System performs a transducer check before each fastening cycle (when selected by the
PLC or Sequence Setup).  During the check, the System reads the values (Zero and Cal)
output from the torque transducer, and compares them to the data stored in the System
memory.  The torque transducer requires no maintenance, but it is important to test it
occasionally as follows :
1.  Set the Axis Unit NORMAL/IN BYPASS switch to the NORMAL position.  If multiple Axis

Units are connected to the ISA Main Unit, verify that only the Axis Unit being tested is set
to NORMAL, and the others are set to IN BYPASS.

2.  Set the ISA Main Unit RUN/PROGRAM switch to the RUN position, and the AXIS-DSP
switch to position one (1).  Verify that the nutrunner under test is in the READY mode (the
Axis Unit REJECT LEDs and the ISA Main Unit BUSY LED are unlit).

3.  Press the RESET button on front of the ISA Main Unit.  The Axis Unit will output a number
to [DSP1], and the CHECK and  ACCEPT LEDs will light.  The ISA Main Unit CHECK LED
and ACCEPT light will illuminate to verify the Axis Unit is sufficiently within range of zero
(0).  (See NOTE1 and Step #5, below.)

4.  Press the CAL button on front of the ISA Main Unit.  The Axis Unit will output a number to
[DSP1], and the CHECK and ACCEPT LEDs will light.  The ISA Main Unit CHECK LED
and ACCEPT light will illuminate to verify the Axis Unit is sufficiently calibrated.  (See
NOTE1 and Step #5, below).

5.  If for any reason the accuracy of the tool transducer is in question,  the transducer should
be calibrated in accordance with Section 7.12.3.

NOTE1:   If the Zero and/or Cal check results in an "ABNORMAL" LED output to the Axis Unit
   (and/or an illuminated "REJECT" light on the ISA Main Unit), then follow the instructions 

  shown on the System monitor.   Section 9.4.1 Axis Unit Abnormal also offers guidance.

8.2.2 Encoder

WARNING: The ISA Main Unit RUN/PROGRAM switch MUST be set to PROGRAM mode to
prevent the servo from starting while the spindle is being turned manually. 

Inspect the encoder as follows:
1.  Verify that the System will not be activated by the PLC. 

2.  Set the Axis Unit NORMAL/IN BYPASS switch to the NORMAL position.  If multiple Axis
Units are connected to the ISA Main Unit, verify that only the Axis Unit being tested is set
to NORMAL, and the others are set to IN BYPASS.  

3.  Clear the Axis Unit outputs by pressing the RESET button on the ISA Main Unit.  Then, set
the ISA Main Unit RUN/PROGRAM switch to the PROGRAM mode, and the AXIS-DSP
switch to position one (1).

4.  Rotate the tool square drive (with attached socket, if applicable) in a clockwise direction.
The [DSP2] display will output a number (a negative number if set for counterclockwise
rotation) to indicate the rotational angle measurement. 

5.  Verify that the angle measurement displayed in [DSP2] equals the actual angle of rotation.
If not, refer to Sections 8.2.3 (Motor Inspection) and 9.4.5 (Encoder Abnormal).
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8.2.3 Nutrunner (Tool) Motor

WARNING: Follow Lockout/Tagout and other safety precautions when connecting or
disconnecting cabling, wiring, and equipment.  
When performing the following inspections, verify that the System is disabled
prior to touching any moveable components.

1.  Disconnect the motor homerun cable from the tool motor connector (FIG. 8-2-3).

2.  Measure the resistance between windings.  Refer to FIG. 8-2-3 and the chart, below.

3.  Measure the insulation resistance between each pair and the frame.
Insulation resistance:  Using a megohmmeter, 500 VDC, 50 megohms or more, test the
insulation resistance between the motor windings and the motor case. The values should
register more than 50 megohms for each winding.   Refer to the Insulation Resistance chart.

TOOL

MEGOHMMETER

TOOL MOTOR CONNECTOR

FIG. 8-2-3 motor inspection

      .7Ω        .7Ω        .7Ω400W (M4)

      4.0Ω        4.0Ω        4.0Ω200W (W3)

      2.1Ω        2.1Ω2.1Ω   200W (M3)   

      4.4Ω        4.4Ω4.4Ω100W (M2)
      15.3Ω15.3Ω15.3Ω 70W (W1)

      12.8Ω12.8Ω12.8Ω 60W (M1)
B - C         A - C       A - BMOTOR SIZE

                           Motor Winding Resistance*

Rev. 1/08/01

400W (M4)
200W (W3)

    200W (M3)
    100W (M2)

   70W (W1)
More than 50 megohms at 500 VDC

      60W (M1)
        C - D        B - D                 A - D  MOTOR SIZE

          INSULATION Resistance
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8.2.4 Transmission Disassembly and Inspection

{ The planetary gear transmissions used in the AFC1200 System's tool assemblies are
designed to withstand the forces exerted upon them by the production requirements of
modern assembly plants.

{ To prolong the life of the transmission assembly, the components must be inspected and
lubricated at regular intervals.

P FEC INC. recommends performing this procedure initially after equipment has
been in use for one year or 500,000 cycles, whichever is reached first.

P When the initial maintenance is performed, the condition of the transmission
assembly should be analyzed to determine future maintenance requirements.
Systems operating under more severe conditions may require maintenance every
500,000 cycles,  while other systems may only require maintenance every
2,000,000 cycles.  Maximum time between inspections should be one (1) year.

1.  REMOVE TRANSMISSION FROM TOOL ASSEMBLY.  Separate the transmission from  
the motor by removing four (4) screws.  Remove the snap ring from the output shaft.
Separate the transducer from the transmission by removing four (4) screws.

2.  DISASSEMBLE TRANSMISSION.   Refer to the appropriate transmission assembly
drawing while disassembling the transmission for cleaning.

3.  CLEAN TRANSMISSION PARTS.   Clean all parts with an appropriate solvent, such as
mineral spirits, to remove all excess grease and contamination.  Parts should be carefully
wiped dry with a lint-free cloth to remove any residue.  Allow the parts to dry thoroughly in
an area free from contamination.

4.  INSPECT TRANSMISSION PARTS.   Examine all gears, pins, bearings, etc. for signs of
excessive wear.  Replace any part that appears it may fail.

5.  LUBRICATE TRANSMISSION PARTS.   Reassemble the transmission in a
contaminant-free area.  Re-pack all bearings and grease all gears.  Do not pack the
transmission housing with excessive grease; overgreasing could damage the tool.
Recommended grease:  Sunoco Sunaplex 992 EP or equivalent.

6.  REASSEMBLE TRANSMISSION.   Refer to the appropriate transmission assembly
drawing while reassembling the transmission.  If needed, rotate the gears to aid in the
assembly process.  If the transmission does not rotate freely after reassembly, then
disassemble the transmission again to isolate and correct the cause.

7.  REASSEMBLE TOOL.   Connect the transmission to the motor with four (4) screws.  If
needed, rotate the output shaft to align the transmission planetary gears with the motor
output splined shaft.  Connect the transducer to the transmission with four (4) screws.
Install the snap ring onto the output shaft to hold the outer bearing in place.  If the
transmission does not rotate freely after reassembling the tool, then disassemble the tool
again to isolate and correct the cause.  
NOTE:  Snap ring installation must be the last step in reassembly.

8.  INSPECT SPINDLE ASSEMBLY.   Prior to installing the tool into an application, inspect
the spring loaded spindle assembly that will connect to the tool.  The assembly should
compress evenly,  without binding.  Rotate the assembly in the spindle housing and verify
there is no binding.  Visually inspect the entire assembly for signs of wear or fatigue.
Replace parts as required, and reassemble.  Lubricate the inner bearings of the housing
as required, and reinspect the final assembly.  Install the tool into the application and verify
there is no binding.
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8.3 Replacements

WARNING:  DO NOT CONNECT OR DISCONNECT CABLES OR OTHER SYSTEM
   COMPONENTS WITH POWER APPLIED.  FOLLOW LOCKOUT/TAGOUT AND
   OTHER APPLICABLE SAFETY PRECAUTIONS WHEN CONNECTING OR
    DISCONNECTING CABLING, WIRING, AND EQUIPMENT.

 8.3.1 ISA Main Controller unit Replacement  (No Partial Replacement)

The ISA Main Unit controls overall operations of the AFC1200 Fastening System.  The values
for System configuration and operational programs/presets are stored on the components of
this System.  Values are stored on a combination of EPROM, EEPROM, CMOS, and
magnetic disk as indicated in the following chart:

PROCESSOR PCB / MAIN CHASSIS:
    Hard Disk Drive (IDE Connector)
    Floppy Disk Drive (FDD Connector) 

Backup of preset configuration/
parameter values for fastening
operations

Magnetic Disk
PROCESSOR PCBSystem configurationCMOS

MULTI2 PCBPreset configuration/parameter
values for fastening operations

EEPROM

PROCESSOR PCB/RDISK daughter
board, MULTI2 PCB 

Operational ProgramEPROM
LocationFunctionMemory Device

The ISA Main Unit is not user-serviceable, and no attempt should be made to replace any
component of the Unit except for the Real Time Clock battery, as described in Section 8.3.2.

In the event of failure, the ISA Main Controller should be replaced as a complete assembly.
Do not remove the Controller cover (except as directed in Section 8.3.2) or attempt to repair
or modify the Unit.  The circuit boards in the ISA Main Controller Unit should be handled by
FEC INC. personnel, only.

ISA Main Controller Units must be replaced with identical equipment.  Ensure that the
hardware and software configuration of the replacement Unit is identical to that of the failed
Unit.

To replace the ISA Main Controller, proceed as follows:

1.  Ensure that there is no power to the System, then disconnect all power cables and
communication cables connected to the ISA Main Unit.

2.  Carefully remove the Main Unit from the enclosure.  (Sections 4.2.2 and 4.3)

3.  Verify that the replacement Unit's hardware and software configuration is identical to the
configuration of the failed Unit.  Secure the replacement Unit in the enclosure.

4.  Verify that the power source is within specifications (Section 2.3), then connect all power
cables and communication cables to the replacement ISA Main Unit.

5.  Prepare the System for operation by following the procedures in Chapter 5.
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WARNING: DO NOT CONNECT OR DISCONNECT CABLES OR OTHER SYSTEM
COMPONENTS WITH POWER APPLIED.  FOLLOW LOCKOUT/TAGOUT AND
OTHER APPLICABLE SAFETY PRECAUTIONS WHEN CONNECTING OR
DISCONNECTING CABLING, WIRING, AND EQUIPMENT.

 8.3.2 Processor PCB (CMOS Real Time Clock) Battery Replacement

CAUTION: When the cover is removed from the ISA Main Controller Unit, the circuit boards are
exposed.  Take precautions to ensure that the boards are not subjected to any
electrical shocks.  The boards support many surface-mounted devices for System
operation, and rough handling of the boards could result in damage requiring
replacement of the ISA Main Unit.

1.  Ensure that there is no power to the System.  Disconnect all cables (communication and
power) from the ISA Main Unit.  Remove the Unit from the enclosure.

2.  Remove the six (6) screws securing the top cover of the ISA Main Unit, and lift off the
cover.  Locate the lithium battery on the left face of the Processor PCB (the first full-size
board on the right).

3.  Excercise extreme care to avoid damage to the circuit board, and use a non-conductive,
blunt tool to gently pry the battery from the holder.

4.  Place a new battery (3-Volt Panasonic BH32) in the battery holder, and reinstall the cover
on the ISA Main Unit.

5.  Secure the ISA Main Unit in the enclosure.  Verify that the power source is within
specifications (Section 2.3), then connect all cables (communication and power) in the
reverse order of removal.  The System may require the date/time to be reset to the current
date and time.  Refer to 7.9.4 Screen Operation [System Configuration (2)]

8.3.3 Axis Controller Unit Replacement  (No Partial Replacement)
Axis Controller Units are not user-serviceable, and no attempt should be made to replace any
component of the Unit.  In the event of failure, the Axis Unit should be replaced as a complete
assembly.  Ensure that the hardware and software configuration of the replacement Unit is
identical to that of the failed Unit.

Note: Although "A" type Axis Units (AXIS-203A, for example) accomodate the same nutrunners as
their older style counterparts, they are not fully interchangeable.  REPLACE OLDER STYLE
AXIS UNITS WITH THE SAME, AND REPLACE THE "A" TYPE UNITS WITH OTHER "A"
TYPE UNITS.  If it is necessary to intermix older style Units with "A" type Units, contact FEC
INC. for guidance.

AXIS-210 / 210DFT-502M4-S/O
AXIS-205 / 205DFT-302M3-S/O
AXIS-205 / 205DFT-202M3-S/O
AXIS-205 / 205DFT-152M3-S/O
AXIS-205 / 205DFT-132M3-S/O
AXIS-205 / 205DFT-801M3-S/O
AXIS-205 / 205DFT-601M3-S/O
AXIS-203 / 203DFT-401M2-S/O
AXIS-203 / 203DFT-401M1-S/O
AXIS-203 / 203DFT-201M1-S/O
AXIS-203 / 203DFT-101M1-S1/O1

AXIS UNITTOOL TYPE
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WARNING: DO NOT CONNECT OR DISCONNECT CABLES OR OTHER SYSTEM
COMPONENTS WITH POWER APPLIED.  FOLLOW LOCKOUT/TAGOUT AND
OTHER APPLICABLE SAFETY PRECAUTIONS WHEN CONNECTING OR
DISCONNECTING CABLING, WIRING, AND EQUIPMENT.

To replace an Axis Unit, proceed as follows:

1.  Ensure that there is no power to the System, then disconnect all power cables and
communication cables connected to the Axis Unit.

2.  Carefully remove the Axis Unit from the enclosure.  (Sections 4.2.3 and 4.3)

3.  Verify that the replacement Axis Unit's hardware and software configuration is identical to
the configuration of the failed Unit.

4.  Verify that the Axis Unit dip switches are set to the appropriate spindle number and
ramp-up time.  Refer to Section 4.9.

5.  Secure the replacement Unit in the enclosure.

6.  Verify that the power source is within specifications (Section 2.4), then connect all power
cables and communication cables to the replacement Axis Unit.

7.  Prepare the System for operation by following the procedures in Chapter 5.

8.3.4 nutrunner (tool) rEPLACEMENT    (NO pARTIAL rEPLACEMENT)
Nutrunners are not user-serviceable, and the tool should not be disassembled except to
perform the Transmission Inspection procedure described in Section 8.2.4.   In the event of
failure, the nutrunner should be totally replaced with an identical tool.  The tool type
identification can be found on both the identification tag affixed to the tool, and on the System
[PREAMP EEPROM DATA] screen.

1.  Ensure that there is no power to the System, then disconnect the three (3) homerun cables
from the tool.

2.  Ensure that the spindle assembly is supported, and remove the two (2) bolts securing it to
the mounting plate.
WARNING:   These two (2) bolts also secure the nutrunner, with the two (2) bolts
removed in the next step.  Some tool models are very heavy.  Use precautions when
disconnecting, removing, and installing these components.

3.  The preamplifier is secured to the powerhead frame with two (2) screws.  When  possible,
it is more convenient to disconnect the preamp from the powerhead frame prior to
removing the nutrunner.
CAUTION:  The preamp is also connected to the nutrunner, and this connection
must not be subject to stress or shock which could cause damage and result in
inaccurate System output.  Do not allow any pull on the preamp cable.

4.  To remove the nutrunner, first verify the preamplifier removal status (Step 4, above).
Ensure the nutrunner is supported, and remove the two (2) remaining bolts (two of the four
were removed in Step 3).

5.  Follow all safety precautions to install an identical nutrunner/preamp assembly by
performing the removal procedure in reverse order.

6.  Prepare the System for operation by following the procedures in Chapter 5.

8.3.5 Replace homerun cables
FEC INC. provides a spare set of homerun cables with each System.
1.  Verify all System power is off.

2.  Disconnect the damaged cable(s) from the nutrunner and the Axis Unit, and replace with
the spare cable(s).  Bypass all other Axis Units, and verify that the new cables function.
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9.0  Alphabetical List of Abnormals

9-79.2.2Presetting Error

9-179.4.4Preset Data Abnormal

9-129.3.3Preset Spindle Does Not Exist

9-119.3.2Preamp EEPROM Read Abnormal

9-219.4.10Preamp EEPROM Read Abnormal  (Axis Code "A3")

9-149.3.7Parameter Set Abnormal

9-179.4.3Offset Check Abnormal

9-89.2.5No Upload Data

9-99.2.8No Statistics Data

9-189.4.6Motor Over Temperature Abnormal

9-49.1.2Keyboard Failure

9-259.5.1Input Error

9-239.4.13Input Power Over Abnormal

9-219.4.9Full Scale Torque Over Abnormal

9-89.2.3Fastening

9-69.1.6Failure To Fasten

9-189.4.5Encoder Angle Pulse Abnormal

9-99.2.7EEPROM Write Error

9-229.4.12Dual Port RAM Abnormal

9-59.1.5DOS Boot Failure

9-259.5.2Data Error

9-59.1.4CRT Failure

9-129.3.4Controller EEPROM Write Abnormal

9-149.3.9Console Dual Port Ram Abnormal

9-49.1.1Communications I/F Abnormal

9-109.2.10Communications Time Over

9-79.2.1Command Error

9-49.1.3CMOS Power On Self-Test (POST) Failure

9-169.4.2Cal Check Abnormal

9-249.4.16Axis Unit Lockout  (actual lockout - not a display)

9-269.6Axis Unit Abnormal Codes

PAGE  #SECTION  #MONITOR (CRT) DISPLAY "ABNORMAL"
MESSAGE
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9-159.4.1Zero Check Abnormal

9-89.2.4Upload Error

9-229.4.11Tool Type Mismatch Abnormal

9-199.4.7Tool Is Not Connected

9-149.3.8System Config Set Abnormal

9-79.2.1Sub Command Error

9-119.3.1Spindle Dual Port RAM Abnormal

9-139.3.6Spindle Communication I/F Abnormal

9-99.2.6Spindle Download Error

9-199.4.8Servo Alarm

9-239.4.15Servo Type Abnormal

9-239.4.14Servo I/F Power Supply Abnormal

9-139.3.5Selected Sequence Does Not Exist

9-109.2.9Run Mode

PAGE  #SECTION  #MONITOR (CRT) DISPLAY "ABNORMAL"
MESSAGE
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9.1 POWER ON ABNORMAL              

WARNING:  DO NOT CONNECT OR DISCONNECT CABLES OR OTHER SYSTEM
  COMPONENTS WITH POWER APPLIED.

Communications I/F Abnormal Keyboard Failure
CMOS Power On Self-Test (POST) Failure CRT Failure
DOS Boot Failure Failure to Fasten

9.1.1 COMMUNICATIONS I/F ABNORMAL            
<ERROR DESCRIPTION>                                                   
THE Processor PCB did not communicate properly with the MULTI2 PCB during the power on
initialization of the System.                     
                                                                      
<CHECK ITEM>                                                          
1.  Verify that the ISA Main Unit is not located near any strong electrical or magnetic fields.

2.  Confirm that the ISA Main Unit input power remains constantly within specifications:  
200~230 VAC +/- 10%,  50/60 Hz,  single phase.

3.  Verify that the ISA Main Unit power cable is free from damage and is properly connected.

4.  Power up the System.  If the Abnormal persists, then replace the entire ISA Main Unit.
(Refer to Section 8.3.1)

9.1.2 Keyboard Failure             
<ERROR DESCRIPTION>                                                   
THE Processor PCB did not communicate properly with the keypad during System power up. 
                                                                      
<CHECK ITEM>                                                          
1.  Verify that the keypad cable is free from damage and is properly connected.

2.  Replace the keypad with one that is known to be good.

3.  Verify that the ISA Main Unit is not located near any strong electrical or magnetic fields.

4.  Confirm that the ISA Main Unit input power remains constantly within specifications:  
200~230 VAC +/- 10%,  50/60 Hz,  single phase.

5.  Verify that the ISA Main Unit power cable is free from damage and is properly connected.

6.  Power up the System.  If the Abnormal persists, then replace the entire ISA Main Unit.
(Refer to Section 8.3.1)

9.1.3 CMOS power on Self-test (POST) failure             
<ERROR DESCRIPTION>                                                   
This type of failure will occur when the System's physical configuration is not compatible with
the CMOS configuration.
                         
<CHECK ITEM>                                                          
1.  ensure that there are no active PLC inputs during the POST.

2.  ensure that the ISA Main Unit is not located near any strong electrical or magnetic fields.

3.  Confirm that the ISA Main Unit input power remains constantly within specifications:  
200~230 VAC +/- 10%,  50/60 Hz,  single phase.

4.  Verify that the ISA Main Unit power cable is free from damage and is properly connected.

5.  If the problem persists, replace the entire ISA Main Unit.  (Refer to Section 8.3.1)
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WARNING:  DO NOT CONNECT OR DISCONNECT CABLES OR OTHER SYSTEM
  COMPONENTS WITH POWER APPLIED.

9.1.4 CRT Failure             
<ERROR DESCRIPTION>                                                   
THE Monitor (VGA CRT) is not displaying anything during and after System initialization.
           
<CHECK ITEM>                                                          
1.  depress any key on the keypad to ensure that the screen saver is not active.

2.  verify that the CRT power on switch is in the ON position.

3.  Verify that the CRT, input power, and Main Unit VGA output connections are correct.

4.  ensure that there are no active PLC inputs during the Power On Self-Test which could
interfere with normal System initialization, and result in no display.

5.  Power up the System.  If the problem still exists, replace the CRT with a compatible CRT
that is known to be functional.   CAUTION:  Prior to applying power, verify that the input
power specifications for the replacement CRT are compatible with the input power from
the System.

6.  ensure that the ISA Main Unit is not located near any strong electrical or magnetic fields.

7.  Confirm that the ISA Main Unit input power remains constantly within specifications:  
200~230 VAC +/- 10%,  50/60 Hz,  single phase.

8.  Verify that the ISA Main Unit power cable is free from damage and is properly connected.

9.  If the problem persists, replace the entire ISA Main Unit. (Refer to Section 8.3.1)

9.1.5 DOS boot Failure             
<ERROR DESCRIPTION>                                                   
THE System did not find the required files necessary to initialize the Disk Operating System
(DOS).  This could be a result of RDISK daughter board failure or improper RDISK seating
onto the Processor PCB.

The screen displays : Can't find any system files
Insert a Boot disk in A:
Then press Ctrl/Alt/Del...

The System operates from an RDISK card located on the Processor PCB.  EPROMs located
on this card contain the System operating files.
                                                                      
<CHECK ITEM>                                                          
1.  Turn off the System power.  Wait a moment, and turn on the power again.

2.  ensure that the ISA Main Unit is not located near any strong electrical or magnetic fields.

3.  Confirm that the ISA Main Unit input power remains constantly within specifications:  
200~230 VAC +/- 10%,  50/60 Hz,  single phase.

4.  Verify that the ISA Main Unit power cable is free from damage and is properly connected.

5.  If the problem persists, replace the entire ISA Main Unit. (Refer to Section 8.3.1)
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WARNING:  DO NOT CONNECT OR DISCONNECT CABLES OR OTHER SYSTEM
  COMPONENTS WITH POWER APPLIED.

9.1.6 Failure to fasten            
<ERROR DESCRIPTION>                                                   
THE System power on initialization is completed, but the System is not responding to
fastening commands from the station control.                      

<CHECK ITEM>                                                          
1.  Check for Abnormal indicators or messages.  If an Abnormal is present, then reference the

appropriate Section of Chapter 9, correct the Abnormal, and attempt to fasten again.

2.  Verify that the Axis Units are set to the NORMAL mode.  If they are set to IN BYPASS,
they will not respond to input signals.

3.  Verify that the READY message appears in the upper right hand display of the Fastening
Data screen.   If the STOP message appears, it indicates that the Main Controller Unit
STOP input signal (normally closed) is not being received from the PLC, and the System
will not operate.  Determine the cause of the problem, and take appropriate action.

4.  If the READY message is present and the problem still exists, attempt to operate the
System through the manual control pushbuttons on the front of the ISA Main Unit.  If the
System functions normally with the manual controls,  then the problem may be located in
either the station control or the Multi2 board input circuits.  Verify station control signal
outputs.

5.  Confirm that Sequence Setup has been completed.  (Refer to Section 7.5 Set Sequence)

6.  Confirm that the ISA Main Unit input power remains constantly within specifications:  
200~230 VAC +/- 10%,  50/60 Hz,  single phase.

7.  Verify that all ISA Main Unit and Axis Unit cables are free from damage and are properly
connected.

8.  If the problem persists, replace the entire ISA Main Unit with one that is known to be good.
(Refer to Section 8.3.1)

9.  If the problem still exists, replace the Axis Unit(s).  (Refer to Section 8.3.3)
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9.2 cOMMUNICATION  ABNORMAL 

WARNING:  DO NOT CONNECT OR DISCONNECT CABLES OR OTHER SYSTEM
  COMPONENTS WITH POWER APPLIED.

COMMAND ERROR SUB COMMAND ERROR                    
PRESETTING ERROR                     FASTENING                            
UPlOAD ERROR                         NO UPlOAD DATA                       
SPinDLe DOWNLOAD ERRor              EEPROM WRITE ERROR                   
NO STATISTICS DATA                   RUN MODE                             
COMMUNicationS TIME OVER             

                                                                            

9.2.1 COMMAND ERROR  /  Sub Command Error         
<ERROR DESCRIPTION>                                                   
The Multi2 PCB has received a command that it either does not recognize, or that it cannot
respond to due to the machine configuration.    Example:  A data request for a spindle that is
not connected.                              
                                                                      
<CHECK ITEMS>                                                         
1.  Verify that the MACHINE CONFIGURATION Screen matches the physical machine

configuration.

2.  Ensure that all communication cables and component power cables are correctly
connected.

3.  ensure that the ISA Main Unit is not located near any strong electrical or magnetic fields.

4.  Confirm that the ISA Main Unit input power remains constantly within specifications:  
200~230 VAC +/- 10%,  50/60 Hz,  single phase.

5.  Verify that the ISA Main Unit power cable is free from damage and is properly connected.

6.  If the problem persists, replace the entire ISA Main Unit.  (Refer to Section 8.3.1)

9.2.2 pRESETTING ERROR 
<ERROR DESCRIPTION>                                                   
The Multi2 PCB has received a command that it either does not recognize, or that it cannot
respond to due to the machine configuration.    Example:  Invalid/out-of-range preset data for
the configured equipment.                              
                                                                      
<CHECK ITEMS>                                                         
1.  Verify that the MACHINE CONFIGURATION / SET SEQUENCE / SET PARAMETER

screens match the physical machine configuration.

2.  Re-enter the data on the MACHINE CONFIGURATION / SET SEQUENCE / SET
PARAMETER screens (or reload the preset files from the PRESET FILE UTILITY screen).

3.  ensure that the ISA Main Unit is not located near any strong electrical or magnetic fields.

4.  Confirm that the ISA Main Unit input power remains constantly within specifications:  
200~230 VAC +/- 10%,  50/60 Hz,  single phase.

5.  Verify that the ISA Main Unit power cable is free from damage and is properly connected.

6.  If the problem persists, replace the entire ISA Main Unit.  (Refer to Section 8.3.1)
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WARNING:  DO NOT CONNECT OR DISCONNECT CABLES OR OTHER SYSTEM
  COMPONENTS WITH POWER APPLIED.

9.2.3 FASTENING
<ERROR DESCRIPTION>                                                   
AN attempt was made to change the pREset data during the fastening process.          
                                                                      
<CHECK ITEMS>                                                         
1.  Verify that the Machine is not busy performing a fastening cycle.

2.  Place the RUN / PROGRAM switch into the Program position.  Enter the desired data,
then place the switch back into the Run position.

3.  ensure that the ISA Main Unit is not located near any strong electrical or magnetic fields.

4.  Confirm that the ISA Main Unit input power remains constantly within specifications:  
200~230 VAC +/- 10%,  50/60 Hz,  single phase.

5.  Verify that the ISA Main Unit power cable is free from damage and is properly connected.

6.  If the problem persists, replace the entire ISA Main Unit.  (Refer to Section 8.3.1)

9.2.4 UPLOAD ERROR 
<ERROR DESCRIPTION>                                                   
FASTening has not been performed, or the data that has been collected cannot be
processed.             
<CHECK ITEMS>
1.  A minimum of 7 fastening cycles is required for the statistical analysis data calculation.

2.  THE System must be cycled at least once for a fastening torque curve to be displayed.

3.  ensure that the ISA Main Unit is not located near any strong electrical or magnetic fields.

4.  Confirm that the ISA Main Unit input power remains constantly within specifications:  
200~230 VAC +/- 10%,  50/60 Hz,  single phase.

5.  Verify that the ISA Main Unit power cable is free from damage and is properly connected.

6.  If the problem persists, replace the entire ISA Main Unit.  (Refer to Section 8.3.1)

9.2.5 NO UPlOAD DATA 
<ERROR DESCRIPTION>                                                   
SPecified data does not exist for selected screen,  or the Processor PCB cannot access it
from the Multi2 PCB.                     
                                                                      
<CHECK ITEMS>                                                         
1.  ENTEr the preset data required for the specified screen.  

2.  ensure that the ISA Main Unit is not located near any strong electrical or magnetic fields.

3.  Confirm that the ISA Main Unit input power remains constantly within specifications:  
200~230 VAC +/- 10%,  50/60 Hz,  single phase.

4.  Verify that the ISA Main Unit power cable is free from damage and is properly connected.

5.  If the problem persists, replace the entire ISA Main Unit.  (Refer to Section 8.3.1)
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WARNING:  DO NOT CONNECT OR DISCONNECT CABLES OR OTHER SYSTEM
  COMPONENTS WITH POWER APPLIED.

9.2.6 SPINDLE DOWNlOAD ERROR                                          
<ERROR DESCRIPTION>                                                   
PReset data was not downloaded during communication between the Multi2 PCB and the
AXIS UNIT.                                                
                                                                      
<CHECK ITEMS>                                                         
1.  Ensure that the ISA Main Unit and the Axis Unit(s) are correctly connected to the

communication bus ribbon cable.

2.  ENTEr the preset data required for the specified screen.

3.  ensure that the ISA Main Unit is not located near any strong electrical or magnetic fields.

4.  Confirm that the ISA Main Unit input power remains constantly within specifications:  
200~230 VAC +/- 10%,  50/60 Hz,  single phase.

5.  Confirm correct input power to the Axis Units:  200~300 VAC +/- 10%, 50/60 Hz, 3-phase.

6.  Verify that the power cables are free from damage and are properly connected.

7.  If this error occurred in a single-spindle application, or if not all Axis Units are affected,
then replace the non-functional Axis Unit with one that is known to be good.  (Refer to
Section 8.3.3)

8.  If the problem persists, replace the entire ISA Main Unit.  (Refer to Section 8.3.1)

9.2.7 EEPROM WRITE ERROR                                                
<ERROR DESCRIPTION>                                                   
DATa write error occurred while attempting to write to the Multi2 PCB EEPROM.                       
                                                                      
<CHECK ITEMS>                                                         
1.  ENTEr the preset data required for the specified screen.  

2.  ensure that the ISA Main Unit is not located near any strong electrical or magnetic fields.

3.  Confirm that the ISA Main Unit input power remains constantly within specifications:  
200~230 VAC +/- 10%,  50/60 Hz,  single phase.

4.  Verify that the ISA Main Unit power cable is free from damage and is properly connected.

5.  If the problem persists, replace the entire ISA Main Unit.  (Refer to Section 8.3.1)

9.2.8 NO STATISTICS DATA                                               
<ERROR DESCRIPTION>                                                   
STatistical analysis is not possible because of a lack of fastening data. 
                                                                      
<CHECK ITEMS>                                                         
1.  A minimum of 7 fastening cycles is required for the statistical analysis data calculation.

2.  THE System must be cycled at least once for a fastening torque curve to be displayed.

3.  ensure that the ISA Main Unit is not located near any strong electrical or magnetic fields.

4.  Confirm that the ISA Main Unit input power remains constantly within specifications:  
200~230 VAC +/- 10%,  50/60 Hz,  single phase.

5.  Verify that the ISA Main Unit power cable is free from damage and is properly connected.

6.  If the problem persists, replace the entire ISA Main Unit.  (Refer to Section 8.3.1)

WARNING:  DO NOT CONNECT OR DISCONNECT CABLES OR OTHER SYSTEM
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  COMPONENTS WITH POWER APPLIED.

9.2.9 RUN MODE                                                         
<ERROR DESCRIPTION>                                                   
An attempt was made to change System data or presets with the ISA Main Unit set to the Run
mode.                                                      
<CHECK ITEMS>                                                         
1.  Verify that the System is not busy performing a fastening cycle.

2.  Place the Run / Program switch on the ISA Main Unit into the Program position.  Enter the
desired data, then set the switch back into the Run position.

3.  ensure that the ISA Main Unit is not located near any strong electrical or magnetic fields.

4.  Confirm that the ISA Main Unit input power remains constantly within specifications:  
200~230 VAC +/- 10%,  50/60 Hz,  single phase.

5.  Verify that the ISA Main Unit power cable is free from damage and is properly connected.

6.  If the problem persists, replace the entire ISA Main Unit.  (Refer to Section 8.3.1)

9.2.10 COMMUNICATIONs TIME OVER                                         
<ERROR DESCRIPTION>                                                   
A cOmmunication error occurred, and the Multi2 PCB did not respond to the Processor PCB.
                                                                      
<CHECK ITEMS>                                                         
1.  Verify that the MACHINE CONFIGURATION screen matches the physical machine

configuration.

2.  ensure that the ISA Main Unit is not located near any strong electrical or magnetic fields.

3.  Confirm that the ISA Main Unit input power remains constantly within specifications:  
200~230 VAC +/- 10%,  50/60 Hz,  single phase.

4.  Verify that the ISA Main Unit power cable is free from damage and is properly connected.

5.  If the problem persists, replace the entire ISA Main Unit.  (Refer to Section 8.3.1)
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9.3 coNTROLLER ERROR                                                                     

WARNING:  DO NOT CONNECT OR DISCONNECT CABLES OR OTHER SYSTEM
  COMPONENTS WITH POWER APPLIED.

SPINDLE DUAL PORT RAM ABNORMAL       PREAMP EEPROM READ
ABNORMAL          
PRESET SPINDLE DOES NOT EXIST        CONTROLLER EEPROM WRITE
ABNORMAL     
SELECTED SEQUENCE DOES NOT EXIST     SPINDLE COMMUNICATION I/F
ABNORMAL   
PARAMETER SET ABNORMAL               SYSTEM CONFIG SET
ABNORMAL    
CONSOLE DUAL PORT RAM ABNORMAL       

                                     

9.3.1 SPINDLE DUAL PORT RAM ABNORMAL                                    
<ERROR DESCRIPTION>                                                   
The System is sensing a Dual Port Ram Abnormal in an Axis Unit which is unable to
communicate with the ISA Main Unit.
                                                                      
<CHECK ITEMS>                                                         
1.  Check the connected Axis Unit(s) for indications of abnormality.   A locked-up display, an

illuminated Abnormal LED, and failure to count down are all possible indicators of a
malfunctioning Axis Unit.  If all Axis Units appear to be functional, the problem is likely to
be found in another System component.  In that case, use the Axis Unit connected directly
to the ISA Main Unit ribbon cable to perform the following checks.

2.  Verify that the communication bus ribbon cable is in good condition and is properly
connected to the ISA MAIN and AXIS UNITs.

3.  ensure that the ISA Main and Axis Units are not located near any strong electrical or
magnetic fields.

4.  Verify that the input power specifications (200~230 VAC +/- 10%,  50/60 Hz) are met for
both the Axis Unit (3-phase) and the ISA Main Unit (single phase).

5.  Ensure that all power cables are in good condition and are properly connected.    

6.  If the problem persists, replace the affected AXIS UNit.  (Refer to Section 8.3.3)

7.  If the problem still exists, replace the entire ISA Main Unit.  (Refer to Section 8.3.1)

9.3.2 PREAMP EEPROM READ ABNORMAL 
<ERROR DESCRIPTION>                                                   
A dAta error was detected in the tool EEPROM information.                   
                                                                      
<CHECK ITEMS>                                                         
1.  Check the connected Axis Unit(s) for indications of abnormality.   A locked-up display, an

illuminated Abnormal LED, and failure to count down are all possible indicators of a
malfunctioning Axis Unit.  If all Axis Units appear to be functional, the problem is likely to
be found in another System component.  In that case, use the Axis Unit connected directly
to the ISA Main Unit ribbon cable to perform the following checks.

2.  Verify that the communication bus ribbon cable is in good condition and is properly
connected to the ISA MAIN UNIt and the AXIS UNIT.
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3.  Verify that the homerun cable is in good condition and is properly connected to both the
Axis Unit and the tool (preamp / sensor).

4.  ensure that the ISA Main Unit and the Axis Unit are not located near any strong electrical
or magnetic fields.

5.  Verify that the input power specifications (200~230 VAC +/- 10%,  50/60 Hz) are met for
both the Axis Unit (3-phase) and the ISA Main Unit (single phase).

6.  Ensure that all power cables are in good condition and are properly connected.

7.  If the problem still exists, replace the tool (homerun) cables with a set that is known to be
good.  A spare cable set is normally provided with each System.  (Refer to Section 8.3.5)

8.  If the problem still exists, replace the affected tool.  (Refer to Section 8.3.4)

9.  If the problem persists, replace the affected AXIS UNit.  (Refer to Section 8.3.3)

10.  If the problem is still not corrected, replace the entire Main Unit.  (Refer to Section 8.3.1) 

       
WARNING:  DO NOT CONNECT OR DISCONNECT CABLES OR OTHER SYSTEM

  COMPONENTS WITH POWER APPLIED.

9.3.3 PRESET SPINDLE DOES NOT EXIST                                    
<ERROR DESCRIPTION>                                                   
This Abnormal will typically output when either the System Preset spindle number does not
match the connected Axis Unit's spindle number dip switch setting, or the System cannot
sense the Axis Unit due to an improper communication ribbon cable connection.

<CHECK ITEMS>                                                         
1.  Verify that the communication bus ribbon cable is in good condition and is properly

connected to the ISA Main and Axis Units.

2.  Verify that the MACHINE CONFIGURATION / SET SEQUENCE / SET PARAMETER
screens match the physical machine configuration.

3.  Re-enter the data on the MACHINE CONFIGURATION / SET SEQUENCE / SET
PARAMETER screens (or reload the Preset files from the PRESET FILE UTILITY
screen).

4.  ensure that the ISA Main and Axis Units are not located near any strong electrical or
magnetic fields.

5.  Verify that the input power specifications (200~230 VAC +/- 10%,  50/60 Hz) are met for
both the Axis Unit (3-phase) and the ISA Main Unit (single phase).

6.  Verify the Axis Unit spindle number dip switch setup.  (Refer to Section 4.9)

7.  If problem still exists, replace the affected AXIS UNit.  (Refer to Section 8.3.3)

8.  If the problem persists, replace the entire ISA Main Unit.  (Refer to Section 8.3.1)  

9.3.4 CONTROLLER EEPROM WRITE ABNORMAL                                 
<ERROR DESCRIPTION>                                                   
DAta write error occurred while communicating to the Multi2 PCB EEPROM.
                                                                      
<CHECK ITEMS>                                                         
1.  Verify that the MACHINE CONFIGURATION / SET SEQUENCE / SET PARAMETER

screens match the physical machine configuration.
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2.  Re-enter the data on the MACHINE CONFIGURATION / SET SEQUENCE / SET
PARAMETER screens (or reload the Preset files from the PRESET FILE UTILITY
screen).

3.  ensure that the ISA Main Unit is not located near any strong electrical or magnetic fields.

4.  Confirm that the ISA Main Unit input power remains constantly within specifications:  
200~230 VAC +/- 10%,  50/60 Hz,  single phase.

5.  Verify that the ISA Main Unit power cable is free from damage and is properly connected.

6.  If the problem persists, replace the entire ISA Main Unit.  (Refer to Section 8.3.1)

WARNING:  DO NOT CONNECT OR DISCONNECT CABLES OR OTHER SYSTEM
  COMPONENTS WITH POWER APPLIED.

9.3.5 SELECTED SEQUENCE DOES NOT EXIST             
<ERROR DESCRIPTION>                                                   
Sequence programs that are not entered as valid (preset) are being selected by an external
device (such as a PLC).
                                              
<CHECK ITEMS>                                                         
1.  Verify that the MACHINE CONFIGURATION / SET SEQUENCE / SET PARAMETER

screens match the physical machine configuration.

2.  Re-enter the data on the MACHINE CONFIGURATION / SET SEQUENCE / SET
PARAMETER screens (or reload the Preset files from the PRESET FILE UTILITY
screen.)

3.  Ensure that a valid (preset) sequence number is being output to the ISA Main Controller.

4.  ensure that the ISA Main Unit is not located near any strong electrical or magnetic fields.

5.  Confirm that the ISA Main Unit input power remains constantly within specifications:  
200~230 VAC +/- 10%,  50/60 Hz,  single phase.

6.  Verify that the ISA Main Unit power cable is free from damage and is properly connected.

7.  If the problem persists, replace the entire ISA Main Unit.  (Refer to Section 8.3.1)

9.3.6 SPINDLE COMMUNICATION I/F ABNORMAL  
<ERROR DESCRIPTION>                                                   
The ISA Main Unit and the Axis Unit are unable to communicate.
                                                                      

<CHECK ITEMS>
1.  Check the connected Axis Unit(s) for indications of abnormality.   A locked-up display, an

illuminated Abnormal LED, and failure to count down are all possible indicators of a
malfunctioning Axis Unit.  If all Axis Units appear to be functional, the problem is likely to
be found in another System component.  In that case, use the Axis Unit connected directly
to the ISA Main Unit ribbon cable to perform the following checks.

2.  Verify that the communication bus ribbon cable is in good condition and is properly
connected to both the MAIN UNIt and the AXIS UNIT.

3.  ensure that the ISA Main and Axis Units are not located near any strong electrical or
magnetic fields.

4.  Verify that the input power specifications (200~230 VAC +/- 10%,  50/60 Hz) are met for
both the Axis Unit (3-phase) and the ISA Main Unit (single phase).

5.  Verify that all power cables are in good condition and are properly connected.
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6.  If the problem still exists, replace the affected AXIS UNit.  (Refer to Section 8.3.3)

7.  If the problem persists, replace the entire ISA Main Unit.  (Refer to Section 8.3.1)  

WARNING:  DO NOT CONNECT OR DISCONNECT CABLES OR OTHER SYSTEM
  COMPONENTS WITH POWER APPLIED.

9.3.7 PARAMETER SET ABNORMAL 
<ERROR DESCRIPTION>                                                   
Fastening presets are set-up incorrectly.        
                                                                      

<CHECK ITEMS>
1.  Verify that the MACHINE CONFIGURATION / SET SEQUENCE / SET PARAMETER

screens match the physical machine configuration.

2.  Re-enter the data on the MACHINE CONFIGURATION / SET SEQUENCE / SET
PARAMETER screens (or reload the Preset files from the PRESET FILE UTILITY
screen).

3.  ensure that the ISA Main Unit is not located near any strong electrical or magnetic fields.

4.  Confirm that the ISA Main Unit input power remains constantly within specifications:  
200~230 VAC +/- 10%,  50/60 Hz,  single phase.

5.  Verify that the ISA Main Unit power cable is free from damage and is properly connected.

6.  If the problem persists, replace the entire ISA Main Unit.  (Refer to Section 8.3.1)

9.3.8 SYSTEM CONFIG SET ABNORMAL 
<ERROR DESCRIPTION>                                                   
The SYstem Configuration is set-up incorrectly.                                   
                                                                      
<CHECK ITEMS>                                                         
1.  Verify that the MACHINE CONFIGURATION / SET SEQUENCE / SET PARAMETER

screens match the physical machine configuration.

2.  Re-enter the data on the MACHINE CONFIGURATION / SET SEQUENCE / SET
PARAMETER screens (or reload the Preset files from the PRESET FILE UTILITY
screen).

3.  ensure that the ISA Main Unit is not located near any strong electrical or magnetic fields.

4.  Confirm that the ISA Main Unit input power remains constantly within specifications:  
200~230 VAC +/- 10%,  50/60 Hz,  single phase.

5.  Verify that the ISA Main Unit power cable is free from damage and is properly connected.

6.  If the problem persists, replace the entire ISA Main Unit.  (Refer to Section 8.3.1)

9.3.9 CONSOLE DUAL PORT RAM ABNORMAL
<ERROR DESCRIPTION>                                                   
Multi2 PCB DUAL PORT error between the Processor PCB and Multi2 PCB.                       
                                                                      
<CHECK ITEMS>                                                         
1.  ensure that the ISA Main Unit is not located near any strong electrical or magnetic fields.
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2.  Confirm that the ISA Main Unit input power remains constantly within specifications:  
200~230 VAC +/- 10%,  50/60 Hz,  single phase.

3.  Verify that the ISA Main Unit power cable is free from damage and is properly connected.

4.  If the problem persists, replace the entire ISA Main Unit.  (Refer to Section 8.3.1)
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9.4 AXIS UNIT ABNORMAL

WARNING:  DO NOT CONNECT OR DISCONNECT CABLES OR OTHER SYSTEM
  COMPONENTS WITH POWER APPLIED.

ZERO CHECK ABNORMAL CAL CHECK ABNORMAL                   
OFFSET CHECK ABNORMAL                PRESET DATA ABNORMAL                 
ENCODER ANGLE PULSE ABNORMAL        MOTOR  Over TEMPERATURE
ABNORMAL           
TOOL Is NOT CONNECTED                   SERVO ALARM                          
FULL SCALE TORQUE OVER ABNORMAL      PREAMP EEPROM READ ABNORMAL        
  
TOOL TYPE MISMATCH ABNORMAL          DUAL PORT RAM ABNORMAL               
Input Power Over Abnormal Servo I/F Power Supply Abnormal
Servo Type Abnormal *  Axis Unit Lockout (No Display)

NOTE: Whenever an Abnormal condition occurs related to the Axis Unit,  the Axis Unit
Abnormal displays must be checked for any related Axis Unit display codes.  Refer to
Section 9.6.1 prior to performing any corrective maintenance.

9.4.1 ZERO CHECK ABNORMAL  ( axis Unit display code "a1" )
<ERROR DESCRIPTION>                                                   
the Zero level of the tool transducer is outside the acceptable limits.  The following table
details the limits of the check for various equipment conditions.

If the Zero level check is not sequence-initiated, the
System will still perform a Zero level self-check at the
beginning of each fastening cycle.  In this case the
Zero level must be within ± 0.250 VDC of the value
detected during power on of the equipment.

Zero level check while the Zero Check
function is not enabled via the sequence
program.   Performed at the beginning
of each fastening cycle. 

The Zero level during a sequence-initiated Zero check
must be within ± 0.125 VDC of the value detected
during power on of the equipment. 

Zero level check while the Zero Check
function is enabled via the sequence
program.  Performed at the beginning of
each fastening cycle. 

The Zero level during a PLC-initiated self-check must
be within ± 0.125 VDC of the value detected during
power on of the equipment. 

Zero level check while the PLC Self-
Check input is enabled, or the Main Unit
Manual RESET is activated.

Zero level must be between -2 VDC and +2 VDC.
The detected value is loaded into memory for
comparison during other Zero level checks.

Zero level check at power on.

<CHECK ITEMS>
1.  Verify that the tool is properly secured to the mounting plate, and that there is no sign of

stress or misalignment.  Ensure that there is no tool movement while the self-check is
being performed.

2.  Verify that the homerun (sensor) cable is in good condition and is properly connected to
the Axis Unit and the tool (preamp).

3.  ensure that the ISA Main and Axis Units are not located near any strong electrical or
magnetic fields.

4.   Verify correct Axis Unit input power (200~230 VAC +/- 10%, 50/60 Hz, 3-phase) and
ensure that the power cable is in good condition and is properly connected.

5.  If the problem still exists, replace the tool (homerun) cables with a set that is known to be
good. A spare cable set is normally provided with each System.  (Refer to Section 8.3.5)

6.  If the problem still exists, replace the affected tool.  (Refer to Section 8.3.4)
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7.  If the problem persists, replace the affected AXIS UNit.  (Refer to Section 8.3.3)
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WARNING:  DO NOT CONNECT OR DISCONNECT CABLES OR OTHER SYSTEM
  COMPONENTS WITH POWER APPLIED.

9.4.2 CAL CHECK ABNORMAL   ( axis Unit display code "a1" )

<ERROR DESCRIPTION>                                                   
the Calibration (Cal) level of the tool transducer is outside of the acceptable limits.  The
following table details the limits of the check for various equipment conditions.

If the Cal level is not sequence-initiated, the System
will not perform a Cal level self-check at the beginning
of each fastening cycle.  

Cal level check while the Cal Check
function is not enabled via the
sequence program.   

The Cal level during a sequence-initiated self-check
must be within ± 0.075 VDC (3% of 2.5 VDC) of the
value read from the tool EEPROM. 

Cal level check while the Cal Check
function is enabled via the sequence
program.  Performed at the beginning of
each fastening cycle. 

The Cal level during a PLC-initiated self-check must
be within ± 0.075 VDC (3% of 2.5 VDC) of the value
read from the tool EEPROM.    

Cal level check while the PLC Self-
Check input is enabled or the Main Unit
Manual CAL is activated.

The Cal level must be within ± 0.075 VDC (3% of 
2.5 VDC) of the value read from the tool EEPROM.   

Cal level check at power on.

                                                                      
<CHECK ITEMS>                                                         
1.  Verify that the tool is properly secured to the mounting plate, and that there is no sign of

stress or misalignment.  Ensure that there is no tool movement while the self-check is
being performed.

2.  Verify the homerun cables are in good condition and are properly connected to the Axis
Unit and the tool.

3.  ensure that the ISA Main and Axis Units are not located near any strong electrical or
magnetic fields.

4.   Verify correct Axis Unit input power (200~230 VAC +/- 10%, 50/60 Hz, 3-phase) and
ensure that the power cable is in good condition and is properly connected.

5.  If the problem still exists, replace the tool (homerun) cables with a set that is known to be
good.  A spare cable set is normally supplied with each System.  (Refer to Section 8.3.5)

6.  If the problem still exists, replace the affected tool.  (Refer to Section 8.3.4)

7.  If the problem persists, replace the affected AXIS UNit.  (Refer to Section 8.3.3)  
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WARNING:  DO NOT CONNECT OR DISCONNECT CABLES OR OTHER SYSTEM
  COMPONENTS WITH POWER APPLIED.

9.4.3 OFFSET CHECK ABNORMAL   ( axis Unit display code "a2" )
<ERROR DESCRIPTION>                                                   
the Offset (torque level) Check of the tool is outside of the acceptable limits.  The following
table details the limits of the check for various equipment conditions.
     

If the Offset torque check is not sequence-initiated,
the System will not perform an Offset torque check at
the beginning of each fastening cycle.  

Offset torque check while the Offset
Check function is not enabled via the
sequence program.   

The Offset torque level during a sequence-initiated
self-check must be less than 12% of the full scale
value of the tool. 

Offset torque check while the Offset
Check function is enabled via the
sequence program.   Performed at the
beginning of each fastening cycle. 

The Offset torque level during a PLC-initiated self-
check must be less than 12% of the full scale value of
the tool.    

Offset torque level check while the PLC
Offset Check input is enabled.

<CHECK ITEMS>                                                         
1.  Verify that the tool is properly secured to the mounting plate, and that there is no sign of

stress or misalignment.  Ensure that the socket is not engaged on a fastener and that
there is no tool movement while the self-check is being performed.

2.  CHECk the spindle assembly to verify there are no worn bearings, and ensure there is no
binding or excessive prevailing torque.

3.  Turn off the power.  Verify the homerun cables are in good condition and are properly
connected to the Axis Unit and to the tool.

4.  ensure that the ISA Main and Axis Units are not located near any strong electrical or
magnetic fields.

5.   Verify correct Axis Unit input power (200~230 VAC +/- 10%, 50/60 Hz, 3-phase) and
ensure that the power cable is in good condition and is properly connected.

6.  If the problem still exists, replace the tool (homerun) cables with a set that is known to be
good.  A spare cable set is normally provided with each System.  (Refer to Section 8.3.5)

7.  If the problem still exists, replace the affected tool.  (Refer to Section 8.3.4)

8.  If the problem persists, replace the affected AXIS UNit.  (Refer to Section 8.3.3)

9.4.4 PRESET DATA ABNORMAL    (axis Unit display code "a9")
<ERROR DESCRIPTION>                                                   
The pREset fastening data is incorrect.

 <CHECK ITEMS>                                                         
1.  Verify that the MACHINE CONFIGURATION / SET SEQUENCE / SET PARAMETER

screens match the physical machine configuration.

2.  Re-enter the data on the MACHINE CONFIGURATION / SET SEQUENCE / SET
PARAMETER screens (or reload the Preset files from the PRESET FILE UTILITY
screen).

3.  Check the connected Axis Unit(s) for indications of abnormality.   A locked-up display, an
illuminated Abnormal LED, and failure to count down are all possible indicators of a
malfunctioning Axis Unit.  If all Axis Units appear to be functional, the problem is likely to
be found in another System component.  In that case, use the Axis Unit connected directly
to the ISA Main Unit ribbon cable to perform the following checks.
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4.  Verify that the communication bus ribbon cable is in good condition and is properly
connected to both the MAIN UNIt and the AXIS UNIT.

5.  ensure that the ISA Main and Axis Units are not located near any strong electrical or
magnetic fields.

6.  Verify that the input power specifications (200~230 VAC +/- 10%,  50/60 Hz) are met for
both the Axis Unit (3-phase) and the ISA Main Unit (single phase).

7.  Verify that all power cables are in good condition and are properly connected.

8.  If the problem still exists, replace the affected AXIS UNit.  (Refer to Section 8.3.3)

9.  If the problem persists, replace the entire ISA Main Unit.  (Refer to Section 8.3.1)  

WARNING:  DO NOT CONNECT OR DISCONNECT CABLES OR OTHER SYSTEM
  COMPONENTS WITH POWER APPLIED.

9.4.5 ENCODER ANGLE PULSE ABN.   (axis Unit display codes "A5, d0, d2,
d7")

<ERROR DESCRIPTION>                                                  
an ANGLE signal is not being received while the motor is supposed to be turning.   When this
error message is displayed on the CRT, the affected Axis Unit display should be checked for
an Abnormal code.  Refer to Section 9.6 for more information regarding this failure type.

<CHECK ITEMS>                                                         
1.  Check the SET PARAMETER screens and verify that the settings do not result in a Duty

Cycle higher than 50%, and that the resultant cycle time is not less than 12 seconds.

2.  Check the connected Axis Unit(s) for indications of abnormality.   A locked-up display, an
illuminated Abnormal LED, and failure to count down are all possible indicators of a
malfunctioning Axis Unit.  If all Axis Units appear to be functional, the problem is likely to
be found in another System component.

3.  If all spindles are affected, then verify that the ISA Main and Axis Units are not located
near any strong electrical or magnetic fields.

4.  Ensure that all power cables are in good condition and are properly connected.

5.  if the problem affects only a single spindle, perform an encoder test procedure as provided
in Section 8.2.2.

6.  If the encoder test identifies a problem, exchange the homerun cables, the tool, and/or the
Axis Unit until the cause of the problem is identified.  If the encoder test results are
satisfactory, then verify that the input power specifications (200~230 VAC +/- 10%,  50/60
Hz) are met for both the Axis Unit (3-phase) and the ISA Main Unit (single phase).

7.  If the problem still exists, replace the affected AXIS UNit.  (Refer to Section 8.3.3)

8.  If the problem still persists, replace the affected tool.  (Refer to Section 8.3.4)

9.4.6  MOTOR OVER TEMPERATURE ABNORMAL    (axis Unit display code
"d4")

<ERROR DESCRIPTION>                                                   
The mOtor temperature is too high, and must cool down before it can be re-started.
                                                                                                         
<CHECK ITEMS>                                                         
1.  Check the SET PARAMETER screens and verify that the settings do not result in a Duty

Cycle higher than 50%, and that the resultant cycle time is not less than 12 seconds.

2.  Check the connected Axis Unit(s) for indications of abnormality.   A locked-up display, an
illuminated Abnormal LED, and failure to count down are all possible indicators of a
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malfunctioning Axis Unit.  If all Axis Units appear to be functional, the problem is likely to
be found in another System component.

3.  if the problem affects only a single spindle,  check the affected spindle for binding and
excessive prevailing torque.  If either condition is found, isolate and correct the cause.

4.  If no binding or excessive prevailing torque is found, verify correct Axis Unit input voltage
and ensure that the power cable is properly connected.

5.  If problem still exists, replace the affected tool.  (Refer to Section 8.3.4)

6.  If problem still exists, replace the affected Axis Unit.  (Refer to Section 8.3.3)

WARNING:  DO NOT CONNECT OR DISCONNECT CABLES OR OTHER SYSTEM
  COMPONENTS WITH POWER APPLIED.

9.4.7 TOOL iS NOT CONNECTED  (axis Unit display code "a3") 
<ERROR DESCRIPTION>                                                  
NO connection is detected between the AXIS UNit and the tOOL (pREamp).
                                                                      
<CHECK ITEMS>                                                         
1.  Check the connected Axis Unit(s) for indications of abnormality.   A locked-up display, an

illuminated Abnormal LED, and failure to count down are all possible indicators of a
malfunctioning Axis Unit.  If all Axis Units appear to be functional, the problem is likely to
be found in another System component.

2.  If the problem appears to be a common fault, verify correct input power to the Axis Units.

3.  Verify that the homerun cables are in good condition and are properly connected to the
Axis Unit and the tool.

4.  ensure that the ISA Main and Axis Units are not located near any strong electrical or
magnetic fields.

5.  if the problem only affects a single spindle, verify correct Axis Unit input voltage and
ensure that the power cable is properly connected.

6.  If problem still exists, exchange the tool cables with a known good set.  A spare set of
cables is normally provided with each System. 

7.  If problem still exists, replace the affected tool.  (Refer to Section 8.3.4)

8.  If problem still exists, replace the affected Axis Unit.  (Refer to Section 8.3.3)

WARNING:  DO NOT CONNECT OR DISCONNECT CABLES OR OTHER SYSTEM
  COMPONENTS WITH POWER APPLIED.

9.4.8 SERVO ALARM   (axis Unit display code "d0, d1, d3, d7")
<ERROR DESCRIPTION>
An error has been detected in the Servo Drive portion of the Axis Unit.  When this error
message is displayed on the CRT, the affected Axis Unit display should be checked for an
Abnormal code.  Refer to Section 9.6 for more information regarding this failure type.

D3 - Servo Overtemp  (Abnormal will not clear until the affected Unit cools down):           

<CHECK ITEMS>                                                         
1.  Check the SET PARAMETER screens and verify that the settings do not result in a Duty

Cycle higher than 50%, and that the resultant cycle time is not less than 12 seconds.

2.  Check the connected Axis Units for any abnormal indications.  If all spindles appear to be
affected, the problem is likely to be found in another System component.
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3.  If the problem appears to be a common fault, verify correct input power to the Axis Units.

4.  if the problem only affects a single spindle,  check the affected spindle for binding and
excessive prevailing torque.  If either condition is found, isolate and correct the cause.

5.  If no binding or excessive prevailing torque is found, verify correct Axis Unit input voltage
and ensure that the power cable is properly connected.

6.  If the problem still exists, replace the affected Axis Unit.  (Refer to Section 8.3.3)

7.  If the problem still persists, replace the affected tool.  (Refer to Section 8.3.4)

D0 - Encoder Connection  (Abnormal will not clear until the problem is corrected):

<CHECK ITEMS>                                                         
1.  Check the connected Axis Units for any abnormal indications.   If all spindles appear to be

affected, the problem may be a result of some common item.

2.  If the problem appears to be a common fault, verify correct input power to the Axis Units.

3.  if the problem only affects a single spindle, perform an encoder test procedure as provided
in Section 8.2.2.

4.  If the encoder test identifies a problem, then exchange the tool, cables, and/or the Axis
Unit until the cause of the problem is identified.

5.  If the encoder test does not identify a problem, verify the Axis Unit input voltage and
ensure that the power cable is properly connected.

6.  If problem still exists, replace the affected Axis Unit.  (Refer to Section 8.3.3)

7.  If problem still exists, replace the affected tool.  (Refer to Section 8.3.4)

D1 - Tool/Servo Mismatch  (Abnormal will clear when the tool and Axis Unit are properly
    matched):

<Check Items>
1.  Verify the correct tool is being used for the application.  (Refer to Section 2.5)

2.  Determine which Axis Unit type is required to operate the tool.  (Refer to Section 2.4)

3.  Replace components as required.

D7 - overload  (Abnormal will clear after depressing the RESet switch):

<CHECK ITEMS>                                                         
1.  Check the SET PARAMETER screens and verify that the settings do not result in a Duty

Cycle higher than 50%, and that the resultant cycle time is not less than 12 seconds.

2.  Check the connected Axis Units for any abnormal indications.   If all spindles appear to be
affected, the problem is likely to be found in another System component.

3.  If the problem appears to be a common fault, verify correct input power to the Axis Units.

4.  if the problem affects only a single spindle,  check the affected spindle for binding and
excessive prevailing torque.  If either condition is found, isolate and correct the cause.

5.  If no binding or excessive prevailing torque is found, verify correct Axis Unit input voltage
and ensure that the power cable is properly connected. 

6.  If problem still exists, replace the affected Axis Unit.  (Refer to Section 8.3.3)

7.  If problem still exists, replace the affected tool.  (Refer to Section 8.3.4)
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WARNING:  DO NOT CONNECT OR DISCONNECT CABLES OR OTHER SYSTEM
  COMPONENTS WITH POWER APPLIED.

9.4.9 FULL SCALE TORQUE OVER ABNORMAL   (axis Unit display code "a1")

<ERROR DESCRIPTION>                                                   
MEasured torque exceeded full scale (CALIBration) torque.          

<CHECK ITEMS>                                                         
1.  Verify that the tool is properly secured to the mounting plate, and that there is no sign of

stress or misalignment.  Ensure that there is no tool movement while the self-check is
being performed.

2.  Turn off the power.  Verify that the homerun cables are in good condition and are properly
connected to the Axis Unit and the tool.

3.  ensure that the Axis Unit is not located near any strong electrical or magnetic fields.

4.  Verify Axis Unit input voltage and ensure the power cables are properly connected.

5.  If problem still exists, exchange the tool cables with a set that is known to be good.  A
spare set of cables is normally provided with each System.

6.  If the problem still exists, replace the affected tool.  (Refer to Section 8.3.4)

7.  If the problem persists, replace the affected AXIS UNit.  (Refer to Section 8.3.3)

9.4.10 PREAMP EEPROM READ ABNORMAL    (axis Unit display code "a3")
<ERROR DESCRIPTION>                                                   
DAta error has been detected in the tool EEPROM information.                   
                                                                      
<CHECK ITEMS>                                                         
1.  Verify that the communication bus ribbon cable is in good condition and is properly

connected to the ISA MAIN and AXIS UNITs.

2.  Verify that the homerun cables are in good condition and are properly connected to the
Axis Unit and the tool.

3.  ensure that the ISA Main and Axis Units are not located near any strong electrical or
magnetic fields.

4.  Verify correct input voltages and ensure all power cables are properly connected.

5.  If the problem still exists, exchange the tool cables with a set that is known to be good.  A
spare set of cables is normally provided with each System.

6.  If the problem still exists, replace the affected tool.  (Refer to Section 8.3.4)

7.  If the problem persists, replace the affected Axis Unit.  (Refer to Section 8.3.3)
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WARNING:  DO NOT CONNECT OR DISCONNECT CABLES OR OTHER SYSTEM
  COMPONENTS WITH POWER APPLIED.

9.4.11 tOOL TYPE MISMATCH ABNORMAL    (axis Unit display code "a3")
<ERROR DESCRIPTION>                                                   
PRESet tool type and connected tool type are mismatched.             
                                                                      
<CHECK ITEMS>                                                         
1.  Verify that the MACHINE CONFIGURATION / SET SEQUENCE / SET PARAMETER

screens match the physical machine configuration.

2.  Re-enter the data on the MACHINE CONFIGURATION / SET SEQUENCE / SET
PARAMETER Screens or reload the preset files from the PRESET FILE UTILITY screen.

3.  Verify that the Axis Unit and connected tool type are compatible.  (Refer to Section 2.4)

4.  Check the connected Axis Unit(s) for indications of abnormality.   A locked-up display, an
illuminated Abnormal LED, and failure to count down are all possible indicators of a
malfunctioning Axis Unit.  If all Axis Units appear to be functional, the problem is likely to
be found in another System component.  In that case, use the Axis Unit connected directly
to the ISA Main Unit ribbon cable to perform the following checks.

5.  Verify that the communication bus ribbon cable is in good condition and is properly
connected to both the ISA MAIN UNIt and the AXIS UNIT.

6.  ensure that the ISA Main and Axis Units are not located near any strong electrical or
magnetic fields.

7.  Verify that the input power specifications (200~230 VAC +/- 10%,  50/60 Hz) are met for
both the Axis Unit (3-phase) and the ISA Main Unit (single phase).

8.  Verify that all power cables are in good condition and are properly connected.

9.  If the problem still exists, replace the affected AXIS UNit.  (Refer to Section 8.3.3)

10.  If the problem persists, replace the affected tool.  (Refer to Section 8.3.4)  

9.4.12 DUAL PORT RAM ABNORMAL    (no axis Unit display code)
<ERROR DESCRIPTION>                                                   
An Axis Unit DUAL PORt RAM error occurred while attempting communications between the
AXIS UNIt and the ISA MAIN UNIT.   
                                                                      
<CHECK ITEMS>                                                         
1.  Check the connected Axis Unit(s) for indications of abnormality.   A locked-up display, an

illuminated Abnormal LED, and failure to count down are all possible indicators of a
malfunctioning Axis Unit.  If all Axis Units appear to be functional, the problem is likely to
be found in another System component.  In that case, use the Axis Unit connected directly
to the ISA Main Unit ribbon cable to perform the following checks.

2.  Verify that the communication bus ribbon cable is in good condition and is properly
connected to the ISA MAIN and AXIS UNITs.

3.  ensure that the Main Unit and Axis Unit are not located near any strong electrical or
magnetic fields.

4.  Verify correct Axis Unit input voltage and ensure that the power cable is properly
connected.

5.  If the problem still exists, replace the affected AXIS UNit.  (Refer to Section 8.3.3)

6.  If the problem persists, replace the entire ISA Main Unit.  (Refer to Section 8.3.1)

WARNING:   DO NOT CONNECT OR DISCONNECT CABLES OR OTHER SYSTEM
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   COMPONENTS WITH POWER APPLIED.

9.4.13 input power over abnormal   (axis Unit display code "d5, d6")
<ERROR DESCRIPTION>                                                   
the input power exceeds specifications (200~230 VAC ± 10% , 50/60 Hz).  When this error
message is displayed on the CRT, the corresponding Axis Unit display should be checked for
an Abnormal code.  Refer to Section 9.6 for more information regarding this failure type.

D5/input voltage abnormal (high) errors 
D6/input voltage abnormal (low) errors 

<CHECK ITEMS>                                                         
1.  ensure that the Axis Unit is not located near any strong electrical or magnetic fields.

2.  Verify correct Axis Unit input voltage (3-phase).

3.  Ensure that the power cable is in good condition and is properly connected.

4.  If the problem still exists, replace the affected AXIS UNit.  (Refer to Section 8.3.3)

9.4.14 Servo I/F power supply abnormal   (axis Unit display code "a8")
<ERROR DESCRIPTION>                                                   
the mEasured input power for the Servo (Axis Unit) interface has exceeded limits.          

<CHECK ITEMS>                                                         
1.  ensure that the Axis Unit is not located near any strong electrical or magnetic fields.

2.  Verify correct Axis Unit input voltage and ensure the power cable is properly connected.

3.  If the problem still exists, replace the affected AXIS UNit.  (Refer to Section 8.3.3)   

9.4.15 Servo type abnormal   (axis Unit display code "a8")                  
<ERROR DESCRIPTION>                                                   
the Servo (Axis Unit) type is not compatible with the configured and/or connected tool type.

<CHECK ITEMS>                                                         
1.  Verify that the MACHINE CONFIGURATION / SET SEQUENCE / SET PARAMETER

screens match the physical machine configuration.

2.  Re-enter the data on the MACHINE CONFIGURATION / SET SEQUENCE / SET
PARAMETER screens (or reload the Preset files from the PRESET FILE UTILITY
screen).

3.  Verify the tool is connected to a compatible Axis Unit type.  (Refer to Section 2.4)

4.  Check the connected Axis Unit(s) for indications of abnormality.   A locked-up display, an
illuminated Abnormal LED, and failure to count down are all possible indicators of a
malfunctioning Axis Unit.  If all Axis Units appear to be functional, the problem is likely to
be found in another System component.  In that case, use the Axis Unit connected directly
to the ISA Main Unit ribbon cable to perform the following checks.

5.  Verify that the communication bus ribbon cable is in good condition and is properly
connected to both the ISA MAIN UNIt and the AXIS UNIT.

6.  ensure that the ISA Main and Axis Units are not located near any strong electrical or
magnetic fields.

7.  Verify that the input power specifications (200~230 VAC +/- 10%,  50/60 Hz) are met for
both the Axis Unit (3-phase) and the ISA Main Unit (single phase).
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8.  Verify that all power cables are in good condition and are properly connected.

9.  If the problem still exists, replace the affected AXIS UNit.  (Refer to Section 8.3.3)

10.  If the problem persists, replace the affected tool.  (Refer to Section 8.3.4)  

WARNING:   DO NOT CONNECT OR DISCONNECT CABLES OR OTHER SYSTEM
   COMPONENTS WITH POWER APPLIED.

9.4.16 Axis Unit Lockout  (No Axis Unit Display Code)
<Error Description>
The Axis Unit display is blank, even though the power source and connections have been
verified to be correct.  This error may occur when the Axis Unit is repeatedly powered up and
then powered down.

<Check Items>
1.  Turn off the power for five (5) minutes before making another attempt to power up.

2.  Ensure that the Axis Unit is not located near any strong electrical or magnetic fields.

3.  If problem persists, replace the Axis Unit input power cable with a known good cable.

4.  If problem still persists, replace the affected Axis Unit.  (Refer to Section 8.3.3)
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9.5 INPUT  aBNORMAL              

9.5.1 INPUT ERROR                          
<ERROR DESCRIPTION>                                                   
INPUT data has been entered in an incorrect format.  

<CHECK ITEMS>                                                                                               
1. DATA will display, but will not update.  Enter the data in the correct format.              
     
                                                                 

9.5.2 DATA ERROR 
<ERROR DESCRIPTION>                                                   
INput data has been entered that is beyond the limits of the existing configuration.                    
                  
<CHECK ITEMS>                                                        
1. DATA will display, but will not update.  Enter data that is within acceptable limits.              
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9.6 Axis Unit Abnormal codes

9.6.1 AXis Unit Control abnormals

Refer to Section 9.4.16 Axis Unit Lockout.(Display is Blank)NONE

Refer to Section 9.4.4 Preset Data Abnormal.PRESET DATA
ABNORMAL

A9

Refer to Section 9.6.2 Axis Unit Servo Drive Abnormals.   When a
Servo Abnormal occurs, the System may generate a "D" code
Abnormal.  If the Reset input is pulsed, the cause of the Abnormal
("D" code) will clear,  leaving the "A8" code as a general Servo
Alarm indicator.  Refer to Section 9.4.14 Servo I/F Power Supply
Abnormal and Section 9.4.15 Servo Type Abnormal.

SERVO AMPLIFIER
ABNORMAL

A8

Not Used.A7

This function is currently disabled.  If this Abnormal occurs,  it may
indicate a problem in the Axis Unit.  Replace the Axis Unit.

MOTOR ABNORMALA6

Refer to Section 9.4.5 for an Encoder Angle Pulse Abnormals.    
This Abnormal code generally indicates a problem in the Axis Unit
encoder circuit.

ENCODER
ABNORMAL

A5

An abnormal condition has occurred in the Axis Unit memory or in
associated ribbon cables.   This type of Abnormal may cause the
Main Unit to display any of the Axis Unit Abnormal error messages.
Replace the suspected Axis Unit and / or ribbon cables to correct the
problem.

AXIS MEMORY
ABNORMAL

A4

Refer to Section 9.4.10 Preamp EEPROM Read Abnormal.
Refer to Section 9.4.7 Tool Is Not Connected.
Refer to Section 9.4.11 Tool Type Mismatch Abnormal.

PREAMP EEPROM
ABNORMAL

A3

Refer to Section 9.4.3 for an Offset Check Abnormal.OFFSET CHECK
ABNORMAL

A2

Review the abnormal display on the system CRT to determine
whether the Abnormal condition is from a "Zero Check Abnormal",
"Cal Check Abnormal", or "Full Scale Torque Over Abnormal".
Refer to Section 9.4.1 for a Zero Check Abnormal.
Refer to Section 9.4.2 for a Cal Check Abnormal.
Refer to Section 9.4.9 for a Full Scale Torque Over Abnormal.

ZERO CHECK, CAL
CHECK, AND FULL
SCALE TORQUE
OVER ABNORMALS

A1
DESCRIPTIONCODE / "ABNORMAL" TYPE
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9.6.2 axis unit servo drive abnormals

Overload Abnormal condition has occurred in the tool.  Refer
to Sections 9.4.5 and 9.4.8.

OVERLOADD7

If this Abnormal occurred during fastening, it is caused by
under voltage.  If this Abnormal occurred during  power on,
the internal power supply is failing.  Refer to Section 9.4.13.

INPUT VOLTAGE
ABNORMAL (LOW)

D6

If this Abnormal occurred during fastening, it is caused by
over voltage.  If this Abnormal occurred during  power on,
the internal power supply is failing.  Refer to Section 9.4.13.

INPUT VOLTAGE
ABNORMAL (HIGH)

D5

The motor temperature sensor located in the angle encoder
of the tool has detected an overheat condition.  Refer to
Section 9.4.6.

MOTOR OVERHEATD4

The servo drive internal power transistor is overheated.
Refer to Section 9.4.8.

SERVO OVERTEMPD3

Abnormal condition occurred in the tool angle encoder
signal.  Refer to Section 9.4.5.

ENCODER ABNORMALD2

If this Abnormal occurs during power on, the tool type and
servo (Axis Unit) type do not match.  Refer to Section 9.4.8.

TOOL / SERVO MISMATCH     
                        

D1

This Abnormal occurs if the tool encoder circuit is not
properly connected or is not working properly.  Refer to
Sections 9.4.5. and 9.4.8.

ENCODER CONNECTION
ABNORMAL                              

D0
DESCRIPTIONCODE / "ABNORMAL" TYPE
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9.7 file error messages for disk drive operations

NO UPC CARD.NO UPC CARD
DISK FULL.DISK FULL
SAMPLING SPINDLE # PRESET ABNORMAL.FILE SET ERROR 108H
ABNORMAL SAMPLING ITEM WAS SELECTED.FILE SET ERROR 107H
NO SAMPLING ITEM WAS SELECTED.FILE SET ERROR 106H
SAMPLING METHOD PRESET ERROR.FILE SET ERROR 105H
CUSTOM DATA PRESET ERROR.FILE SET ERROR 104H
TYPE OF SEPARATION PRESET ERROR.FILE SET ERROR 103H
NUMBER OF GROUPS PRESET ERROR.FILE SET ERROR 102H
GROUP SIZE PRESET ERROR.FILE SET ERROR 101H
FILE NAME PRESET ERROR.FILE SET ERROR 100H
NETWORK ERROR.DOS DRIVE ERROR 20H THROUGH  58H
OTHER UNKNOWN ERROR.DOS DRIVE ERROR 1FH
READ FAULT ERROR.READ FAULT ERROR
WRITE FAULT ERROR.WRITE FAULT ERROR
PRINTER HAS NO PAPER.DOS DRIVE ERROR 1CH
ABSENCE SECTOR WAS SELECTED.DOS DRIVE ERROR 1BH
INVALID MEDIA WAS SELECTED.DOS DRIVE ERROR 1AH
SEEK ERROR.DOS DRIVE ERROR 19H
REQUESTED HEADER HAS WRONG LENGTH.DOS DRIVE ERROR 18H
CRC ERROR.DOS DRIVE ERROR 17H
INVALID COMMAND WAS SELECTED.DOS DRIVE ERROR 16H
DRIVE IS NOT READY.DOS DRIVE ERROR 15H
INVALID DRIVE HAS BEEN SELECTED.INVALID DRIVE SELECT
DISK HAS BEEN WRITE PROTECTED.DISK-WRITE PROTECTED
NO MORE FILES EXISTS.DOS DRIVE ERROR 12H
INVALID DEVICE WAS SELECTED.DOS DRIVE ERROR 11H
TRIED TO DELETE CURRENT DIRECTORY.DOS DRIVE ERROR 10H
INVALID DRIVE # WAS SELECTED.INVALID DRIVE SPECIFICATION
INVALID DATA.DOS DRIVE ERROR 0DH
INVALID ACCESS.DOS DRIVE ERROR 0CH
WRONG DISK FORMAT.DOS DRIVE ERROR 0BH
WRONG ENVIRONMENT.DOS DRIVE ERROR 0AH
INVALID MEMORY WAS SELECTED.DOS DRIVE ERROR 09H
NOT ENOUGH MEMORY.DOS DRIVE ERROR 08H
INDEX DATA WERE BROKEN.DOS DRIVE ERROR 07H
INVALID HANDLING.DOS DRIVE ERROR 06H
ACCESS WAS DENIED.DOS DRIVE ERROR 05H
TOO MANY FILES OPEN.TOO MANY FILES OPEN
NO PATH EXISTS.DOS DRIVE ERROR 03H
NO SELECTED FILE EXISTS.DOS DRIVE ERROR 02H
INVALID FUNCTION WAS SELECTED.DOS DRIVE ERROR 01H

DEFINITIONERROR MESSAGE
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9.8 AFC1200 Axis Unit Fastening Faults and Causes

9.8.1 Accept  Conditions

THE ACCEPT LED will light for the three following reasons: 

1.  tHE RESET input is active on either the front panel or via a PLC input, and the reset
condition (ZERO LEVEL) of the TRANSDUCER is within acceptable limits.

2.  tHE CAL input is active on either the front panel or via a PLC input, and the calibration
condition (CAL LEVEL) of the transducer is within acceptable limits.

3.  tHE previous fastening was completed within all preset limits (TORQUE, ANGLE, 1st
RATE, 2nd RATE, 3rd RATE, and TIME).

9.8.2 Torque Reject Conditions

THE TORQUE Reject LED will light for the following reasons:
1.  THE ZERo Level is outside acceptable limits.

2.  tHE CAl Level is outside acceptable limits.

3.  THE OFFSet torque is outside acceptable limits.

4.  THE final fastening torque is not between the LOW and HIGh TORque limits set on the
PARAMETER Set screen.

4a.  A "RED" TOrque Reject LED on the AXIS UNit indicates a HIGH TORQue reject,
which can normally be attributed to excessive speed (crashing).  IN ANGLE Control
or YIELD Control, this may be caused by increased friction or reduced joint
compression.

4b.  aN "ORANGE" TORQue Reject LED on the AXIS UNIt indicates a LOW TORque
reject, which was caused by the failure of one or more of the other preset limits
(ANGLE, Time, 1st RATE, 2nd RATe, or 3rd RATE).  IN ANGLe Control or YIEld
Control, this may be caused by reduced friction or increased joint compression.

9.8.3 ANGLE REJECT conditions

THE ANGLe Reject LED will light for the following reasons:
 
1.  A "REd" ANGLE Reject LED on the AXIS UNit indicates a HIGH ANgle reject.  THIS type
of
     reject is caused when the degrees of rotation the fastener turns after sensing the
     THReshold2 (THR2) torque is in excess of the preset HIGH Angle limit as specified on the
     PARameter Set screen.  MAy cause a LOW TORQue reject.

CAUSES:   EXCessive lubrication, thread obstacle, excessive joint compression.

2.  AN "ORANge" ANgle display LED on the AXIS Unit indicates a LOW ANgle reject.  THIS
type
     of reject is caused when the degrees of rotation the fastener turns after sensing the
     THREshold2 (THR2) torque is below the preset LOW Angle limit as specified on the
     PARAmeter Set screen. 
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CAUSES:   REDuced lubrication, thread obstacle, reduced joint compression.

9.8.4 TIME REJECT conditions

THe TIMe Reject LED will light for the following reasons:  
 
1.  A "RED" TIme Reject LED on the AXIS Unit indicates a Final step Time Reject.

2.  An "ORANGE" TIme Reject LED on the AXIS Unit indicates a 1st step TIme Reject.  May
     cause a LOW TOrque Reject.

CAUSES: 

1.  THE amount of time specified on the Parameter Set screen is insufficient.

2.  THe socket did not engage the fastener properly.

3.  THe fastener did not engage the workpiece properly.

4.  The socket is split or damaged.

9.8.5 TORQUE RATE REJECT conditions

TorquE RAte (RAte) is defined as the change in torque divided by the change in degrees of
rotation (ANgle) during a specific interval.

1ST RATE
1. A "RED" 1ST RATE Reject LED on the AXIS UNit indicates that the Torque Rate, as

measured from Threshold1 (THR1) to 1st TORque, is above the high limit specified
on the PARameter Set screen.  May cause a LOW TOrque Reject.

2. AN "ORAnge" 1ST RATE Reject LED on the AXIS UNit indicates that the Torque
Rate, as measured from THR1 to 1st TOrque, is below the low limit specified on the
Parameter Set screen.   MAy cause a LOW Torque Reject. 

2ND RATE
1. A "RED" 2ND RATE Reject LED on the AXIS UNIT indicates that the Torque Rate, as

measured from 1st TORque to CROSSOVER RAte 2 Torque, is above the high limit
specified on the Parameter Set screen.  May cause a LOW TORQUE REJECT.

2. AN "ORANGE" 2ND RATE Reject LED on the AXIS Unit indicates that the torque
RATE, as measured from 1st TORque to CROSSOVER RAte 2 Torque, is below the
low limit specified on the PArameter Set screen.  MAY cause a LOW TORQUE
REJECT.

3RD RATE
1. A "RED" 3RD RATE Reject LED on the AXIS UNIt indicates that the rate, as

measured from CROSSOVER RAte 2 Torque to fastening end, is above the high limit
specified on the PARAmeter Set screen.  May cause a LOW TORQUE REJECT.

2. AN "ORANGE" 3RD RATE Reject LED on the AXIS UNIt indicates that the rate, as
measured from CROSSOVER RAte 2 Torque to fastening end, is below the low limit
specified on the PARAmeter Set screen.  May cause a LOW TORQUE REJECT. 

CAUSES of HIGH RATE Rejects:
Reduced lubrication,  thread obstacle, reduced joint compression.
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CAUSES of LOW RATe Rejects:
EXcessive lubrication, thread obstacle, excessive joint compression.
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